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IC 	ERBVIOUS LITMATURA. 
There has boon neAlrevious attempt to deal comprehonoively 
With the genetic and chronologic classification of the pro doposit° 
of Taomania. • Vrom time to . timo, however, during tho last twenty year° various officer° of the Geolonicml Survey of TaanAnia have 
drawn attention to cortain conoluoione mo to ago and Genoois 
which ooemed juotifiable ?gm the evidence presented by the ore 
depoeito of restricted district°. 
Thuo G.A.Waller twenty ye aro ago drew attention to the Genetic rolationohi between the tin deposAta and the common 
arcane of Tasmania on the one hand and the nickel dopooito and the congenore of the granite, oerpentine and gabbro on the other, 	In the years following the late W,H.Twolvetroeo and 
'Jailor tentatively assigned to B large number of OTO deposits 
a genotic connection with the granite. In the case a many 
deposit°, however, ouch ma, for example, the Read-nooebery sinc-load oultftido ore-bodioo, considerable doubt ae to gonesio 
and age arooe becauao of inability to definitoly determine the 
true mode of oriGin of the adjacent koratophyre whother intruo-Ave or extruoive, 	Litiouipoao V.H.Tuelvetroso developed the 
conception of the ooparate entity of the norphyrold igneous oulto with a typical granite a° B well developed facie°, the posolbility of a genetic relationship between some of our ore depooito and thio granite became spparont, but no progreos 
in the development of thie idea was wad° until 1913 and onwards, 
Zn the year 1910 the syotematic investigation of the 
&x:thari oilmovcaoad ftold by V:doTuolvotnao aad L o l'toith Ua2d, 
which really carried onwardo to m further otmgo tho most 
valuable pioneor work of G.A.Uallor, gave an opportunity of applying some of the principle@ controlling the deposition of 
ore deposit@ which had been enunciated by elTlinent economic 
geologisto of America and Turope. 	Tho result was the inter- 
pretation of geneolo preoented in Bullotin Foo8 of the 
Geological Survey of Taonlania. 	Such interpretation involve° the origin of all of the deposit@ from the Devonian granite 
the various typeo of dopoolte being determined by sonal precipitation in three main zones - Q1) metamorphic 5ono; 02) pyritio-galena sono; and (3) eideritic -galena sone. 
In the year 1911 the late 17 0 110Twe1vetrees applied the ooncoption of motallogenic epochs and province° to the Scsmander 
field and presented a short statement so to the motallogenic epoch() of Taamania in Geological Survey of Tasmania Bulletin 
No.9. 	In this publication attention was drawn to the coincidence of the gold-quarts lodes and the SUb-acid (grano-
diorite) facies of the Devonian granite. 
At the beginning of the year 1912 In Keith Ward after hie studios of the Parrell, Dundas, Zoehan and Balfour districts of the preceding four year° presented several pspero before the 
Auetrallan Aoaociation for the Advancement of Science, two of 
which .wee entitled °An Investigation of the Itelationehip between 
'the Ure-bodieo of the Heamehirk-Comstock-Zeohan legion and the 
Aoeociatod Igneouo Rdolt° and °The 10 kirk Laoeif 	ite 
Btructuro and Re1ationship0P. 
In thee° papers Uard developed the concontion of a 
Devonian ago for the OTO dopooito of the whOle of the Ueot Coaot 
rogion cooigning their origin to the Devonian magma which, 
containing the rar,terial for both the grankto and ito aseociatee 
and the ore depooito, was irrupted along lino° of cruotal 
yeakneoo running in a genoral north-eaoterly direction and not 
30 a largo al/-underlying batholith. He regarded the Heemekirk 
massif as chonolithicntructure, that is possessing a definite 
bottom, and that the expulsion of the ore-bearing solutions 
was continuous and ultimately had a sudden cessation due to the sealing up of the connection between the chonolith and 
its magmatic reservoir. 	Zonal precipitation according to 
temperature-pressure conditions was held as explaining the 
various types of ore deposits. 	The possible genetic significance of the porphyroid granite was ignored by Ward, 
and the metallogenic problem of the lest Coast Range was 
not discussed but all of the ore deposi of that important 
and complex belt were indiscriminately 	into the 
Devonian metallogenio epoch. 
In 1913 the writer studied the metallogenic problem 
in the Jukes-Darwin district especially from the viewpoint of the genetic significance of the porphyroid granite. 	The 
discussion of that problem as it appeared at that time is 
contained in Geological Survey of Tasmania Bulletin No.16 
which shows that the porphyroid granite has been definitely 
responsible for certain of the ore deposits of that district. 
Prom that date onwards no publication contains any further oontribution to the literature on the general question of metallogenio epochs of Tasmania although continu-
ous additions to our knowledge of the geology and ore deposits 
of the various mineral districts have been made by officers 
of the Geological Survey of Tasmania. Thus the writer in 
the Read-Rosebery district definitely establistled the 
effusive origin of the keratophyro thus eliminating a 
troublesome complication in the problem of metallogenesis. 
This investigation is described in Geological Survey of 
Tasmania bulletins 19 and 23. 	The writer's investigations have included all of the mineral districts and practically the whole of the explored area of Tasmania, in particular containing a detailed study of the geology and ore deposits of Mt.Lyell, the results of this latter work, however, not having yet been prepared for publication. 
apynAcT.  
The study of the metallogenic problem in naemania offera 
most excentional opnortunitiee for the investic;ation of the 
General principles controlling the formation of ore deposito, 
becauee there are developed in this State a wonderful variety 
of deposits concentrated within an unusually mall area. 	It 
will be seen in the oubsequent pages that as a reuult of the 
research described therein not only has some approach to finaliV 
in the solution of the TasEnnian metallogenic problem been 
attained, but that some new light has been thrown on the mechanism 
of the derivation of ore-bearinG oolutions from igneouo magmas in 
general. 
The method of approach to the nroblem . of metallogeneeisi, 
used in this inveotigation is that of the goologic relntionships'. 
of the ore deposit e - their relation to the geologic structure . atid hiotory of WI reGlon in which they occur. 	All 7)hones of - 
gooloGic knowledge are applied to the problem - stratigraphic, tectonic and plutonic Geology all being called upen to contribute 
evidence for the determination of the age and genesis of the 
ore denooits. 
The work is accordingly nreeented in two parte - Part I 
being the Geologic"Lackground and part II the ,Itatement of 
:etallogenesio. 	The eeaential geologic facto are niven in 
2art I ia order to supply the foundation for the detailed 
en:nmination of the ore deposits in Part II. 
1.art I. 
Chapter III deals with ouch phases of the physiogrnnhy 
of Tasmania as are essential to a proper underetandinn of the 
descriptive matter in the eubseouent pages. 
Chanter IV deals with the etratigranhic and netrologio 
geolony of Taemania, particular attention boinL; paid to all 
rock series older than '2oroo-Carbonifereue. 
nhater V presents a comprehensive survey of the tectonics 
of Tasmania and this is then used as the means of nttncking the 
problem of plutonic geolo6y, 	Anorocched in this way the 
genetic() and structure of the inneoue rock becoino annarent. 
In this tray the character and orinin of the Pornhyroid Igneoue 
Complexttke elucidated and described in owe° detail, the final 
conclusions in regard to this igneoue series bein3 based on the 
concoetion of the .'etrogenic Cycle. 	',here then follow e a 
thorcuot investigntion of the 	 plutonics on the same 
lines end the conception is evolved of the existence of one 
large compoeite Taemanien 	 Detholith consieting of the orth-2Frotern batholith and the , ieet Conet Ilatholith. 	The 
tectonic factors which have determined the confiuratioc. of the 
batholiLhic roof are indicated and the -loeition of the nronounced 
cupolas determined. 	It is pointed out that the :3ei-Cilurian orogenic comnreeeion was characterieed by a more pronounced 
vertical component than either of the nrocedinn oronemic 
revolutions. 
Part X.  
Who Eethod adopted in apnroaching the problem of metallo-
genesis is to initiate the investigation of the aetallogeonvnelhic 
provinces of rasmania, 52hese are dealt with in Chapter VI, 
3 
Chapter VII advancer) the study by considering the relation-
ship of the motnlloneogranhic Provinces to outcrcnee of plutonio 
rocks and areas of intense orogenic movement. 
The relationship to the tectonic line e le further considered in Chapter VIII by comparing them with the orientation of the fissure lodes of typical areas, 
iiavine exhausted the conclusions deducible from the 
above considerations the determination of the geologic nee of 
the ore deposits is then effected by utilioing systematically. 
the aGe of the rock renoeitoriee of the varioue types of 
deposits indicated in detail in Table II and explained in Chapter IX. 
In Chapter X this age determination is thus finalised 
for a large number of the ore deposits on direct geologic 
evidence and in Chapter :a this number is increased by basing 
further age determination on mineralogic analogy to those 
already gixed as to age. 
This age determination systematically effected for the 
first time results in the concention of tro main Letallogenic 
Epochs - (1) the Ilpi-EAlurian and (2) the rni-Cambro-Crdovician. 
There are also two epochs of much less importance.- the 
Cretaceous and Yertiary fetallogenic 7noohs. 	Without exception these four Tetallogenic elpoche coincide with meochs of Pronounced 
igneous activity and the two major Letallogenic 'poohs also are 
coincident with celochs and areas of very pronounced erogenic 
movement. 
Chapter XII'deals specifically and in detail with the 
Epi-8ilurian 1:setallogenio Bpooh, 	Its relationship tg the 
metallogeographic provinoes is indicated as a ereliminary and 
there follows a detailed investigation of its relationship to 
the T;pi-Silurian petrogenic period. 	It is shown that there 
was a Basic and an Acid phase of the metalloeenic epoch 
corresponding to the two rain petrogenic phases. 	The Acid 
Ames is shown to be subject to important subdivisions and a 
definite genetic significance is shown to belong to the 
upwardly projectinG.sunolas. It is shown that the distribution 
of the materials which formed the ore deposits, immediately prior to their emission from the nagma,-was determined by the configuration of the batholithio roof. 	There is developed 
the conception of the Cupola and Inter-Cupola Trough Horizons between which there has been a differential movement of the more 
mobile metallic constituents upwards into the former, 	iJthe 
spatial arrangement of the ore deposits of either the Cupola or 
Inter-Cupola Trough horizons is due to intermittent ejection of 
solutions from the magmatic reservoir, each stage being followed 
by a sealing up of the ejection channels and a subsequent onening 
of mostly new but parallel fissures through which were ejected 
the solutions of the following stage. 	This intermittent 
emission occurred at intervals during the nrogreesive cooling 
of the magma and its differentiation but there is not sufficient 
evidence available to allow of the correlation of the various Letallogenic Stages with the progressive rock differentiates. 
Deposition in any Stage was determined by temperature and 
pressure conditions in the fissures and consequently as the 
magma cooled the zone of any temperature condition receded 
inwards towards the mama, thus causing lodes characterising 
markedly different temperature-pressure conditions to be deposited 
in close proximity to each other. Primary depth zoning within 
a lode system occurs only to a subordinate extent. The present 
distribution of the ore deposits of the Acid Phase of the npi-
Silurian Latallogenic Epoch, therefore, has been controlled by 
the intermittent ejection of solutions from the progressively cooling and differentiating magma accompanied by an inward 
migration of temperature - nressure conditions, rather than 
by a zonal precipitation from a continuously evolved stilution. 
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PART 	I. 
GEOLOGIC 	BACKGROUND. 
••• 
III. - PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
A. - GZOGRAPHICAL POSITION AND AREA. 
Tasmania is a heart-shaped island lying to the south-east of Australia being distant therefrom 150 miles. It lies 
between 144039 1 and 1.48°23 1 East Longitude, and between 40032 1 
and 43°39' South Latitude. 
Its maximum width in an east-west direction is 195 miles 
and its greatest length in a north-south direction 180 miles. 
The width at the latitude of the centre of the island is 150 
miles. 	The area is 26,215 square miles. 
B. - VOPOOBAPHY.  
• THE D Alj_MELAN 
The dominant topographic feature is the central plateau. 
This topographic unit is situated in the centre of the island and has a width of 70 miles with a length of 50 miles. 	The northern, north-western and western portions of the plateau are the highest with peaks varying from 4500 feet to 5000 feet in height, the general level of 3500 feet in this portion falling in a south-easterly direction to. 2700 feet with peaks of 3500 feet. 
• Separated from the north-eastern end of this plateau by 
the Ildlands-Westbury Plain there is a rise to the Ben Lomond 
Massif which has an elevation similar to that of the Central 
Plateau with peaks 4000 to 5000 feet in height but is of com-
paratively small areal extent. 
Connected with the Central Plateau by the Oatlands Saddle 
(1350 feet) are the East Coast Highlands which reach a maximum 
elevation of 3000 feet and which are separated from the .Ben Lomond 
Madsif by the valley of the South ?Ask River. 
Separated from the Central Plateau by the valley of the 
River Derwent are the Wellington-Humboldt and Hartz mountain 
Ridges with an elevation ranging from 4000 to 4500 feet. 
The whole of the upland regions so far described constitute 
one geological unit, consisting in the southern and eastern 
portions of diabase in the upper portion with Trias-Jura and 
Permo-Carboniferous sediments on the flanks madowimilkimillimmee. 
NtdiggEe=footEmxie, 
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Being thus constituted and because the occurrence of diabase is 
so characteristic this topographic feature can beat be referred 
to as the "Diabase Highlands" and the writer herewith proposes 
this designation which will be used throughout this work, 
The topographic units now to be described represent a 
far greater diversity in geologic structure than this as well 
as a greater complexity of topographic form, 
THR SOUTA-WHISTIIRN kOUNTAIN SYSTEL. 
The South-West kountain System extends from the Bathurst Range near Cox's Bight in the south to Frenchman's Cap and the 
Raglan Ranges in the north, 	It consists of a number of parallel 
mountain ranges which run in a general meridional direction. 
Their elevations range from 1000 feet to nearly 00 feet They 
are composed wholly of rooks of Pre-Cambrian ag 	d constitute 
a rugged and preclipitous region, the greater par of which is 
still unexplored, 
THE WEST COAST RAhGE, 
The West Coast Range runs in a meridional direction from 
kt.Darwin near helly Basin on kacquarie Harbour to Vt,Farrel 
which is due west of Cradle Mountain, The axis of the range is 
20 miles from the sea-coast. 	It consists of a long ridge with 
peaks varying from 3000 to 4200 feet in height, The peaks from 
south to north are named as follow: Darwin, Jukes, Huxley, Owen, 
Lyell, Sedgwick, Geikie, Tyndal, Read, Murchison, Black and 
Farrel,C) 	User 
The whole of the riest Coast Range consists of members of 
the Porphyroid Igneous ComplexCpand the West Coast Range con-glomerate series.GD 
THE DARWIN PENEPLAIN. 
The western foothills of the West Coast Range, the western ranges of the South-Western Mountain System and the north-western 
edge of the Central Plateau merge into the topographic unit which 
the writer now proposes to designate ae the Darwin Peneplain. 
Integral portions of the Darwin Peneplain have been recognised and described by various investigators in separate localities, 
The writer has formed the conception of one extensive 
piedmont peneplain extending in a roughly crescentic arc from Hooky Point on the south to the Liddlesex district in the north, The name "Darwin Peneplain" is proposed to designate this 
topographic unit as its extent coincides approximately with that 
of the Darwin Electoral Division of Tasmania. 
The surface of this peneplain has a gradual elope seawards 
ranging from 6o to 100 feet per mile and there is invariably a 
final rapid drop of from 200 to 400 feet immediately behind the 
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(71Vide infra p,10 Z.15As the greater number of these names are those of well known geologists the range is sometimes termed "the Geologists'Range" ide infra p,iy ide infra p,11_ 
coast-line. 	Above thie general surface rise numerous monadnocke 
which have a general elevation of from 2500 to 2700 feet above 
sea-level. 	These will be described below under the heading of 
he Weet Coast Granitic rassife". 
The peneplain is now deeply dissected and can only be 
recognised by taking cognisance of the tops of the ridges and the far remaininG potion o of the oriGinal icve11ed urface. 	This new cycle of erosion is still in its youthful stage. 
There is no goologiq,feature common to all parts of this 
topographic unit practical' f\ geologic formations from Pre-Cambrian 
to Pleistocene being represented. 
•TH2 WEST COAST GRANITIC LASSIVq. 
Rising from the general surface of the Darwin Peneplain to a heiGht of frmm 2500 to 2700 feet above sea-level are the residual wonadnieks known as Lt.Hsemskirk, Parsons' Hood, Lt. 
Ramsay, Lt.Disohoff, Ileredith Range, nagnet Range, norfolk 
flange and Lt.Zeehan. With the exception of the two latter 
these massif() are composed either wholly of or have as their 
dominant component either granite or its congenors. 	Of the 
remaiang two the Norfolk Range most probably has a granitic 
corecOwhile Lt.Zeehan differs from all of these others in 
being composed wholly of t7est Coast nange conglomerate. 
TH17, N0RTH-11=TM =ANITA rA3SIF8. 
The north-eastern portion of Tasmania extending from 
the north-eastern limit of the Ben Lomond rassif constitutes a 
topographic unit the general character of which is that of a 
much dies sated upland area. 
The dominating geologic feature of this topographic unit is the occurronce of 6ranitic rocks which constitute the greater part of it. 	, 
THP, LIDLAND-WgZTBURY MAIL 
tending from Tunbridge towards Launceston and Vestbury 
and bounded on the at and east by the Central Plateau and the 
on Lomond Eaesif respectively is a gently undulating region from 
500 to 700 feet above sea-level. 	The greater part of this area 
is composed .f Tertiary lacustrine deposits overlain in places 
by basalt of Tertiary age. 
Taemania is thus seen to be essentially a mountainous 
country, the mountain ranges and highlands being broken by a 
succession of deep gorges. 	The greater part of the island being 
still in the youthful stage of a cycle of erosion, deep steep-
sided valleys are characteristic and this deeply dissected 
character of the surface makes exaloration'and access difficult. 
The greater part of the western portion of the island is covered 
with a thick impenetrable forest. 
(Vide infra p. b 
C o - CLIMATE.  
From the climmtic standpoint Tasmania msy be divided 
-into two portions - tho Western District and the Ilastern Dietrict. 
The former is characterised by an annual rainfall. varying round 
100 inches according to the height above se -level, while the 
latter has a rainfall varying from 20 to 30 inches. The mean 
nnual temperature is in the vicinity of 
Launceston. has a mean annual temperature of 54.8 °F. and an annual rainfall of 28 inches. 	Zeehan has mean . annual temperature of 51.5°F,, and an annual rainfall of 
98 inches. 
The extreme East Coast is drier than Launceston while 
the more elevated portions of the West Coast are wetter than 
Zeehan. 	In the former case the rainfall is as low as 18 inches (Scamander), and in the latter case as high as 140 inches 
(ht.Read). 	The :mean annual temperature, however, while being 
slightly higher and lower respectively in these two localities 
does not depart by more' than a few degrees from the mean of 
50°F. 	The highest temperature which only very occasionally occurs is 102°F. in the shade while the coldest, which is also 
very infrequent, is 24 °F. 
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IV. - STnATICRAPEICL lEOLOGY LL NITZOLOGY. 
L. UDILTZTillY DOOM. 
1. 	2RE-CAEBRILU0 
PROTERWAIC. 
The rochs referred to the 2re-Cambrian in Tasmania 
consist wholly of metamorphosed sediments. 	They now consist 
of. schistose conglomerates, euartzites, quarts-schiste, quartz-
mice schit, nrgillaceous schit, micaceous ochists cnd to a 
lesser (=tent graphitic schicts and dolomitic limestones. 
The 're-Ccmbrian roche of Tasmania have not been very 
closely studied and very little is !Known either of their 
Etratigraphy or their structural geology. 	Their dietribution, 
however, has been apnronimetely determined and is shown in the 
accompnnying geological mep.C70 Their gTcatcot development lc in the :7outh-Uestern Lountain 2yotem of which they are the 
xedominatiloz component°. 
in:.I-yarci2Pnets indieLted the existence of two horizons 
In ti- is sedimentary rock series separated by a marked unoon- 
formity. 	The upper horizox consists of white .nuartzite schist° 
gently folded while the lower horizon consists of the more 
clonoly folded and, in places, highly crenulated and contorted 
quartz-schist and quarte-sericite schist°. 	Lceociated with 
roo ks posseseing theee latter characteristics there occur on 
the coast between Cape orell and 2oint ilbbo bode of dolomitic 
limestone partly marmorieed,C3r) 
2. 	PLIIILOLOIC. 
(a). CALDRILE  
The only occurrences of rocks definitely referrable to the Cambrien system are st Cardine Creek near Dailton in the 
• north end on the Eumboldt Divide in the south. They are merely 
Isolated outcrops, the relationship of vAlich to other formntions 
is obocure. 
- 	(0). cmBao - onDovicIbri 
AssociEte with the ighly altered igneous rocks of the 
prphyroid Igneous Complelt and interbedded with the effusive 
members thereof, there occur many vorietiee of'sedincntary roets. L11 of these rooks have lost much of their original chacecter and 
'now occur in the form of slates, quartsites, conglomerates, 
quertsitic, ar00.11aceous 9 cnoritic end calcite schicts. Sufficient 
of their origincl structures, however, has been preserved to 
 
4.4,4.0„Acofinitely establish their sedimentLry origin. 	In the 
--`"%echen field and entending therefrom to the Heinoldrh field occur 
contorted series of sandstones and graphitic slates. 	Their 
&44-44.404-4-2thicllnces has not been determined but they apparently undexlib, 
the Dundee Slates.CD 
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(1). Dundee Slates. 
The most wideepread in distribution and persistent in 
lithological character of the rocks in this system are the 
Lunde° slates. • The rock-types of this sedimentaryierios have been fully described by L.Ii.Viard.(a) The most character- 
istic is a purple slate possessing distinct slaty cleavage which 
is often very highly developed and which is never absent. The cleavage is at all angles and relative orientetions to the 
bedding planes. 	Variants from this type occur ranging from green or btown to greyieh black in colour, from purely argillaceous 
to more siliceous in composition, and fron extremely fissile to 
more massive beds showing a less perfectly developed cleavage.' Occasional grits and conglomerates are interbedded with these 
slates. 
The Lundas slates are typically developed in the Dundee 
district on the ":est Coast. 	They have been recognised and 
definitely correlated on lithological grounds bx_the late 17.11. Twelvetrees in the Leven district in the northQSand at EU. Lueller and Humboldt in the south. 	On the same grounds the writer has recently concluded that the slates in the vicinity of Lynchford,occurring west of the rocks of the 2orphyroid Igneous 
Complex of the Lyell district, belong to the eerie series. 	They are extensively developed in the Stanley River district and also in the Uorth 2iemen istrict. 	Thence they extend north- westwards towards the Arthur River occupying a considerable pert 
of the surface in the LI.Bischoff district, 	and north-eastwards towards the Leven :liver. 
(2). Read-RoseberL.111110a. 
The Read-Dosebery schists constitute the next most import-ant series of these Cambro-Ordovician sediments. They have been described by the writer who was the first to recognise their original sedimentary character. 	The rock-typos range from quartzitic, chloritic, ergillaceous and calcite cellists to what 
Is really a schistose argillaceous limeOtone. '.hey all possess a well defined schietoeity which is charactorietfc'end is quite 
independent of the original bedding planes. 	The typical Read- ilosebery •ichist is an argillaceous rock poGcossing a mcrked -schietosity often showing the original bedding, and containing sporadically distributed blebs and rhombohedrons of calcite. 
Prom this typical argillaceoue schiet there is a gradation in two directions. 	On the one hand a gradation occurs to quartzitic schists and chloritic schists by an increase in the amovat of silica and chlorite respectively and a disappearance in.. both cases of the calcareous constituent. 	On the other bend by , an Increase' In the percentege of lime visa nagneuia the type becomes aschistose calcareous rook composed of cuccessive bands of calcite-dolomite crystalline ag3regatee an tEc normal argillaceous schist. 
The stratigrephy of the r.ead-Zosebery schicts end the Dundee slates has boon c7orkee out by tre writer. 	The latter are at least E000 feet in thickness although this figure includes the interbedded volcanic breccia and tuffs.' - 	They have been shown to be older than the neea-Roscbery schist° whic they conformably unerlic. 	The latter are 1200 feet in thickness, the ergillacecus and criccreous horizon being LOO feet thick and located at about the miA.le of the series. 
Gee1.8ur.to . SulITZ pp.7,L-74 • ard,M.::., Toe. cit. 
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Interbedded with the intrusive menbers of the porphyroid 
igneouc rocks deccribed below there occur frequent beds of 
undoubtedly true cediments generally finely bedded and almost 
invariably of argillaceous composition. 
The age of tlAese eedimentary series has not been definitely fixed on palaeontological evidence. 	Stratigraphical evidgnAR., 
however, ehowc that they ere younger than the :re-CarbrianQprPthd 
older than the bac° of the Murian from which they are separated 
by a marked unconformity. 
The 2echan slates end oandetones, the Dundso slates end 
brecoiee and the r.ead-Roccbery schist; are therefore of either Cambrian or-3rdovician age. 	Since their relationship to the only undoubted Cambrian beds we have in Tesmania ie uncertain they are provieionally classed as Cenbro-Ordovician. 
There are two other important series of sedimentary rocke 
which must be referred to the uame combined period but which 
cannot be definitely correlated with the series already deucribed. 
These are the Balfour slates end oandstones and the Tathinna 
slates and sandstones. 
(7). Balfour Olates end amdstones. 
-constituted- 
L large area in the Balfour dictrict lo/of thic series. 
°They have been described by I..ard(land. conoist of slates, sandstones, ante and occasional conglomerstes. They differ from 
the rundas slates series in that the slate members are claVT. grey •to white end even 6.reen in colour end the fact that the slates and sandstones are in ajproximately equal amount. . Their 
structural features and the degree of fissility Of the slates 
are very similar to those of the Pundas elates. 	They resemble 
the latter also in bein intruded by igneous rooks of the 
2orphyroid Igneous Complex, especially amphibolites. 
(4). rathinne, Slates and Sendstones. 
This series occurs throughout north - eaetern Tccmanic and has been intruded by the Devonian granite. 	It includes the 
oldest rocks of the Lathinna, Lefroy, Beaconsfield, Ocamander, 
Victoria and Gladstone districts. 	The constituent rocks are 
slates sometimes slIJtly graphitic, sandstones and quartzites. The elates are of verioue colours resembling to a coneiderable 
degree the Dundee olatee. 	The only justification for placing 
thio series in the Cembro-Ordovician is the lithological and structural resemblance to both the rundes cletes and the Balfour elates and sandstones. 	They have so far proved quite unfoseil- iferops. nevertheleen the writer feel confident that subsequent 
inveetigationp will confirc his opinion that their lithological 
and structural characters warrant their being regarded as portion of the Cambro-Ordovician oedimentaries. 
(0). 
(1). !:iest Coast 1;an,3e Cowrlomerate Series. - This is a series of very coarse to fine grained conglomerates, „grits, breccice e quertsites, chale::, and sandstone°. ,.Ahey have been Vribed by9.A.11 T.: 	 1 L. 1-:trd)te late 7. 741.TwelvetreedWil.LcIntoch aeid 	and the 
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writer, 	Recently the writer hue finalised his previous work 
by elucidating the detail° of the stratigraphicul geology end 
tectonics of tht: series. 
The typical conglomerate is white to pale pink in colour and is alot wholly siliceous. 
Lt the base is a breccia cohich veries in thickness end 
iz sometimes absent. 	Overlying the series end conformable 
thereto. c.lia in fact formin;', part thereof is the Tubico;ar sandstone 
which inereaces in thickness from south to north. 
The total thichneos, exclusive of the basal breccia end 
the tubicolar sandstone, is 1CCO feet. 
The . 4ost Coast nange Conglomerate series is restricted to 
portions of a belt extending fron a line joining the Denison flange 
to :eehan, north-eastwards through the 71eSt Coast flange to Etc. 
Claude and :eland and the Dial flange. 	It caps the reater part 
of the 2esit Coast flange as well as many mountains along this belt. 
(2). Limestone Cones. - The predominant rocR-type of this 
series is a dart blue limestone with which are associated some 
interbedded slates and quartzites. 	The series hne been described 
by the late r:;.A.Twelvetrees are Z.1.:.V:arannd the wriur.CED She limestone member of the series is mentioned in the greeter number of tke publicEtions of the Gcologioal survey of emania. 
The limestone has a characteristic dork blue colour but 
gradations exist to a greyish tint. 	It is in ?laces markedly fossilifcrous. 	The texture is saccheroidal, the rock consisting 
of a mosaic of Trey twinned calcite crystals. 	The impure varieties 
contain a little dolomite (up to C o ). 	The slates and euartzites 
occur towards to top of the series which is not less than 500 feet 
thiel, the greeter pert of which is constitutod by the limestone 
beds. 
The distribution of this series is in scattered and dis-
continuous areas confined to that port of Tasmania lying westwards 
of a line joining C.E.Cape to Tamar Ileads ' 
The Individual occurrenou almort inrcriebly are ncar . the 
bottoms of valleys or it flat plains 	They have been erarried 
at fueenstown, Zeehan, .DarMn, Beaconsfidd and Railton, and are 
well developed on the cordon fiver where they forn prominent 
cliffs. 
(3). Oandstone and nate Series. 
ConformaA4 over)ying the Limestone F!cries occur white 
to grey sandstones associated with light-coloured cud some dark- 
coloured slates. 	horioon of soft yellow ar3111aceous sand- stone occurs which is replete with fossils. 	This horizon and the white sandstones have supplied a fossil fauna which U.C.Lun 
has determined az belonginrz to the lower portion of the Silurian 
This series is well developed in the r,eehan, Lt.Iyell, 
. 	Jukco-rerwin and Eiddlesex districts, 	its thiohness is 
unknown but is not less than 1L00 feet. 
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(a). 2ERLO-CARBOLIFIZOUS.  
The 2ermo-Ocrbotiferous system is highly developed -in Tasmania. 	For the pnrpopos of this r,ark there is no need to do 
more than mention that they omelet of a series of mudatonec, 
limeetoneo and sandstones with to hori:Ans of coal seems (corresponding to the Tat Greta End Tomes° series of Pew south 
lee) and charnoterictio basal glacial conO.omerate containing boulders of cal of the roclis ransing downwards from the Levonian granite. 	They arc never folded End have at most g low dip but 
	
re Duch affected by block faulting. 	They are iAdicated in . the geological map accompanying this wor71 an a geologic unit combined with the fries-Jura. 	The only occurrences ylAch need be specially mentioned are the basal conslomerates14,Lov:er t:crine 
Ludstonec on TA.Sedgwick and the ldon Range, and the basal congloperat6e an :rt. .11ead at an elevation of nO0 feet above zea- level. 	Thee occurrences when taken li& comjunction with the occurrence of the bEsal conglomerate ana Lower Larine Etdotones at sea-level. at Ycd.en_and the ilenty River are of groat significence 
in 'the reconstruction of the Tasmanian Batholith. 
3. 	MESOLOIO. 
TRIAs - JURA. 
It is impoosible to designate this system as either 
Triaceic or Jurassic co the above nomenclature has been adopted. 
The reolm are sandstones, shales and mudstones all of fresh-
water °riot , together with important coal seams. 	They aro 
unaffected by folding and coincide in dip and strilre with the 
2ermo-eCarboniferoun cedimentarics from which they are separated 
by a probable disconformity.. 	The block faulting characterietic 
of the 2ormo-Garboniferous system affects the Trivc-Jure cyotei 
exeatly in the name gay. 
di TTRTIM.  
Uith the erception of a local development of marine arenaceous limestones on the Uort'n :et Coast the . Tertiery pediments in Tasmania are fresh-water depoeitc. 	These are . mainly confined to the Kaunceston Tertiary Bain which coincides - with the Lidlands-7estbury Mains topographic . unit , 	the Dement TertiEry Basin which lc very much smaller and. the Lacquarie ;arbour Tertiary Basin which lc of about the same dimensions as the latter. 	In addition, there are isolated occurrences throughout the tate of quite small extent 	onget which . may be mentioned the deep loads of the .1 7A)rth 1:act Coast . carrying waterworn cacciterite which have been buried under the flowe of Tertiary basalt. 
B. - IGHEOU0 20= 
1. - THE ROCKS or Ta .NWEYROID IGELOK COLPIRX. • 
(a). HOLOCRYSTALUM] FiCIEC. 
(1). Acid and nub-acid.- .Typical granitic rocka sggur at 
South'DarwinaD Dove Ivor , Bond'S .i?eaket, nd Parrellno These 
occurrences are indicated in 2late Vfl 	All of thee rocks 
show normal granitic structure but have been altered by dynemic 
atreeses and their original charadter has been to cone extent 
masked by reconstitution. 	The crushing has subjected all the 
minerals to a state of strain and actual rrpture has either 
taken place or the mineral now phov:e vvavy" or "shadowy - extinction. 
The occurrence Of this "wavy" extinction of the quarts diatinguishes thee granites from all of the other granitic rocks of Tunmania. 
The granites of Zouth Darwin and Dove River consist of 
quartz, orthoclase (pink and white), oligoclase and biotite. The oligoclace io cull in uount reltively to te orthooleoe 
and both ere chloritioda - the former far bore than the latter. The biotite also shows intense ohloritiection and often is repres-
ented by aggregates of chlorite and opidote. 	Licropegmatitic or graphic structure is present. 
The occurrences at Ltaarrell consist of equidimensional 
crystals of dark-green biotite, hornblende, pink orthoclase and a pale greenish 'plagioclase and some quartz. 	The general character and alteration of the constituents are the same as in the case of 
the other rocks described above, and the hornblende is altered to 
an aggregate of chlorite and epidote. 	The rock is a syenite 
although gradations take place by increase of quarto into a trpo 
more closely approaching granite or perhaps a, granodiorite. It should be observed, however, that the amount of dynamic strain. and mineralogic reconstitution in these acid and cub-acid holo-cryctalline fades does net approach that which has been effected In the other fades of the complex. 
(2). Basic. - In the .Pochj liver district in the neighbour-
hood of the Long'21aina and near the mouth of the Perth River 
there occur a aeries of rocks which have been termed hornblendic or 
amphibolite schicts and zoisite-amphibolite(74)The amphibolites 
and amphibolite ochiate consist of acid plagioclase (probably 
albite), green hornblende, apatite, garnet, quartz and epidote 
and occasionally zoisite. 	The plagioclase is often quite fresh- 
looking and occurs in large plates but at other times is much 
clouded, while the amphibole shows the eRtinction angles of comon 
hornblende. Augite is sometimes prescnt. 	The quartz is free' from 
"shadowy" extinction end is obviously secondary. 	The hornblende 
shows no strain effects no does the augite when it occurs. 	016., 
acid plagioclase is also clearly a ceoondary nineaal. 	• The 
zoicite-amphibolite contains little or no.felspar, the constittient 
minerals being hornblende, garnet and zoioite with granular quart. 
The texture of these rocks varies from distinotly banded or fo4ated to massive even granular. 	The banded or foliated varieties have the same constituents as the massive rooks but owe their distinctive 
characteri  these Minerals, particularly the hornblende, being 	• 
disposed 	their longer axes parallel. An examination of the field occurrence of these rocks and their microscopic structure 
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shows clearly that they have been subjected to great pressures and that the strain has resulted in considerable granulation and mineralogical reconstitution. 	Rock-flowage has undoubtedly produced the present foliation and this conclusion is indicative of the method by which the original character of the rook may be arrived at. 	Thus it Is well established that under the conditions which bring about rook-flowage, or,in other words, during dynamic metamorphism augite is convert(d into hornblende with separation 
of lime and some silica, basic felspars into more acid felspars, particularly albite, and quartz with the concurrent development of epidote or zoisite or both 4iNA Olivine changes to tremolite and talc, while Grubenmann ascribes the origin of garnet to this mineral. It is thus seen that the original constituentsof these rocks were most probably augite and a basic plagioclase with a little olivine, the accessory minerals mentioned ebove, except the greater part of the magnetite which is an original constituent, representing the concomitant results of the chemical rearrangements which produced the four main constituents hornblende, albite, quartz and epidote. The original rook was therefore most probably a gabbro or a rock closely related thereto. 	This conclusion tallies with that arrived at after a study of the Porphyroid Igneous Complex regarded as representing a complete period of igneous activity. 
Holocrystalline basic rocks described by L.R.Zard from 
the Balfour district are to be included in this group of amphibolites. These latter rocks show no matked sohistosity but the pyroxene has 
in most cases been converted to amphibole and the felspare which are andesine-labradorite to oligoolase-andesine have been largely albitised. 	They occur as dykes and less elongated masses of undetermined form intruding the Balfour slates and sandstones. 
(b). FELSITIC ia PORMYRITIO FLUES. 
la). Acid and Sub-acid. - The number of rook-types which are embraced under this category is a large one. They occur in almost endless variety in a belt extending from kt.Darwin in the south along the West Coast Range through the Jukes /4i., i nyell, i Sedgewick, Tundal, Read-Rosebery, Red Hills, Lurchison aig Farrell districts to the kiddlesex district in the north. 	This belt ie nowhere more than miles in width and form a sinuous curve the general direction of which approximately parallels that of the geographic distribution of the West Coast Range Conglomerate series. This concordance in geographic distribution is given further ex-pression in the association of the detached occurrence of the conglomerate series in the Leehan district with the spilitee of that district which are undoubted congenors of this group of rooks. 
It is extremely difficult to satisfactorily name all of the numerous types of these acid and sub-acid rocks but they may be broadly designated as varieties of quartz-porp4ry, felspar-porphyry, granite-porphyry, granophyre, felsite, keratophyre, quartz-kerato-phyre, quartz-porphyrite andtipilite. 	L' ny sue1 'varieties have been described by the writer 	the late 7..11.Twelve- treesSD They vary from fine-grained homogeneous felsitio rooks to distinctly porphyritic types. 	The ,Jorphyritio components are 
quartz or felspar or both. 	The porphyritic crystals are never very large seldom exceeding 1/8 inch in diameter, but they are sometimes set so closely together as to present an external aspect 
resembling fine-grained granite. 	In colour these rocks vary from pure white to pink and red on the one hand and to dark green 
varieties on the other. 
.The mineralogio components are mainly quartz, oligoclase, albite a varying nmount of orthoclase, chlorite, sericite, epidote and zoisite end, in the less acid varieties, augite and hornblende with sonic alteration products of those. 	The outstanding mioro-.. scopic characters are in general the invariable evidences of mechanical deformation and mineralogic reconstitution, and in particular: the abundant development of secondary albite; the breaking dirm of the original felapars into quartz-sericite-chlorite, quartz-chlorite or quartz-strioite aggregates; the ombayment and corrosion of many quartz phenocryuts, their undulatory 
extinction in other =CS anti their unaoubted secondary character in still other occurrences; the cluartz-albite-sericite aggregate which oonetitute6 the ground-mass of many varieties; the grano'-' phyrio and microfelaitic nature of the ground mesa in other types; the occurrence of filled vesicular cavities and the still recog-nisable fluidal structure; and the amphibolitisation of the pyroxenes. 
Their chemical composition is indicated by the following analyses:- 
Constituent 	Acid CD 	Sub-Loid 61") 
SiOL 75.73 59.80 
AlL03 12.70 17.84 
Fo0 2.25 8.50 
140 0.60 3.60 
Ca° 2.00 2.60 
Usk° 3.48 1.34 
Et 0 2.04 2.67 
Loss on ignition 1.20 2.50 
100.00 98.85 
The most common mode of occurrence iu in sheet-like masses although occasional dyke forms have been recognised. 	II noticeable characteriotic is the prevalent gradual transition of one type into another. 	1.chus one may pass from a rea homogeneous Telsitio rock by insensible gradations to a quartz-porphyry the ground-mass of vfhic Is a dark green quartz-chlorite aggregate. 	Prominent too is the association of the sheet-like masses of the igneous rocks with alternating thin beds of argillaceous sediments, which are now slates, in such a manner as to unerringly point to their inter-stratification. 
arr7c_e_4„4._.. 
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The evidence of their microscopio characters end that of 
their field relations and mode of occurrenoe combine in justifying 
the conclusion that these rocks represent a series of acid to sub-
acid efftsives which have been subjected to intense dynamic meta-
morphism sna thereby have suffered structural rearrangements and 
mineralogic reconstitution. 
(2). Dasio.- A series of basic rocks occurcAksociated with 
the acid and sub-acid series in the Leven districtugsaa at Lit.LyellqD and thore is a doveloxent of thorn near iF'aithton which apparently 
71LIs no acid or sub-Lola aseociatos. 	ho y arc Lugito-plagioclase rocks, the acceesory constituent° of which mey be hornblende, 
biotite or quartz. 	They resemble comes/het the Cretaceous diabase 
and the Tertiary basalt described below but the accessory com-
ponents end the microscopic evidence of dynamic strain serve to 
disprove Lny genetic relatio*chip 
Licroscopic ()nomination shows a quartzo-felopathic constit. 
ment of the ground-maso which is composed mainly of augite and 
plagioclase. 	Some at least of the granular suartz in the base is secondary and there arc always signs of much crushing. 	Itis 
Impossible in the present state of our knowledge to give names to 
most of thou° rocks but cn undoubted basalt occurs boil at Leven 
end Fmithton. 	Plebes° occurs intruding the schists at Et.Iyell 
as a small dyte but the greater number of occurrences of this basic 
fades Is in the form of effusive sheets. 	The basalt at 3mithton 
is important as containing metallic coy. 
' (0). DASSIVE PRAGLEUTLL FACIES. 
Occurring in intimate association with the acid, sub-scid 
end basic felsitic and porphyritic facies of the 2orphyroid Igneous 
. Complex are a remarkable oeries of fragmental volcanic rocks. Ther , 
Is a coaciderable range in types from a breccia consisting of ungul 
fragments of distinctly varied colours to a dense massive rook 
resembling the nuartz-porphyries deocribed above which only dieclos , its fragmental character on the weathered surfaces. 
(Fit 	K19) 
(a). SCHICTOEB FLCIES. 
Lssociated with the rocks of the Porphyroid igneous Comple: 
already described occur an abundant development of types showin th 
development of pronounced schistoulty. 	The geographic distributia Is coincident yith thct of the remaining types. 	The rock-tyseehme; 
be described as quartzitio, chloritic and cericitic schist. 	The 
are many variants from these types and transition roc7co are com4en..• 
There.is sometimes a tendency for the felsitic and por0yr 
itio fades to assume a rude schietosity but the rocks of the , 
schistose facies possess ii_stinctive chneecters and highly develops 
foliation slops; parallel planes which arc generally curved. 	The 
colour of these rocks varies from shit() to dart green and sometimes 
purple, thsmost common varieties having a grey, yellowish grey \Q 
green colour. 	like the other fades of this igneous complex . they 
chap abundant evidences of intense crushing but they are distinctiV 
in displaying, in addition, the distinctive character of intense 
shearing. 	La other words they show definite evidence of thatt 
kJ. //. Se.45-e. c4.4Adv •-7-4..o • 1314.1.t 6-10 • /3 	, 
\, 
kt 4 	cat."44-10 
The Dundas Breccia described by 1..K.E7ard consists of an 
aggregate of angular fragments of chert, chalcedony and an 
igneous rook of the porphyroid series, the interstitial cement 
consisting of fragments of quartz, felspar, muscovite and 
chlorite. While mainly of fragmental igneous origin this 
rook has apparently been also partly formed by sediments. 	It 
occurs interbedded with the Dundas slates. 
A very prevalent type consists of a deep green coloured 
base through which are irregul rly scattered grey and red 
blotches. A variant of this type comsists of the green 
coloured portion uniformly persistent for several feet 
irregularly scattered through which are irregularly shaped 
re it masses upwards of a foot in diameter. 
Another common variety is prevailingly green in colour 
which on the freshly broken surface appears homogeneous, but the weathered surface of which displays irregular fragments possessing the characters of the many varieties of acid and 
sub-acid felsitic and porphyritic rocks. 
Licroscopis examination shows that all of these rocks consist Of heterogeneous fratpents of varying sizes of the 
effusive facies of the Porphyroid Igneous rocks and possess the same general characteristics as these latter, particularly shpwing evidence of strong dynamic strain and reconstitution. 
Vragments of volcanic glass occur quite frequently. The 
fragments never seem to have been small enough to have 
constituted a tuff and the mineralogic reconstitution has universally affected all of these fragmehts to such an extent as to have brought about their coalescence into a solid 
massive rock. This coalescing action even has gone so far 
as to affect adjoining beds of lava and to have brought about an insensible gradation from a massive porphyry to a typical fragmental rock. 
They have undoubtedly been derived by the shattering of the effusive rooks during their eruption and the resulting beds of heterogeneous fragments have assumed their form as the result of intense dynamic deformation and mineralogic reconstitution 
• 
Loc. cit. pp.34-35. 
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The ve,ricty which eoncJitutou the .:leex oeovrreno0V, hollcver, is a ronzonitc, 	ortLoolse c.TA 3 1oo10 (o11goo6x- 
m2eoine) beiw! in about cou_l proz)orliolac. 
The porAyritio texture cLemoterloeu Cle more basic feoies 
of the acid ung utlb-coid fcloies of the :smunicn to1ith. 	Thus 
te reef-typec ocourrint3 in two bolt extendin reoiJectively from 
a.Ltryc., toun tl•.e Count:nder Oistriot to 2t.tie1ois GO from 
DiOdlcum to 74s10 	'7fo1cond6 11M) 	 toxturo with 
1112c-rtlined 	311,;n1d-nu,L4;. 	 he rook o Elke all 
vcriotiee of orozodiorite ca a oeellr In tie Lelohbovrhood of the 
eottLot of V4(1 (syrtaite 	wit the LLthinac, slates cmd oand- 
stones. 
Cceumin iihmemosgAmmirportionk-, of tho grCnite of the 
Lgact Lad Zeredlth rfIrlco Uicre occva' 	rics of :111-coid roc%3 
rc.nr.LuT 	 nron* v ,f7rcmodiorite fccies, 
to ;iwellite..The ark7c from one vuxlety to c .no!adreci Ilace 
cr1-144'Ac.t nd "A. .14:- 
Trtv1ng 01 og ne void e 	ub-Loi6 roolfu described clove 	zell ;:t; tcZ)sio ,ee(Ao desorlbe Lolow, Lad exten,7ing Into the oVer roc7m into 	the Tasnfzitn batholith hno introduced itcelf, occur 0,;*.es of _;re...aite dorphurzy, gw,rtL:-porph7ry, ea, t)0(312.t1te tootLc 	it ocov,oioncs1 dotes of larprophyre. 
Lone eg t%ce roe %s cloy: eviecnoc of awnmio strain ena r,o :A..:;a of the iLtence niLerlcoic reconstitution TYia is so cT_Letcrip,t10 of the acid 	onb-vcid roo"k:s oi the ,:?orpLyroia Igixonc Com21ex. 
(b). 11^,s; Z,L7: 
tencAve devolopmentu of biloio (TA 'atre-lxxio rooks occur on the "deot Coast between 'Me Hecuu:tht diGtrlct c3n0 L1coff c , I ddition, t%cre arc Lxaller ontoroiw oouth of ",‘:&1,;cr1e :2rbour, orzt of ti-le loraon 	ana Et ecoLoficla. 
T7le nImber of roch-typcs iu 1rge =1 the follolAnc hcAte 
bccn fiefinitclj revo:_TniFse tax0 ecoOriDeCI br th 1ate L..',,iracB51 71.;. tcr:on 	i3i,„LOI- tozh 	labbro, ioritc 
olivlae norite, ourtz noritc, caussurito gaUro, seussurite-neritc, 
tvehrlite Lna wabsterite, 	io-porphvry all(1 their Uteration r)roftot 
gubbro-anAlit lite together wit. t;Te 	-4?cridotiteu • , Ln6 the .1;yro:?enitco 	brozitc, 
serpentine. Tl:lese constitute the Nisi°n1ultra-bcADio i i34C0/10 massifs, the visible vortionu of v;1:ia oft n convist of most of 
theca ro07:-trihx.7, cocurrir,7? in intimate intera;.- cocIleAlon but uich ocoasionalv ecnist verw Icrr!ely of ::.ex.ntine. 
Mere L; no need to describe tLe vartious roe-t;77 -„)eo enrmerated etove, bvt 'JT .:c of the 011 Lor oixotel attention. These case the €27,)bro rnAibolite on the .-,erpentino. 
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3. 	TEE CR:TACEOUG DIABASE. 
This rock covers approximately one-third of Taemenia constitut-
ing the greater portion of the surface of the Central Plateau and its 
detached massifs. 	In addition, it occurs at intervals all over the Island. 
The petrography of this rock has been much studied and the 
general desurIption of the rock has been supplied by the late VI.H. 
TwelvetreesQ2Jvand Professor 	 .Benson, D.Sc. (9 	The minoralogic 
components are plagioclase and pyroxene with a little magnetite, some- 
times quarts, and occasionally hypersthone. 	Chlorite is always present 
in small amount. 	The plagioclase is a basic variety generally 
labradorite. 	The prevailing pyroxene is monoclinic, but a certain amount of orthorhombic pyroxenes have been observed in addition. The , texture ie ,cha 44,citAii‘a 
e4.4-4 	 4,daa;.46. 
The diabase is an intrusive rook and there is no evidence 
whatever of typical effusive characteristics. 	It occurs in huge sills 
GOO to 700 feet in thickness and definitely known to extend for some hundreds of square miles. 	In Odition there occur more irregular boaies resembling asymmetric lacooliths. There also occur definite 
dyke-like masses. 
The rock is intrusive into all rocks up to and including the Tries-Jura sediments and it is between the strata of this system and 
that of the Permo-Carboniferous that the huge sills have been laterally 
thrust. 	Silidification of the intruded sediments occurs at the contacts and where on the Central Plateau the few isolated remnants of overlying Tries-Jura sandstone occur they are found to be similarly 
affected. 
, 	As fragments of the diabase are found in the Tertiary sediments the ago of the intrusion ie pre-Tertiary but post-Trias-Jura. 	It is therefore regarded as of Cretaceous age, the intrusions being probably 
causally, connected with the sinking in of Gondwana Land. 
4. THE TERTIARY immous zocas. 
(a). THE PORT MUT AIKALIBP IBTRUSIVES. 
In a belt 3 miles wide running 'north-Bast and South-7:eot from Port Cygnet in the southern portion of Tasmania there occur an inter- esting series of acid' to sub-acid holocrystalline to porphyritic rocks . 	. characterised by the soda-rich nepholine, hauyne, 	ancicame and sodic augite together with meliaite garnet. 
The reek-types of this alkaline series definitely recognised are:- elacolite-syenite, alkali-syonite, tlnguaite, tinguaite porplayry 
and 	sbergite. - They have been deacribed by the te tree d '`terfielekezel atosa5=1:ra.731- E. F. rexAa 
Al.]. of these rocks occurring in. -this,alkaline belt are intrus-ive into 2ermo-Carboniferouesediments but numerous dykes have been • 
obaerved intruding the Cretaceous diabase, 	: yill.,11-111, 
E S464.040 -44a40a44 41-4-, 42174-4- C"-(-)"-c-L-fri-43 ar A-Lea-4 /Lir-44 
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(b). THE ALKALINE EnUSIV2S. 
It is especially noteworthy that the acid and sub-acid 
alkaline rocks of Tertiary age in Tasmania are all intrusive in 
character whilst the basic alkaline rooks are all effusive. 
These alkaline effusives do not cover much rea being 
limited to the tr chydolerite at Circular Head and Table Care 
on the North Vest Coast, occasional patohes of limburgite also 
on the North West Coast and the interesting nepheline-augite 
rock of the Shannon Tier,A^AA/PLLAW4LIALI4  
(o). OLIVIITA BASALT,  
This ie widespread throughout the island occurring as 
more or less continuous sheets of considerable areal extent and 
also as small but frequent and widely scattered patches. 	It is partioularly strongly developed on the Dorth, Forth-West, and 
horth-Eaet Coasts. 
It is a aoial olivine basalt with typical basaltic 
habit. 	The basalt wherever it is found associated with the 
Tertiary laoustrine series invariably overlies them. 
Fetatafrit fra.o-Atito 	A& t41 1 11 4 
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V. TECTONIC GEOLOGY AND TWIJ P2RIOD3 OF 
DIASTAOPHISL AND =mous ACTIVITY. 
A. - GAL IMINCIPLO, 
1, PASLILINAllY 1MPLAhATION. 
Before proceeding to describe the tectonics of Tasmania 
and before attempting to discuss the periods of diastrophism 
and the details of the concomitant igneous activity, it is 
deeirable to clearly delineate certain fundamental principles 
'which are accepted herein as the foundation on which the 
superstructure of this thesis is based. 
The subjects which call for such special treatment are: 
°Magmatic series; petrogenio cycles; the sequence in a 
comagmatic series or netrogenic cycle; and the exact ohrono- 
logien' relationship during an orogenic revolution or disturb-
ance between the folding, faulting, development of schistosity 
and igneous invasion. 
.2, RTITROGZIICCYCLM.  
cognisancenof the existence,At gQ matic series 
simultaneously with that of petrogenio perios1ie conception 
reereltts of petrogenic cycles. 	This term combines the chrono- 
logic and material factors in petrogenesis and is proposed by 
the writer vi a slightly different interpretation from that 
used by Daly 	As used by the latter it is synonymous with 
petrogenic period but in view of the fact that n great number 
of petrogenic periods occur in which only one or two members of • 
a comagmatic series are repreuented, it seems preferable to 
confine the use of the term petrogenic cycle to those petiAgpnic 
periods in which all or nearly all members of a comagmatia,M1.e 
represented. As used in the present work it will have that 
meaning. 
It seems that the sequence in an ideally complete normal 
petrogenic cycle is gabbro-diorite-quartzae .diorite-granodioritee 
granite in either batholithic, intrusive or effusive phases. 
This is the conception of the ideal petroge ic cycle dopted in 
the present investigation. 	njection from the magmatic hearth 
may take place at any stage of this differentiation which may 
either continue in subsidiary batholithio reservoirs or cease 
entirely on removal from the parental magmatic home according 
to the size of and the different physical conditions encountered 
by the ejected offshoots. 
3. 2lin 17.101.1ADI3 OF OROG71IC Dimunmuons. 
(a), OROOMIC =LIMING. 
The structural failure of the geoeynoline with its load 
of sediments initiates the active orogenic period. 	The manner 
of crumnling and the tynes of structu e produced are too well 
known to need elaboration here 
	  rLj g 4 	 4-44-LAA, 
Direson,L.V., "Tex -Book of' Geology" 1915 pn.361:362, 
 
Particular attention, however, is drawn to . t fact that an overthrust is not necessarily towards the e1 a ma but may be in the reverse direction as has clearly occurred in the Appalachian il_ountains in the United States. 
(b). BATAOLITHIC PHAW. 
It is generally and in fact universally recognised that erogenic belts are also areas of intense igneous activity which may take the form of either batholithic, intrusive or effusive phases.. 	It is essentials_ however, in order to adequately deal with the subject of metallogenesis, that a more exact conception of the relationship between erogenic crumpling - folding, thrust faulting, mechanical deformation and development of schistosity - and batholithio invasion should be developed, 
and particularly' the exact chronologio. relationship. 
Dal 	has sufficiently summarised the history of the 
world's batholithio intrusions in relation to orogenio movements 
to clearly demonstrate that, without known excention, they have 
immediately succeeded crustal deformation. 
The questions demanding answers are these: Is the development of slaty cleavage and schistosity confined to orogenio and epeirogenic belts? At what stage in the erogenic disturbances is the schistosity developed? Is it complete with the initiation of thrust faulting or does it continue under conditions which combine both rook flowage and fracture? Is the batholithic invasion subsequent to or coincident with the 
thrust faulting? 
The first question has been dealt with by Leith and Eta 	ho have shown that pressure due to depth. /Acme is not adequate to cause rock flowage but that differential stresses are essential such as accompany orogenic and epeirogenic 
revolutions. 
The two most comprehensive discussions in regard to the 
mechanism of orogenic revolutions and igneous invasion are those of Daly and Iddings in the works cited in the preceding pages. 
According to both hypotheses the batholithio phase 
succeeds the phase of overthrusting which in turn succeeds the 
folding and the development of sohistosity, slaty cleavage and 
rook flowage. 	This conclusion is supported by the observed facts of succession whenever they have been closely studied. 
It does not concern us at this stage as to how the batholithic invasions work their way upwards whether by magmatic stoping or otherwise except that any pressure exerted by the magma seems to be of that magnitude equivalent to the gravitative effect of the crust eince igneous magmas wherever they reach the surface 
apparently possess sufficient energy to reach the surface and 
no more. 
It is to be specially noted that the larger batholithio 
intrusions will reach levels which can ordinarily be exposed 
by erokion, some time after the relief of compression as it takes time for the abyssal injection to work its way upwards to the zone which is cooling and suffering local contraction after the heating effect of the cowpressive forces and therefore offers the most favourable conditions for the invasion of the magma. 
It is also to be noted that the batholiths will be located within 
the erogenic belt and particularly at or near the principal axes 
of this belt. 
Loc. cit. p.98 
Leith,C.K., Lead 7.3. "Letamorphic Geology" p.179 and Leith C.K. "Structural Geology" gr. 
sT1— 	1/0-6e-0,4.14-- 	afrtAA) 
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I. 	5,113 L13U13J REilD-LIEM Al;M DIASTWORRIGE. 
As previously etate 	the Pre-CaMbrian syotem in 
Taemania hae not been eufficiently otudied to nermit of anything 
more detailed than a general description of it. Thio particularly 
apnlies to the structural vology and an attempt to mar the 
trend-linos is found to be difficult owing to the absence of 
definite fixation of the fold axes of the syoteD except i one or two ioolated area°. 	The delineation of the trend-lines therefore is not permiseible of more accurate accomnlishment than . 
that based o the.seneral strike directions deciphered from a 
general survey of a much folded and contorted complex. 
The Pre-Cnwbrian trend-lines shown in the accompanying 
tectonic an of Tasmnaia (V1 te 	 ) are bas(54L on the summary 
of the observed strike directions by L.K.Warde)together with 
the Observations by eneon at Cradle Tit,(ZD and the writer between 
Lacquarie aarbour and Point •ibbs, 	The resnonsibility for thiG iutvoretation is thl writer's and he desires to draw 
psrticular attention to the pronounced bending in the vicinity of 
Cradle Lt. 	Denson Imo drawn attention to the possibility of the existence of a pronounced bend in the fold axes in this 
locality but does not follow the matter further. 	The strike of 
22° to 67° indicated by Dens n for Cradle Int, itself is not 
indicated by the trend-lines shown, but coemisance has been taken 
of the fact that immediately to the north and south of th t 
m untain the strike is 315 0 and 2800 respectively. 	These latter 
are the dominatinG trend linos and the existence of the sharp 
bend constituting a marked plexus or knot accounts for the 
observations of Benson. 	The other bends in the trend-lines 
seem to be mor radual. 
The structure of the lower horizon of the oyotam is that 
of an intensely orumpled and folded complex qua-qua-versal folds 
beins pronounced in certain areas. Denson has deduced for the Cradle int. district an overfold towards the east. 	The structure of the upper horizon is that of wore gently folded 
beds with an absence of plication. 
The Gene al axis of the Pre-Cambrian orogenic devolution 
is that of a curved line havin a general meridional direction with the direction of thrust apparently directed from the west. 
'A.th the possible exception of certain pegmatite dykes in the 
CollinGwood Valley there is no evidence of batholithic invasion 
followinn on this orogenio period. 
2. - 	smucyuliAL yilaux12 4110 	OV  
VOYROIDIGI7%0US 
(a). T1CTUU1C8. 
Defore proceeding to deal With the orinin of the 
Porphyr id Igneous Complex it is necessary to describe the main 
tectonic features of the Cambro-Ordovician ayetem as a whole, 
i.e., to describe the trend lines common to both tho eedimentary 
(Ts)Vide sunra p.p 
(MVard L.n. "The 1.4re-Combrian in Tnemaniao Y400.oit. pp.147-151. Lennon U.L. Loc.cit, 
S-17 Leta° 1ills Ocol.Gurv.Tas. 2na11 18-pp.6-90 
and igneous members of that system. 
In only two localities has there been any definite 
delineation of the fold axes of the Cambro-Ordovioian system. 
One swell locality is in the Lathinna district where the late 
W,H.Twelvetrees located a sinAle anticlinal axis having a 
bearing of from 335' to 3400 	The other locality is in 
the Aead4Rosebery district where the wrlter has mapped the fold 
axes mama in a belt 7 miles in length, q00 	There are here 
two directions of fold axes approximately at right angles but the main tectonic axis bears 344 ° with a bend in the central 
part of the belt to 2 ° , beyond and northwards of which the 
3440  direction continues. 
In attempting to decipher the trend-lines for the Cambro-
Ordovician system in all other localities from descriptions 
published in the various bulletins of the Geological Survey of 
Tasmania, care must be taken or hopeless confusion will result from the fact that the strikes and dips indicated are eometimes 
those of the original beds and sometimes of the schist or cleavage 
planes. 	As the observations are toe sporadic and widely scattered and altogether incomplete no attempt is possible to decipher the actual folds from the observed dips and strikes particularly as qua-qua versal folds are characteristic in certain 
areas. 	Reliance must therefore be solely based on observa- tions of the strike of the schist planes or slaty cleavage except 
in cases where it has been specially noted that these are coin-cident with the bedding planes. 
In the 1,:ount Lyell district the schist planes are much confused owing to subsequent thrust faulting but the general direction is 310 0 to 315° . 	The schist planes in the Jukes- 
Darwin district south of Eount. Lyell strike 340° on the average 
while in the southern, portion of that district the granite belt has a trend of 3600 . The Balfour slates and sandstones show a tendency to vary from a general trend of 3450 near the Pieman to 3150 near the Arthur River, The Dundas slates strike about 3210w On the Long Plains and 3150  on the Southern side of the Campbell Range on the upper Arthur River, while at Lt.laueller and New.River they have a trend of 320 ° . 	The slates at Lt. Farrell show a cbeavage having a trend of 360%. 	The regularly stratified series of porphyroids on the Leven River have a general trend of 315° while the slates and schists in the vicinity of Bell lount in the Liddlesex district show schist planes varying in strike from about 3000  in the south-eastern portion to about 325° in the north-western part of the district. 	The Lathinna 
slates at Lefroy and Beaconsfield show cleavage planes striking approximately 315° . 	The trend of the dykes belonging to the Porphyroid Igneous Complex south-east of.Cradle Lountain is in general 3450 •  
The writer has used these data in plotting the trend-lines of the Oambro-Ordovician system in the Tectonic Lap which shows a general direction of 3350 . Sietizt=6**bartipo=igimar abotems=a=gestftle=d1=1=04 e=4:30° • 	This tectonic line shows a deviation towards the meridian in a belt extending from Williamsford through the Farrell district to the area lying immediately south-west of Cradle Lountain. 	It is noteworthy that it is in this belt and particularly in its western portion (the Read-flosebery district) that the cross-folding occurs. 
Cri)Twelvetrees W.H. "Report on Vathinna Goldfield" Part I 1906 pp.3-4 
(g)Hills, Loftus, Loc. cit. 
There is clearly a bending of the tectonic axis in this belt the direction changing from its general course to meridional and back again to its original trend. 	The longitudinal pressure occurring on the inside of this bend has given rise to the fold axes which cross the main axes at right angles in the Read-Rosebery district. 
The main movement seems to have been towards the east as wherever overfolds have been observed they are overturned in that direction. 
(b). THE IIXTRUBIVZ PHASIC. 
It has been shownathat the oldest units of the Cambro-Ordovician system are the Dundee Slate and Zeehan Slate series although the exact relationship between these series and the Balfou: Skates aria adetones and the Lathinna Slates is as yet undeter-mined. 	These series are mainly sedimentary but contain inter- bedded tuffs and volcanic breocias together with occasional lava flows. 	When the geographical distribution of this series is recognised as indicating an area of at least 160 miles by 70 miles and the areas occupied by the other sedimentary series of the same eyeteM - the Balfour slates and sandstones and the Lathinna 
slates - are taken cognisance of, it is clear that all theme Sedimentary accumulations were laid down in a geoeynolinal of 
some magnitude. 	The conformity of the pyroolastio deposits and the lava flows with the argillaceous and arenaceous sediments, which are now slates and sandstones, points.to the conclusion that the volcanic activity was largely,..kubmarine. This was first clearly pointed out by L.K.WardQW 
The Read-Rosebery schists are mainly of sedimentary origin but the igneous material included therein is undoubtedly pyre-elastic in origin so that in this series which immediately overlies the Dundas slates there is evidence of the continuance of the volcanic activity being synchronous with the sedimentation. The Lount Lyell schists which probably occur on the same horizon as the Read-flosebery schists are predominatingly igneous and most probably pyroolastic in origin. 
The gradual transition through chloritic-quartzitio schists to the felsites, quartz-porphyries and related rocks shows a continuance of the accumulation of pyroclastic deposits until these were succeeded by actual lava flows. 	That these were largely submarine also is evidenced by their interbedded relationship to pyroclastic deposits of varying degrees of coarseness arid undoubtedsediments which are sometimes slates and sometimes silicified fine-grained bedded tuffs. 	The extrusion of these lavas and the accompanying sedimentation and accumulation of pyroclastic material mosibof the coarser grained type was apparently the final phase of the filling of the geosynclinal as no sediments are definitely known to conformably 
overlie them. 
A fact of significance must .be drawn attention to at this stage. 	The igneous phase of the Cambro-Ordovician system is not known eastward of the Liddleset district but finds its greatest development on the West and Uorth-West Coasts, the 
main distribution extending, as previously pointed out6.W along 
a crescent stretching from the Jukes-Darwin district round the 
north-west of Cradle Lountain to Mounts Claud and Itoland. A 
Vide supra p. 
Ward L.E., 0eol.6urv,Tas Bull.6 p.38 
Vide supra p. 
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possible explanation of this would be that a land surface 
existed off what is now the western coast-line of Tasmania: the eastern shore of that land-mass having a direction parallel 
to the trend-lines of the Cambro-Ordcmician system in accordance 
with the nrinciples enunciated above q29. There would thus be 
a corner of this land-mass pointing north-eastwards towards 
where Cradle Lountain now stands. 	If the volcanic activity 
occurred on this projection and on the sea floor in front of it, 
the Present distribution of the Porphyroid Igneous Complex would 
be accounted for. 	This will be again referred to at a later 
stage when discussing the Cradle Tectonic Gyntaxis 
Traversing the sedimentary and pyroclastic accumulations as well as the lava flows there occur many dykes similar in 
composition to the extrusive phaseS. 	These undoubtedly represent 
the feeders and offshoots therefrom which supplied the igneous 
material of those effusive phases. 
The composition of the extrusive phase of the Porphyroid 
igneous ocmgpx now calls for consideration. As previously 
pointed eutQOthere is apractically complete series of rocks from 
extre,eely acid quartz-porphyry and quartz-felsite through sub-acid varieties such as quartz-porphyrites 1 porphyrites, pyroxene- quartz-porphyry etc. to basic rocks of the basalt type. 	These constitute a comagmatic series minus the holocrystalline facies and a natural conclusion is that the Cambro-Ordovician petrOgenic 
period constitutes a complete petrogenic cycle even without the holocrystalline types being takrm into consideration. 	This conclusion is confirmed by the consideration that: (1) the basalts are associated with the Dundee slates on the Leven River which are the oldest series of the Cambro-Ordovician system; (2) the sub-acid pornhyrites and their tuffs characterise the next succeeding Read-Resebery and rount Lyell schists; (3) the more acid facies occur in the uppermost portion of the system 
overlying the former series. 	The sequence is thus in accordance 
with that which characterises the majority of petrogenic cycles 
throughout the world. 
(6). TH,2, =au= MVOLUTION AID ¶Hfl SCHIVA:62 PHASZ. 
Following upon the accumulation of sediments, pyroclastic deposits and lava flows, the total thickness of which was certainly not less than 20,000 feet and probably very much more, the sinking geosyncline collapsed and erogenic movement began. 
During this erogenic paroxysm the whole of the sediments, pyroclastic accumulations and the lava flows were subjected to intense stress which was largely differential in character. Such stresses though varying from place to place would be every- 
where great and would be operative upon the whole rock system. 
The question naturally arises: Vhat has determined the conversion 
of some of the beds into schists while other beds showing evidence 
of equally great pressures are not schistose in structure although they have certainly suffered mineralogic reconstitution? 
In answering this question it is advisable to first Point 
out that the arGillaceous sedim ents have been converted to slates 
while those that contained calcareous or finely divided igneous 
material have been converted to schists. It is clear, however, 
that the development of schists was not wholly confined to such beds, 	Certainly the sugGostion made by Leith and Lead that the 
(0 Vide supra p„Z„114, 
(61) Vide supra 
(61)4 Vide supra p,' , JUL b-exV 
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development of schists from igneous rocks is not the result 
of dynamic metamorphism of fresh igneous rocks but that they 
rather come from the katamorphosed phases of such rocks, is significant in this connection for the fine-grained tuffs would be more katamorphosed than the coarser varieties. The writer, however, while ascribing the origin of most of the schists to such a process believes nevertheless that another important determining condition was the position, during the 
'differential movements, of any bed relatively to a more 
competent bed. 	This aspect of the problem has been discussed by the writer when dealing with the nature and mechanics of 
the foldiaband metamorphism of the Read-Rosebery schists and 
felsites 	It is there pointed out that the felsite has 
aced as a competent bed, the relatively incompetent sediments 
of the Read-Rosebery schist series having been more intensely folded and constituting drag-folds. 
It is important to note, however, that emphasis is placed upon the relative competence, and under sufficiently great pressures locally developed the weaker of two really 
competent beds may be converted to a schist, the locus of such 
action being where the stress differences are greatest. 	This 
has been the determining factor in the development of the 
amphibolite schists of the Rocky River where the original gabbro was relatively less competent than the adjacent Pre-
Cambrian rocks and differential movement took place near their 
junction. 
It is apparent, that this Epi-Cambro-Ordevician erogenic 
period was characterised by ireat intensity of the compressive 
stresses and was operative over an area at least as large as 
the whole of Tasmania. 	As previously pointed out the axial 
lines of the folds parallel the coast-line of the land mass which in all probability lay off the west coast of Tasmania. 
The metamorphism of the sediments, the pyroclastic 
deposits and the effusive rocks of the Cambre-Ordovician system was accomplished in great part during this erogenic paroxysm 
and before the appearance of the final acid batholithic phase• which will now be discussed. 
(d). THE PIDAL BATHOLITHIC PHASE. 
There has been described above a petrogenio cycle constituted by the effusive facies of the rocks of the Porphyroid Igneous complex. 	The question naturally arises: Are the plutonic facies of that cycle represented in the complex? 
It is clearly evident from the descriptions given above that the granite of South Darwin, Farrell, Bonds Peak and Dove River and the syenite of Parrell constitute the acid and sub-acid holocrystalline rocks of the complex. 	The question naturally follows: Where are the basic holocrystalline members of this petrogenic cycle which, being complete in other respects, would be expected to show the basic phase as this would make it tally complete? 
The fact that all the other members of the complex show marked effects of dynamic metamorphism would certainly lead to 
the expectation that this basic holocrystalline fades should show a similar metamorphism. 	Accordingly attention is directed 
Loftus Hills, Geol.Surv.Tas. Bull.23 pp.43-51. 
Wilde=41-saftta=9. 
V•661.0=wil:P=t17-1,. 
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toward° the dynamicanylaltored amphibolito-schioto, mphAbOntoo 
and zoieito amphibolitoo of •locky River and tho lover Vorth 
district° and the miphibolito dykoo of nalfour. 	The 1717inhibolite- 
schist° and rwlphibolitoo together with tho 2eloite-mphibolitoo 
of the nocky nivor diotri*t and tho oiailar rocimnear Zaimilten 
near tho mouth of the 71ivor :Thrth havo boon previously roforrod 
to tho Pro-Cambrian (ED. A oignificant fa*t, houovor, whifh 
throw° doubt upon thio concluoion in the fact that.tho trond 
linoo of thooe ochioto aro pe a° contraotod with the 2300 
nearly meridional diroction ()) the roe-Cambrian am°. D21° 
doubt bocomoo 00Y0 definite when the oiailarity betwoen the 
Balfour amphibolite° and certain Dauber° of the tocl:w 
oorioo io taen into cenoldoration. 	Lo th000 ro0a) at 13alfour 
000112 co dyeo rlonotratinG the:aalfour °late° and oandotoneo 
which aro certainly noot nTo-nambrian ono fano to 00O why 
thoir litholoGioD1 mnloguoo ohould bo oolmmteior thal an6 
eltalood ac 25m-Oaogian. TaltiBL; occnioanao a? til000 amoi6m- tiono toGothez° with thooe z'eoultino from the conception of the 
complete rctoeonic cycle a the polohygoia igicom co2pion the concluolon io justAfiable that th000 a2phibelito-ochioto 
are the oetcJI.lerphooed foluo 0? the hol cryotallino baoic phaoo of the OaLbro-Ordovician potrogonic cycle. 
At thio otage conolder3tion oust be given to the foot 
that thiG belecrystallino phaoo hao veforod Doro.cemplote 
dynamic Ai1Otaiaili99 than the acid and oub-acid holocrystalline 
nhaoco. 	Thle Ao mplicablo on the basis of the principloo indicatea in the prolLAnary diocuooion of thio chaptor that 
the basic phaoo of a petrogenic cycle "ADO00100 the acid and oub- . 
acid pha000 - actually demonotratod above in n9BaT6 to the 
effusive MaiDOTO of the comnleo - and that the batholithic phaoo Of an orogonic dioturbanco ouccoodo the dovelopnent of ochiotooity 
and only take° placo after the main compreooivo otrep000 have 
ceased to operato. 	Zt lo apparont, therefore, that the hole- 
crystalline basic mbozo of the comple CJOTO intruded boVore 
the ceooation . of the erogenic movoaento and wg'obably oven before 
they began, oince the occurrence° are racily large dyke-lno 
maeseo rather than batholithe. 	It lo also aPparont that the 
granites, granodioriteo end oyonitoo gam into their pooitiono 
after the oeoeation of oommoreooion and the development 0? 
schistosity, this conclusion being confirmed by the granite 
contact crosscutting the ochist planoo in the adjoining ochiot and the occurrence © roof pendant° of ochieto at Couth 1)aruin. 
If this concluolon lo correct it follow° that the granite and 
oyonito have not boon oubjected to the coD1)reooien of the 7pl-
Cambro-Ordovician oroGenic period and it becot2oo noceoecry to 
account for the oYdotence of clear evidence of conoiderable 
ceoproosion in th000 rocho o 	Ac already pointed out the amount 
of compreosion evidenced by the igr000nt otructure of th000 roolso 
hno boon EU0k2 leen than that suffered by the othcq facia° of the 
complez, 	As will be coon bolo there is another important 
orogonic period - the 71pi-Oilurian - which hao reoulted in the 
comproocion of the vole of the Silurian sediment° together vith 
all the older Geolodical units. 	Such compreocion wao Tait° 
sufficient to produce the oboerved dynamic @train° and Lineralogic 
alterationo in the granite Ljranodiorite and sycnite of the 
porphyroid 16neous cou9le. 	Tho vriter would therefore ascribe 
to the Llili-Silurian oroGenic compr000ion the deve1oplf2ont of 
vhatever dynaacio motamorphio character° the final acid and sub-
acid batholithio ph3oe of the porphyrold Totrocenic cycle nov 
posoeo• 	ca'o the came orogenic period tot EllOO ther(R020 bo duo GOMO Of the aetmorphid characteriotico of the other Dembere . 
of the porphyroid iGneouo complez, but that the decidedly greater 
part of their prooent schiotoeity tlao roduced durin ;y„ the 
TwelvotroGo. 	Procamo0p,e,Adv0sc.1970 
uke. 
Epi-Cambro-Ordovician erogenic period is proved by the porphyroid pebbles which occur in theiincrusbed portions of the West Coast Range conglomerate (the laying down of which preceded the lpi-Silurian erogenic period) possessing the same degree of schis-tosity as the occurrences of similar rooks in situ. 
The actual outcrop of alanite at South Darwin is too small to be called a batholithzind may be termed a stook, The 
Dove Aiver ocourrenoe is of larger dimensions and may be termed 
a batholith especially as it is probably continuous (although not necessarily in outcrop) with the granite at Bond's Peak. 
In regard to the occurrences of these holocrystallinm rocks 
at Farrell it is to be stecially noted that the several varieties-
granite, Aranodiorite, syenite - merge insensibly one into the 
other. The general mode of occurrence and the relationships of 
the several varieties is such as to suggest differentiation in 
situ with the formation of relatively basic border nhases the 
acidity increasing inwards towards the central granite. 
3. - TR2 API-SILURIAN OR0G ,11NIC DISTURBANCn. 
(a). NE TECTONIC GgULOGY OF TM SILURIAN SYSTM. 
The writer's researches in the Lt.Lyell district following • 
upon those carried out by nin in 1913 in the Jukes-Darwin district 
have thrown much light on the tectonic geoloa7 of the Silurian 
system. 
In general the structure of the Silurian syst4u, is that 
of a series of folds along parallel axes. 	The folds are 
dominantly asymmetric and are frequently overturned. There is 
always a tendency for the overturned folds to break and in these 
localities upthrusting and overthrusting have taken place. This 
tendency is characteristic of the West Coedit Range belt where the 
overf old of the West Coast hange conglomerate in the Jukes-Darwin district traced along the axis is found to break and upthrusting accompanied by considerable overthrusting is characteristic of the Lyell district while further to the north in the myndal 
district the anticline is almost unbroken and only slightly 
overturned. 	In such areas of overthrusting relatively stationary 
blocks have been compressed between the upthrust blocks and have 
been folded along axial lines approximately at right angles to the main axis. • This has occurred in the Linda Valley at Yount Lyell. Loreover, there is in many plaoes the development of 
qua-qua-versal folds and the main fold-axes invariably have a decided pitch which is undulatory in character. 
In such complex structural arrangemmts as these and in 
the absence of any persistent or well defined cleavage or 
schistosity in the Silurian rocks, the delineation of the trend- • 
lines depends on the interpretation of the structural features as a whole with the recognition of the main axial lines. In no 
district can disconnected observations of strike lines be used 
with safety in deciding upon the trend-lines of the Silurian 
system unless they be sufficient in number and the exnosures 
sufficiently continuous to make possible the recognition oil the 
master axes. 
(g)Daly R.A. Loc. cit. P.90 . 
Vioing tho Silurian oyotem from thio otandpoint tho 
portion of it eaourrin on the Woot Coact %ange and wootwards 
towaedo Lt.&)ehaa to ocon to ooneiot of two main agos of foldfmg with foldo of l0000r dimonoiono botwoon. 	Tho most persiotont and )oranounood fold agio to that of tho Woo 	ange whoro, 
30 oio abovo, tho fold to 	ovorturned to tho east and in 
pla000 brokon and roplaood by upthruoting and overthruoting. 
anio of taio fold to praotically meridional thero being a 
tondonoy in placoo to aosamo a doviation omot of north. .Prom 
Et.Boroll in tho 3outh to n.Varroll in tho north the axial 
dirootion to © whioh oorreopondo approximatoly wtth tho directio 
of tho rango. 	The othor main axio to that .o? Et.Zoohan where 
tho axial dirootion heti a bearing of 3150 but tho fold to an 
unbrokon antioltnal. 	It in important to noto that this axial 
dirootion at 7it.%ochan owingo round to a little north of veot 
to tho north,woot of the min mountain maso. Tho °mailer Vold 
ago() to tho oaot and moot of tho Woot Coaot nmngo aro naturally parallol to thee° dominating flexureo and fraotureo. 
Tho only othor locality in which the Oilurian oyotem is 
oufficiently devolopod to permit of oimilar dotermination of the 
tootonto lineo to tho ZAddleoon and Lorooy diotricto. 	In thio 
arca tho .?ola agoo vary from 2700 to 3200 and the oyotaa as a wholo io in till° oroa olearly oharaotoriood by trend-lineo 
havin6 3 dirootion of 300°, thio oriontation oorresonding again to tho main trona of tho mountain.ridgoo. There io thuo a 
pronounood owing of tho trend-linoe from tho di oction of 50 
whioh aharactorioco the wholo of tho Ueot Coast 1.ange. 	This chanoo in diroction c/early takoo place oomewhere in the latitudo 
of Cradle Lountain. 	Tho manner of bonding as intorpreted by. the writer io oho in the Yootonio Lap. 	This intsrnretation La necoositatod by the predominanoe of the wootorly and north-
voStorly fold-moo over thooe having a north-castorly tendency 
which latter would predominato if the bonding took placo towards 
120°. 
Tato bend of 650 in the trond-liano of the Uilurian 
oyotc o a vary pronounoed ono and it to important to note that tho dirootion of the 3000 trond-lineo io aponrently continued to tho north-weotorn coot line for a limeotone bolt hrwing 
that dirootton ooroloto *nraotically to tho oea-ohoro 	'h1o, although not ooncluoivo, to oignifiaant whon toloon in conjunotion. 
with tho otriko of the fold agoo on the Dial '',7FIngo which to 335°. 
fl 007U0 'INSW02 07TOTTI1X3.iG !W) 41u, 	8•'1W - IT\N'Afi) X013,, 
Tho baoal conglomerato of the Silurian oyotem - the )leet 
Coaot :Y‘ango conglomorato boing a tylioal littoral dopoott was, 
togothor with ito oandotono Dot:bora, laid down immodiately off 
tho ohoro-ltne of a land-moo, That otrand-lino to indicated 
by tho preoont diotribution of the uonglo orate oorieo, the dtrootion of the conot-lino being approgioately parallel to the 
aentral line of the bolt. 	2uoh &antral limo hag a direction oast of north fro Vac vicinity of the :ronohmanoo Cap- to the Liddl000g district beyond whioh it turno toward° the north-west. 
It to to bo opontally noted that the rro-Cambrian quartziteo 
and mioa-ochioto, which oupplted the matorial of the conglomerate 
and acoociatod oodimonto, ono throughout this bolt. 
The orogon a 1;MV01,7100 which ouccooded tho Oilurian oodimentation o'coufioiontiv egtonoivo ao to markedly affect the wholo of the 'ilurian oyo RD ogp000d in Tcomanto. 	The 
crustal adjustments which took place during the orogenic paroxysm 
were of the nature of intense folding with considerable over-
folding and much thrust faulting accompanied by some overthrusting. 
The direction of the overfolds and overthrusts is generally 
towards the eastwards but there is clear evidence of some up-
thrusts having been caused by thrusts acting in the opposite 
direction. 	As indicated above, the positive segment (the land- 
mass supplying the sediments of the geosynolinal) was located to 
the westwards. 	The collapse and buckling of the geosyncline was accompanied by thrusts oppositely directed, i.e., both from the direction of the sea and also from the land-mass and either force may predominate locally, 	During this Pi-Silurian orogenic period the forces acting from the west seem to have 
preponderated over those from the east although there is distinct 
evidence of the existence of the latter. 
Although the structural features produced by both the Bpi-Pre-Cambrian and Epi-Cae:bro-Ordovician erogenic periods nave 
not been delineated in detail, yet the knowledge already gained 
concerning them seems to indicate a marked difference between 
those two periods and the one now being considered. The observed 
thrusts, both vertical and horizontal, of any magnitude in the Pre-Cambrian and the Cambro-Ordovician systems are those which 
also affect the Silurian System and are therefore the result of 
the Xpi-Silurian erogenic period. 	The absence of any Pronounced thrusts in the rocks of the Pre-Cambrian and Cambro-Ordovician 
systems definitely referrable to the crustal deformation 
succeeding either period of sedimentation, taken in oon#unotion 
'with the development of a regional schietosity or cleavage in the 
rocks of both systems and its absence from the Silurian, points 
to the conclusion that the pressures in the two earlier periods 
were more nearly tangential than those operating in the 7,1pi-
Silurian period, 
The final phase of the 73pi-Silurian orogenio period 
witnessed the greatest development of batholiths that has occurred 
in the geologic history of Tasmania, 	The whole of the island 
was the locus of batholithic invasion on a huge scale. Whether this was the direct result of the lar3er vertical component of 
the thrust as compared with the previous periods is conjectural 
but certainly probable. natever be the cause, however, the 
fact is clear that the bi-Silurian period is characterised by a 
closing phase of immense batholithic invasion, the general 
character of which will now be described, 
(o). TIN ORIGIN AND STRUCTUAT1 OV TH ,1  TASEANIAN BATHOLITH AVD 
ITS SAMLITIC INJ1CTIONS 
The constituent rocks of the Tasmanian batholith have 
already been described and the visible outcrops are indicated 
in the general geological map (Plater". ) in which the basic 
facies is distinguished trom the acid. 	It is'neceseary, 
however, before proceeding further to present the evidence on 
which the age determination is based. 
In the first place there is sugficient petrograPhic 
relationship between the various facies of the acid portion on 
the one hand and between the different varieties of the basic 
portion on the other, to indicate that, whatever relationship 
may exist between the acid and basic faoies, the several 
varieties and the disconnected occurrences of each portion - 
acid or basic - are derived from the same source and therefore 
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The following table contains a summary of the location, 
length, breadth and area of outcrop, direction of nain axis, 
maximum height above sea level and the acid or basic character 
of the constituent rocks of the lpi-Silurian holoorystalline 
massifs of Tasmania. 	The massifs mentioned in this table are 
all hown in P1ateM1 T-cari e 
) 
Liam° of. Lassif 
2 
Length 
Liles 
3 
qidth 
Liles c
 
4
 6  c c:4 
3- 
Direction 
of Lain 
Axis 
Pregent 
Iiaximum 
Laight 
above C3Esabove 
Level 
Feet 
orOnal 
'Ziaximum 
Neight 
Sea 
Level 
'ieet 
'on titb-
ant Rock 
Acid, 
Sub-acid 
or Basic 
ue Tier 30 25 700 . 	330° 2600 4600 Acid 
ronach 32 8 250 340° . 1250 3250 Acid 
smander-Ochouten Is. 6o 4 240 350° 1500 3500 Acid a Oub-actit 
al Lomond 10 7 70 320° 1500 3500 Acid 
xia Island 10 2 20 350o 800 goo Acid 
..Paul's Dome 3 2 6 330° - 1500 3500 Acid 
sConsfield 	. 5 1 5 3200 250 3250 Basic 
L Acid 
ele-ratersonia 10 2 5 36o° 1500 3500 nub-Acid 
ddlesex 3 2 5 330° 2300 2300 Acid 
lion 	' 1 0.5 0•5 350 2300 2300 Acid 
anite Tor. 8 5 40 305° 3600 3600 Acid 
mpehire fills 8 7 50 350° 1500 4500 Acid 
al Range 3 1 3 360 Boo 3800 Acid 
mpbell Range 3 2 5 320° Boo 3800 Basic 
redith Range 30 . 12 300 330o 2800 5800 Acid El 
Basic 
ndas 5 2 10 3 1 50  1100 4100 Basic 
emskirk 10 6 45 320° 2800 5Coo Acid t Basic 
rth Pieman 20 2 30 330° 200 3200 Acid 
cquarie Harbour 20 3 6o 350° 600 3600 Basic 
x's Bight 1 1 0.8 Circular .600 3600 Acid 
yx Itiver . 1 0. 3 0.3 350° 900 900 Basic 
orentine niver 1' 0.3 0.3 350 1000 1000 Basic 
rdon River 2 0.5 ' 1.0 350° 1200 1200 Basic 
yes River 1 0.4 0.4 350° 1100 1100 Basic 
ater Is. 11 . 2 20 3500 200 3200 Acid 
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Of those massifs nine have an area of outcrop vf 40 square 
miles or over and therfore exceed the arbitrary minimum laid down 
by Daly as to the outcrop area of batholiths. The questions which 
naturally arioe at this stage are those:- 
(1) Are these nine larger massifs true batholitho or nre 
they laccolithic in structure, or do they conform to the 
definition of chonoliths as laid down by Daly? 
(2). V/hat in the underground relationship between those 
maeoifs, large and mall? Are they separate and distinct 
bodies only connected at depths so great as to be negligible 
in connection with the problem of metallogeneeis or.do they 
represent the exrosed portions of the irregular surface of a 
continuous batholith of large dimenlions? 
(3), If this continuous batholith exists, whet has determined 
the location of the upward projections or cupolas now exposed 
by erosion? What relation have they to the tectonics of 
Tasmania? 
In dealing with these questions it is necessary to take cognisance 
of two important facts. 	The first of these is the occurrence of 
intrusive Spi-Cilurian acid and basic rocks in addition to the 
plutonic massifs above described. 	such intrusives occur in 
the Zeehan district as granite porphyry, anlite and mica-gabbro 
in the forn of dyes havinG a zonoro2 neridioncl tread; 1 the 
Lorth Bundas district cs gvenits wrphyry (with a qurwtz-Dorphyry facies) and peGmatite, in dykee having a general orientation of 
320; in the 1;ischoff district as dykes and stocks of quartz-
porphyry; in the Lount Claude district as quartz-7)orphyry dykes; 
in the Point hibbs district as dykes and bosses of lamcrophyre, 
and in the lount Victoria field t,s quartz-porphyry dykes. 
The second factor is one which has not previously boon 
taken into consideration in discussions as to the ",oi-Gilurian 
plutonic geology but which is all-important therein as will be 
demonstrated below, This factor is the oocurrence of block 
faulting on a huge scale bordering the 'F)iabase Highlands and 
approximately paralleling the coast lines. 	The aggregate of such downthrow, which is on the seaward side of the Highlnndo, 
is as much as 3200 feet. 	An shown below those faults are of Tertiary age. In order therefore to form a true conception of 
the Tlpi-Siluritel Plutonic geology the downthrow blocks, together 
with the 7:pi-3ilurian plutonic massifs contained therein, must be regarded as raised to the position they occupied before the 
faulting took place. 	!Ilen this is done it becomes possible to determine the relationships between the various nlutonic 
naooifs including their intrusive diaschistio dyke apophyeee. 
The approximate positions of those Tertiary faults are 
indicated in.PlateJr Thus on the t7est Coast there exists 
to the west of the Jetst Coast Range, but to the east of all of 
the mastifs lying westward of the Granite Tor massif, a fault 
with a downthrow to the west of 3000 feet. or the reasons 
indicated below 	it is necessary to believe that the whole of Ye 
the block lying to the west of that fault plane ha o participated 
in the downward movement. 	The original position of all of the massifs contained in that block was therefore 3000 feet higher than at present. Gimilarly a fault olane with a downthrow of 
the same order of magnitude on the northern side runs parallel 
to the coast line to the northward of Nto.Claude and floland 
'iatztitte.lofevefe?. 
'Tikieise=iissliest=go 
meeting the West Coast fault south of the Hampshire Hills. The 
Hampshire\hills massif met therefore be raised 3000 feet to 
restore it to its original position but the Liddlesex, relion 
and Granite Tor maeoifs have not been included in this downward 
movement and are therefore approximately in their original 
positions. 
On the rorth-East and :loot Coasts the interpretation is 
more difficult as the fault planes apparently cut the granite 
maseifs themselves. Thus there is a fault plane to the north 
of 1t.Arthur nrobably running parallel to the coast-line which 
would drop the portion of the Stronaoh massif north of Tit. 
Stronach itself a distance of 3000 feet while the southern portion 
of the eeaeiler remains in its original position. 	A meridional 
fault occurs on the east side of Ben Lomond and downthrows the 
eastern half of that granite massif 2000 feet. A series of 
parallel faults occur eaet of this, the tetal effect of which is 
to drop the portion of the Soamander-8ch4uten Island maooif lying 
cost of St.ratriokle Head and the 7,eria Island massif another 
1000 feet - making a total of 3000 feet. The effect of these 
faults on the Blue Tier maseif is not suite clear but the General 
evidence points to the east-west fault north of Lt.Arthur 
meeting the Den Lomond fault near the ;etern limit of this 
(Blue Tier) maloeif and the major portion of it would therefore 
be dropped 2000 feet and the extreme eastern portion, being 
affected by the St.Datrickle Head fault, would have a total drop 
of 30J0 feet. 	The central portion of this Blue 'PAer maseif therefore must be raised 2000 feet to restore it to its original 
position, 
In the southern portion of Taamania it is doubtful whether 
the basic masoifs between the Styx and Gordon lUvers have been 
affected by this block faulting, but it seems very probable that 
the granite massif at Cox's Bight is included in a block which 
has dropped approximately 3000 feet. 	Similarly the'ileaoonsfield 
massif on the northern coast must be raised by a similar amount 
to restore it to its original position. 
Mese conclusions have been used in compiling column 7 
in the lablelawimpmgm 	which gives the maximum height of each massif above sea-level before the Tertiary block faulting took 
place. 	These figures cannot be accepted as of greater accuracy than being within a few hundred feet of the exact height owing to 
the effects of warping, etc., not having been taken into account, 
but they are sufficiently near the truth to serve the purposes 
of this inveotigation. 
A study of these figures when taken in conjunction with 
the fact that the present maximum elevation of thebottom of the 
basal Glacial Permo-Carboniferous conglomerate is 3300 feet 
(near Cradle Lount), demonstrates the fact that at the beginning 
of the Pero-Carboniferous period the surface of emania was a 
peneplain with the Heemskirk and loeredith Ranges, the Dundas414"04 -54- 
massif, th 	pshire Hills and the Olue Tier rising un above this peneplain as igneous monadnocks to approximate heights of 
2700, 100471300 and 1300 feet respectively, rJo these must be 
added the quartz-porphyry peak of Lt.Bischoff rising 2400 feet 
above the peneplain. 
It is apparent therefore that the highest points reached by the Lpi-Oilurian plutonic invasions were in the Heelaskirkoqe•—A ,:al-
olcredith izanoee, Blue Tien and Dandas districte. 	Hew mmoh higher than that indicated in the above table the igneous massifs extend4d in the localities is unknown, but obviously the 
rbows00. 
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original upper limit of  the Hoomekirk, Lbrodith nangoAand Ilue Tier m000ifo suot haw) boon conoidorably higher than t'ho hoighto 
indicotod, ao thoy havo cloarly ouffored much oroolon oinco 
thoig oodimontory cover WM9 rcmovod ° 
Zt io nor] p000lblo to procood to anopor the cpeotiono 
proponadod abovo in regard to the otructngo and rolationohipo of th000 ignoogo maooifo ° 
The complote aboonco of nny oign of the odoming° of the 
intyudod oodimento and the univoroally oboervod or0000ntting 
and truncating of the otgata by the ignoono mooeifo ugp y 
dofinito ovidonoo that none of th000 snoolfo io laoco ith ° 
L O K °Vard hao diocuooed the otgucturo and golationohipo 
of the Hoamohig2g m000lf and arrivod at the oonclnoion that it 
io3 chonolith and ham a dofinito bottom ° Ho did not, houevor, 
tako into conoideration the fact that thio Nomoigh maoolf io 
WV 3200 fi'00t louor than ito to poeitiov TO13U70 to the 
Granito Tor and t'Addlooe mcoolgo ° Ao thio faot greatly 
inflnoncoo the conception of the relationohipo of th000 ignoono 
moolfo Vard , o concluoion mnot be exaqinod from thio neu ViGU- 
pnlnt o 
Ubodoo haryAhooio tht oHamokixt mopif Nommoo 
a doTntto bottom lo vory loozoly dependant on ho conoluolosn 
that in theHee-oAlivh-Zoehan region there hno boon ono oing10 
motallogonic ()pooh phich ondod vAito ouddenly ° Thio latter 
ooncluoion pill be fully dioou000d at a lator °toga of thio 
york, bit the deduction mado f0: it ao to the otguctugo of 
the lloomokirk oolf, although peooibly corroct in regard to 
that saooif itoolf, does not juotify Uardgo ohonolithio 
cl000ifioation, in Viga a the original nooltion of the yholo 
oneuif having boon 3000 foot highor than it io at preoonte 
Undo th000 circlpotancoo the oolution of the problem of 
motallogonoolo io'ppoolblo throuLth the cOnception of a mai 
mudorlying batholith of yhich the Hoomokirk rqooif Le merely 
an uppardly projoctina oatollitic Atjegtion OY cupola ° Thie 
pill be oalt pith in otall on diocuooing the problem of metalioGoneoo in Chapter 	Zt lo the object at the pr000nt otago to confino attention to the otructuro of the 
Lpi-Silurian plutonio rocko co docOphorablo fro the occurrenco' and diotributioyi of the z'ooLe themoelvoo. 
Zt muot bo aocopted ao aziomatio that the occurronco of 
Dpi-Oilurian diaochlotic dyko rocko indicato the oniotonce of a 
plutonic s000 at no groat depth, 	Taking the known actual 
outaT0D0 Of the 211i-Silurian plutonic gook° togethor pith tho outcrop° of the concangninocuo dyke make the conotguction of 
the pectiono in PlntolYbecoW0 P00030100 
Tho firot ooction ohopo the azioting otructugo, ‘a lino through Hocaoki'rh, Zoohan, Dundao, nocadkaimmy, Parrol, Granite 
Tor, Liddleoen, Deaconoflold and Dino Tier with the main fau,Ito 
indicated ° 	The oocond oection ohowo the rootorati*n of the ounkon blocko to thoir original pooitiono, the original ourfaco 
at the timo of the plutonic invaoion being aloo indicated ° 
Zt io oloag fromyvaooctiono that an undorground 
oonnoction exioto botooeiraatifftho ourface outoropo ° 
Anothon : line of °action from Balfour throwsh the 
Doredith Rang() to Granite r/s'or lo ohoun in Plato:R: 	Tho 
roconotruction along the main fault iç aloe ohoyn in the moond 
°action ph thio Plato ° Again an obviouo oonnection czioto at no conoidorable dopth beneath to 0120f300 betpeen the z!Pi-Oilurian ignomo ninooifs ° 
01.7ard Lo Ko p Proc 0 Ano 0 Aoo0Adv 0 Scionco Vol 0 XIXA pp ° 165-175 ° 
vsoa nuy9ygo gygw, puo m/ooE ovleou0y0 -?7Q7 Aroc(g) 
p7o°0(rE T170%°7 Pg0L,(1) 
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Fr= conoideration of these facts and tho diotribution 
of the pi-Bilnrion igneouo outcrop° ohovn on the Geological Zap 
the ul'iter haa forned the conception of thin C1(' Tectonic 
• Synta2Klo ao the central point of the upward invasion nf the 
Gilurian E36g3 0 	Upvards through tho sone of veakneoo the 
undifferentiateo MGR?, r000 to a point far belov any existing exposuro vhero difforontiation too2K place and the resulting 
differontiates • the baoic and acid faoios roonootively - 
ultimately oontimued thoir unward paeoage into locations 
detoroined by the teotonic featureo devoloped during the 
Olightly nnteCedent erogenic crump1in3. 	DI other vorde the 
Inac; 	SODO 	-/mknopo o ogeal tho Ugago 'gootonio 
Oyntaxio, dotominod the ©o ©z centre of a /nog° FJpi-tilluricn 
oompooito batholith, the oatollitic injection° and onnolao of 
vhioh had their mine en nlece.determined by the major )3pi-Gi1urimn 
fold agoo, whioh being *haracteriood by nn annreoiable vortical 
oomponent-o coveDont provided zonoo o oolisneoo up into vhich 
the magpa 7730 OK00 to move. 	, ,rnlao io aecounted for the hiGhor 
nooitiono of the more nori,nheral portion° of the botholith Go 
compared vith the oentral focus. 
It io speolally to be noted thot thoso highor nortionc 
of the imor surfaclo of the botholith oT cupolao coincido al000t 
wholly with the loontions of the nlonadntaLo of the nonoplain 
1.711c11 ensKIWYAood cA),E3mAG nt tho bg(*BSYgso 	o Pena- 
Cca-boni?oroup period. 	1,11(3 eignAVionneo o? thie vili bo condidered 
latog iR relattOn to the mtnoral dopono vhich 8ro mloo looatea 
at theoo high point°. 
The apnarent line of weakneoe indicated by 'fmrd ie thee- 
o° to be regardod ao the rooult of Nhe confining of attention 
to ci line of 01101°07X3 radiating outwards from the *entre of the 
batholith. 	It io intoreoting to note that thio "radiating,' vas 
oboerved by nit:1rd vhon he dreu nttontion to the to , sones of 
mineralisation° meeting at •looebery(-13)altho1gh he did not give 
them the oignificanco here indloated. 
It io thue seen that the existence of the batholith 
ougGeoted by the sectiono deocribed above, io confired by ci 
oonoideration of the igneoue outorone nnd the ocouglrenoe of c 
definite sone of crustal vooinl000 whioh hoo octed ao a magmatic 
foeuo. 	'ghe writer regard° thio batholith 30 aztonding beneath n t 71er -$ At otoL o *.e 	ot Coast nogion includod 164..4181,4 ,44rwrk. in xtnon .••••=•- 	•••3. _ 	- — 	io 
moot probably not oircular and offohooto probably occur mtending 
beyond the above limit, but it 000mo very nrobablo that the main 
portion of the bathelith whioh infl oF es the conoideration of 
the metallogonic problem io include 	ho above Iiiii0=wWWN. 
Xf 
alogcm-b-olo=mgom..44. 
to nov turn our attention to the othor portion of 
Tasmania - the L'orth-nostern negion vhioh contains nueerous 
outcrops of 	plutonic°, the relatively large con- tinuous area° of granite, talma in oo junction with the otructure 
ohovn by the 000tion in Plnto157- nahop the oonoontion of one large batholith inevitable. Thio batholith undoriieo the 
greator portion of north-costern Tasumnin and may be rogarded 
as having an outline approximately oircular, the contro lying 
oomowhere between 1:t 0 Victoric nnd Lothinna amdmahmcrmoilinumb.ataig 
"Vielmt*Ams. Whio botholith, novevor, diverges frou a circular outline in ito eaotern portion both to the norta and the o*uth 
ao ohown by the granito outcrop° ontonding to Lorin Island in 
the south and to Cane "Portland and furthor to Cape Darren and 
Plinders Isinnds in the north. 
	 11•1041101. 
cid 1?ith, i?roc.us.Losondv O ncionce Vol.XXXX 11.173. 
This Vorth-Eastern batholith is composite in character 
as is the West Coast batholith but there is a distinct difference 
in composition as is clear from the fact that the basic and ultra-
basic facies so characteristic of the West Coast are annarently 
absent from the North-Llast, the most basic portion of this latter 
batholith consisting of granodiorite excepting the serpentine 
at Anderson's Creek. 
Wars=ttetwestaion=gatem=thgtes: igs=dtabees■en,=ostarpsirtrizerm=VeAlwRmn 
ttiopeee—ibirezErativaftfts? 
liedes=samesibeett=pasa1UoWie3=1. 
There still mains Jo be,s2nsidered the isolated outcrops 
of small areal extent ineA  soutY.Yestern portion of the Leland, . These are shown on the geological map but whether they have any underground connection at reasonable depth or are isolated 
intrusions or stocks there is no evidence to determine. 	As 
bearing on the metallogenic problem this question has no very 
great importance as the conception developed above as to the 
two batholiths witheivpossurzasei cablr srsttA4 is the all-
important conclusion as related to metallogenesis in Tasmania. 
4. THE LATE 1.:11.30Z0IC ADD 11ALLY TP1ITIAnY FAULTING. 
In the preceding pages there has been mentioned the 
occurrence of tensional block faulting on a large scale all 
round Tasmania parallelling the coast line. 	This is demon- 
strated by the occurrence of Permo-Carboniferous sediments at sea level on the coast and at elevations of 3300 feet in the 
interior. 
The exact details as to the respective roles played by 
the diabasio upthrust and tensional block faulting have not yet 
been worked out but sufficient is known to enable the fault man 
in Plate 	to be constructed. This map shows that the main peripheral faults with throws up to 3200 feet are of the 
tensional block fault type. The age of those is placed in the 
Early Tertiary as they are later than the diabase but earlier than the sediments of the Launceston Tertiary Basin. 	The 
positions of these fault lines shown on the ma are approximate 
. only but are sufficiently accurate for the purposes of the 
discussions relevant to the present investigation. 
The effect of the diabasie upthrust is seen to be most 
marked to the east, south-east and north-east of the Central 
Plateau. As stated previously, the age of the development of 
this structural feature is late ll'esozoic and most probably 
Cretaceous. 
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PART 11. 
L,ETA.LLOG19UnSI S. 
V/. DELINAATION OP TW' 1,71T4LL0GEOGRAPIIC PROVINCIM 
OP TA81:A1-41A. 
In order to provide for the systematic study of the 
distribution of the ore deposits of Tasmania in time and space 
it is necessary, as an initial step, to consider them from the 
combined vievtpoint of the predominant metal component and the 
portions of the island characterised by denosits of such metals. 
This result can be achieved by plotting on a base nap 
the localities in which deposits occur wherein a particular 
metal predominates or is the main economic component. It will 
then be found that certain areas can be defined which include 
groups of deposits of one predominant metal. 	These "provinces" 
merely express an areal aseociation of deposits of particular 
metals and have not necessarily more than a Geographical 
significance. 	They may therefore be termed "metallogeoGranhic 
provinces", a term whion indicates clearly the definite limita-
tions of such provincial Grouping in that it in no way whatever 
takes into consideration the Genetic factor. 
The above method has been adonted in nrenaring Plate 
which shows the metallogeographic of Tasmania for the more 
important metals. An examination of thielnap shows on the 7orth-
2aet Coast two large provinces - the 13eaconsfield-Golconda-
Eathinna gold province lyinG to themmat of and adjacent to the 
important North-Sastern tin provinceswhich, towarde the south, 
include associated tungsten. 	To the south-east of this prominent tin province lies the very much smaller tin province 
of Ccamander with accompanying copper and silver provinces. 
%/kiwi we turn our attention to the West Coast, however, 
a much Greater complexity of geoGraphic distribution is observed. 
This complexity shows itself in a certain amount of overlapping but if attention is confined to the really dominant metals of the 
characteristic vein-types, it becomes noticeable tather in the 
form of interpenetration of the provinces. 	There is, however, 
a distinct demarcation between the various provinces as the man 
clearly snows. 	There is no need to mention each nrovince here 
as the map shows them clearly and they are indicated, in addition, 
in 'able- 	It is sufficient to mark the penetration of 
the SavaGeilson osmiridium province by the Parsons Hood-
Bischoff tin province; the overlap and penetration of the Vest 
Coast ilange iron province into the copper province of the same 
region; and the juxtaposition of the tin and the lead-silver 
provinces in the Heemskirk-Zedhan, Bischoff-Heazlewood, Granite 
Tor-Varrell and Liddleeex-Round sill regions. 
VII. THE IMATIOL UP THC: '-"PALLOWIOGRAPHIC PROVINCRS 
TO OUTCROPS OF PLUTONIC ADD INYRU2IV11 IGL7OUS ROCKS 
AUD TO A°r1AS OV INTMIS 	TOVEZ."LT. 
The next step in our metallogenio investigation is to 
discover any relationship which the metallogeogranhio Provinces, 
delineated above, bear to outcrops of igneous rooks and zones 
of pronounced folding or orogenic movement. 	The data nresented 
in Part I put this phase of our investigation on a sure footing 
and the relationships shown in :natal-lir 	result from the 
simple superposition of the metallogeographic provinces of 
Plate 	on the main features of the igneous and tectonic 
geoloy of the region which includes within it the metallo-
geographic provinces. 
There are shown in accordance with this plan the flpi-
Silurian igneous rocks, both acid and basic, plutonic and 
intrusive; the plutonic members of the Porohyroid igneous 
complex as well as the intrusive and effusive members thereof; 
and the tectonic lines of the three orogenic periods. Neither 
the Tertiary basalt nor the :Asozoic diabase is shown on this 
map as a consideration of the general geological map taken in 
conjunction with that shoving the metallogeograPhic provinces 
demonstrates 'clearly that there is no obvious relationship 
between these rooks and the majority,at least, of the ore 
deposits. 
The examination of Plate.iii- shows that certain relation-
ships are definitely suggested. 	Thus in the rorth-'eastern 
region the Beaconsfield-Golconda-Eathinna gold metallogeographic 
province follows faithfully the outcrops of the granodiorite 
facies of the Ipi-Silurian acid plutonics, while the Eorth-astern 
tin metallogeographio province corresponds to the :pi-Silurian 
granite area. 	In addition, the Scamander silver metallogeo- 
graphic province occurs in proximity to the sub-acid facies of 
the 71pi-5ilurian granite. 
AgainAle southern region 6he Port Cygnet gold metallo-
geographic province is so related geographically to the alkaline 
intrusives of that region as to suggest a definite relationship. 
. When we turn to the West Coast region, however, such 
simple and obvious relationships are not deducible at a glance. 
The investigation in that region is made far more complicated 
by the fact, which at once becomes apparent, that the metallo- . 
geographic provinces could quite easily, as regards their 
geographic position, be related to either (1) the acid and stb- 
acid plutonic fades of the Porphyroid igneous complex; (2) the 
intrusive and effusive members of that complex; (3) the basic 
facies of Bpi-Silurian plutonios, or (4) the acid facies of this 
latter igneous group. 	It cannot be decided on the type of 
evidence we are considering at this stage, whether the metallo-
geographic provinces are connected with any one of these possible 
igneous relatives more than another, for their geographic 
relationships would permit of relationships being assumed with any one of the above four igneous groups. From the preponderance, 
however, of the 3pi-Silurian plutonics in areal extent it would 
to a certain extent be justifiable to indicate a probable relation-
ship between them and those metallogeographio provinces lying to 
the north-west of a line joining Zeehan and LAddlesex. Similarly 
a probable relationship ,lould be indicated between the Porphyroid 
Igneous Complex and the metallogeographic nrovinces of the West 
Coast Range although this will be rendered doubtful by the 
consideration of the Bpi-Silurian erogenic zone which is 
coincident with the West Coast Range, to be mentioned below. 
Of special significance, however, although not necessarily 
justifying a conclusive decision, is the obvious fact that 
practically all of the more important ore deposits are 
included within tiam=twamegfaxdmss=tatilzwatziazg the two composite 
B 	iluriaLbatholiths which, as indicated above, (arieLpseakeekiertat. tooted 444 form one large Tasmanian batholith. 
It is clear, therefore, that the conclusions as to the 
actual relationship between the ore deposits and the various 
igneous groups cannot be deduced from a consideration of 
ometallogeographic provinces and known igneous outcrops alone, 
although our investigation of the metallogenic problem has been 
definitely advanced thereby, by the suggestion of certain 
possible genetic associations indicated above. 	It is necessary 
therefore to approach the problem from many different aspects 
and this will be systematically dealt with in succeeding 
chapters. 
Before leaving this present +chapter, however, attention. must be drawn to the two zones of intense Bpi-Silurian orogenic movement indicated in Plate V7 	One of these coincides 
with the West Coast Range and the copper and iron metallogeo- 
graphic provinces of that region, 	This would indicate a 
possible genetic connection which will be more fully considered and developed at a later stage • 	As stated above this conclusion is in opposition to a suggestion of a genetic 
connection with the Porphyroid igneous. complex. 	The question 
thus arises: How far do these two apparently contradictory 
conclusions hold good? Which is Correct? Or are both correct 
and consequently to what extent can the ore deposits of a mAtallogeograthic province he divided into genetically related 
groups corresponding to this dual origin? 
The other pronounced 
through Zeehan. This again 
and in this case it supplies 
of the relationship with the 
above. 
Bpi-Silurian erogenic zone runs 
suggests a genetic relationship a certain amount of confirmation 
Bpi-Silurian plutonics indicated 
Having seen how these two tectonic features influence 
the metallogenic problem let us now enquire whether definite conclusions can be drawn from a consideration of the main 
tectonic lines in connection with the general orientation of 
the known lodes. 
VIII. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE FISSURE LODES AND 
THE TECTONIC LIMIS OF TAMANIA. 
, 
In dealing with the relationship between orientation of the ore deposits to the tectonic lines it is clearly necessary to confine our attention to those deposits which occur in definite fractures. 	It is obviously unsafe to make any such deductions in regard to an ore deposit which may be a replace-ment of'a sedimentary bed or an igneous rock because such an ore-body may, becauee of the fortuitous local deviations from the general tectonics, have an orientation completely at variance with that characteristic of the tectonic lines of the particular erogenic epoch to which it belongs. 
Accordingly there are plotted on Plates yin and IK  the more important lodes of portion of the West Coast region together with the Pre-Cambrian, Cambro-Ordovician and Silurian tectonic lines. 	There are shorn in Plate :FE 	the more important lodes of Heemekirk, Zeehan, Pive-Ille, Dundae,Curtin-Davis, Ringville, North-East Dundas, Stanley River and Farrell together with the Epi-Silurian dykes too small to be indicated on the general map. 	In Plate LL are shown the lodes of the Balfour area together with the Cambro-Ordovician- gabbro-amphibolite dykes. 
It is apparent from a study of this plan that there is a general concordance between the orientation of the lodes and the general direction of the tectonic lines. 	The fact that these tectonic lines, belonging to three distinctly separate 
diaetrophic periods, possess within a few degrees the same 
general direction, or, in other words, are practically super-
imposed on each other, would indicate the impossibility of 
definitely fixing a genetic relationship for any one of them with any particular lode or group of lodes. However, in the 
above plan there seems to be indicated a closer general 
parallelism of the lodes to the 2pi-Silurian tectonic lines 
than to either of the other two especially in the Zeehan-Dundas 
area. 
No more definite deduction, therefore, can be made from 
a consideration of the relationship between the orientation of 
lodes and the tectonic lines than that of a possible closer 
relationship for the lodes whose direction has been plotted with 
the npi-Silurian erogenic period than with either the Mpi-Pre-
Cambrian or Epi-Cambro-Ordovician. 
IX. THE SEDMENTARY AND IGNEOUS REPOSITORI1S  
OP THE VARIOUS TYPES OP MINERAL DEPOSITS . . 
Before proceeding further in the investigation of the metallogenic problem it is necessary to indicate in which of 
the various geologic formations, dealt with in Part I, the 
respective types of mineral_deposits are found. Por this 
purpose thow‘eamigftelpsig -fiblel ias been compiled. 	The mineral 
deposits of Tasmania are in this table classified primarily on the basis of the dominant metal constituent, and secondarily on the dominant mineral components. A further division is shown based on the more prominent Of the accessory constituents. The subdivision is carried further in many oases by taking cognisance of the presence of certain of the less plentiful accessory or gangue minerals in the ore, which nevertheless are developed to such a degree as to constitute a separate type of deposit. 	These four bases of classification are shown in the first four columns, The nature of the ore-body, whether a replacement, segregation, or a fissure filling, is indicated in column 4. The next column shows the locality or localities in which type is developed. The seventh column indicates the rock system or series in which each type is found, and the age of these repositories is given in column 8, 
Up to the present stage of this investigation no 
attention nas been paid to the mineral deposits in detail, the 
above discussions being based merely on geographic grouping of deposits of various metals. 	The metallogenio investigation, however, must take complete cognisance of the different types of mineral deposits in considerable detail. 	The initiation of this phase of the problem of metallogenesis is effected by means 
of the Soliimmkeigliblewhich deals with all of the more important 
types of Tasmanian ore deposits. 
In indicating the various ore deposits shown in this table no attempt has been made to make it a genetic classification. The ore deposits are simply indicated by their mineralogic coat-position and mode of occurrence, the genetic classification being 
intended to follow upon the study of this mineralogic composition 
combined with the association with the various lithological 
groups. 	Prominence is thus given to the mineral groupings for 
the deposits of the more important metals and in consequence in 
various parts of the table the same genetic group of deposits may be mentioned more than once or deposits indicated as separate types which are really variants of one type. The extent to which this has occurred will be demonstrated in the subsequent discussion. 
X, TIM AXTELT TO WHICH 1H3 GMESIS OP THC flILiAL  
•=POSY G IG COMLUSIWILY DIITTIRLIITABLP0 PROLI THB =LOGICAL 
AG1,3 ALI) TECTONICS OP THE noms IN MINH THEY OCCUR, 
(1). I toauS OF PalLO-CAIMONIVEAOUS ALTD POST-PatE0- 
CARBOUIFANOUS AG,11, 
s.-le have seen above that the deduotiono to be drawn as 
to the age and genetic asooci tions of the ore denoeits of 
Tasmania from a considerati n of their geographic relation-
ships with igneous groups and teotonic lines, are definitely 
limited although a general conclusion points to a probable 
preponderating influence of the'Isoi-r3ilurian petrogenio and 
orogenio period. 	The met llogenic inveotigation will now 
be advanced to a further stage by considering the age of the 
lithological groups in which the resneotive ore deposits occur 
for it is obvious that those which are renlacemento or fissure 
fillings must be of a later age than their repositories, and, 
in the case of segregatione, must be of the smoke age. 
Table 	shove that there re only t 	types f ore 
deposits in Tasmania in rocks of Permo-Carboniferous or younger 
age, viz.: 
(1) The Quartz-Non-Auriferous Pyrite lodes of Den Lomond; 
(2). The cauartz-haematite lodes of Dry's Dluff; 
(3). The segregations of gold-bearing pyrite in diabase at 
Lawrenny; 
(4). The chalcedony-auriferous pyrite lodes of Port Cygnet. 
(1)Wartz-Non-Auriferous Pyrite Lodes of Den Lomond, These 
lodes are described by G.A.VallerODwho points out that they 
fill fractures in Permo-Carboniferous sediments. 	This fact 
combined with their close association with the diabase points 
definitely to a genetic association therewith. 	The age of 
these veins is therefore definitely fixed as Cretaceous. 
(2). 2122_211artsinhpleiomtlte lodes at Drys Bluff Incur in Trine-
Jura sandstones in close nroximity to the diabase and are 
obviously genetically connected therewith. 	Their age is 
therefore also Cretacieous. 
(3). Auriferous I?  rite in Diabase. In only one locality has 
any m neral of possible economic value been found associated 
with diabase. 	This is at Lawrenny where in borin3 for coal, 
diabase was. encountered carrying considerable pyrite giving in 
some samples assays at the rate of 2 ozs. of gold per ton. 
The occurrence is clearly a local segregation in the diabase 
and this mineral deposit is therefore also of Cretaceous age. 
(4). Auriferous Pyrite-Chalcedony Lodes. 	These lodes occur 
in the Port Cygnet district in both Permo-Carboniferoue mudstones 
and shales and the alkaline intrusives. They are generally 
located at the igneous contact and mineralisation has affected 
both intruded and intrusive rocks. A genetic association with 
this alkaline petrogenic period is therefore apparent. As these 
latter rocks are now known to be of Tertiary age-as explained in 
Part I this type of ore deposit is of Tertiary age. 
(77)Waller G.A.'iteport on Tin Lining District of Len Lomond 1901 p.9. 
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(2). IL ROCKS OF SILURIAN AND ?XI-SILURIAN AG3. 
The very pronounced absence, with the 	isolated 
exceptions shown above, of ore deposits in rooks younger than Silurian or 2pi-Silurian, viewed in conjunction with the wide-spread occurrence and innumerable exposures of diabase and 
basalt justifies the conclusion that neither of these igneous rooks is genetically associated with the main ore deposits of Tasmania. 	Similarly the restriction of the occurrence of the Tertiary alkaline series to one locality renders it at least highly improbable that this igneous period has contribtted to ore deposition other than at Port Cygnet. 
The conclusion seams perfedtly sound, therefore, that an ore deposit occurring in nilurian or 2pi-Silurian rooks as replacement, segregation or fissure filling is of ''pi-Silurian age or even further that it in genetically connected with the npi-Silurian batholithic period, provide geneticassociation with the igneous rooks is demonstrable 	In those cases in which such magmatic origin is not clear but in which solutions 
from other sources may have transported the mineral comnonents to their Present position in Silurian rocks, the upward limit of age may extend to the close of the Tertiary. If, however, boulders or pebbles of such deposits are found in the 13ermo-Carboniferous conglomerates the conclusion is justified that ore deposition took place during either the 'lpi-Silurian erogenic 
period or the batholithic end-point thereof. It is possible, therefore, to in this way definitely fix the ase of those deposits which occur in Silurian and 12pi-Silurian rocks. 
Deference to rableIr shows that the following types of ore deposits are known to occur in the sedimentary series of the Silurian period itself and the various igneous facies of the :pi-Oilurian petrogenic period:- 
(1). Lagnetite-Diopside depoSits of Comstock; 
(2). Lagnetite-Pyroxene-Garnet-Idoorase deposits of niddlesex and aeamskirk; 
(3).Lagnetite veins associated with asbestos at Beaconsfield; 
(4). Blue-grey-Halsmatite ore-bodies of Blythe River and Dial 
Range. The magmatic origin of these deposits is 
doubtful but fragmente of the typical ore have been 
found in the Permo-Carboniferous conglomerates at 
various points in the northern part of Tasmania. 
(5). Speoularite-quartz veins so common in the beds of the 
Vest Coast Aange Conglomerate series wherever they 
occur. In this case also the magmatio origin is doubt-
ful, but again fragments have been found in the Permo-
Carboniferous conglomerates in many localities. . 
There is no need to present details of the basis of tnis con-
clusion, for the genetic relationship between igneous magmas and 
certain ore deposits has been so fully demonstrated that a 
repetition of the evidence here would be superfluous. Veither 
is it deemed necessary to explain at this stage the full details 
of the conception which regards the mineralising solutions as 
among the final differentiates from the original magma which 
has given both the igneous rocks and the or depositee and 
therefore thnt ore deposits belonging to one metalbegenic epoch 
may and often do occur within the various rook differentiates 
of the original magma. 
(6).Oassiterite-Quartz-Pyrite-Sphalerite-Galena-Siderite-Tourmaline deposits of Heemskirk and Ben Lomond; 
(7).Cassiterite-Quartz-Pyrrhotite-Pyrite ore-bodies of North Dundee and Bischoff; 
(8).Cassiterite-quartz-Tourmaline lodes of Heemskirk, Worth Dundee, Stanley River and Ben Lomond; 
(9).Cassiterite-Quartz-Tourmaline-Topaz ore-bodies at Bischoff, Heemekirk and Ben Lomond; 
(10).Cassiterite-Luscovite-Lepidolite (stanniferous greieen) deposits of Blue Tier, Gladstone, Roys Hill and Heemekirk; 
(11).Cassiterite-bearing pegmatites of Ben Lomond and Blue Tier and the stanniferoue porphyry of Bischoff; 
(12).Wolframite-quartz-Tourmaline lodes in the southern portion of the Balfour field and at Pelion and Ben 
Lomond; 
(13).Wolframite-quartz-Topaz lodes of Liddlesex; 
(14).Cassiterite-Wolframite-Quartz-Tourmaline lodes of Balfour and Pelion; 
(15).Cassiterite-Wolframite-Quartz-Topaz lodes of Eiddlesex; 
(16).Cassiterite-Wolframite-Biemuthinite-quartz-Topaz lodes of Liddlesex; 
(17).Wolframite-Native Bismuth-quartz-Topaz lodes of Liddlesex; i18). Chalcopyrite-Tourmaline-Yluorspar deposits of Heemskirk; 19). Chalcopyrite-Pyrite-Barite ore-body of Lyell, 20).Bornite-Ohalcopyrite-Chalcocite-quartx-Sericite ore-bodies of North Lyell; 
(21), Bornite-Chalcopyrite-Barite-Haematite deposit at Lyell; 
(22).Galena-Siderite-Jamesonite-Tetrahedrite lodes of eastern Zeehan and It.Claude; 
(23).Galena-Dolomiteu,Langaniferous Siderite lodes of kagnet, Heazlewood and Dundee; 
(24).Galena-Tourmaline-Quartz-Siderite-Tetrahedrite lode at Heemskirk; 
(25).Arsenopyrite-quartz veins at Scamander; 
(26).Pentlandite-Pyrrhotite-kagnetite segregations at Heemskirk; 
(27) Pentlandite-Pyrrhotite-Chalcopyrite lodes at Zeehan (5-Li1e District); 
(28). Osmiridium-chromite segregations in Serpentine in the Long Plaint district. 
The above deposits are therefore definitely, fixed as of Bpi-Silurian age. The existence is therefore established of an Epi-Silurian metallogenic epoch which gave rime to deposits 
characterised by the presence of tin, copper, lead, silver, 
nickel, osmiridium. 	This had been previously foreshadowed 
in our investigation after the consideration of igneous out- 
crops and tectonics in relation to metallogeographic provinces. 
The exact role this ePoch has played in the history of ore 
deposition has not been stated in the above enumeration of ore 
deposits, the age of which is definitely determined by that of 
their repositories, for it still remains to be shown what 
relationship the ore-deposits, which occur in rocks older than Cilurian, bear thereto and to any older metallogenic enoch. 
( 3), Ili LOCIV.3 OV Citl437.20-0,11DOVICIAL'AiPIII-CALB110- 
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It is clear that or deposits in rocks of Canbro-Ordovioian 
or Tlp1-Combro-Ordovician age.may belong to either the 2pi-Silurian 
metallogenic epoch or to an epoch of ore deposition of 7pi-Cambro-
Ordovician age. 
The mere occurrence of any depoeit in these Cambro-
Ordovician rooks does therefore not prove anything definite and 
we must search for some special characteristic or mode of occurr-
ence to enable any age determination to be made. 	aking cognis- ance of the stratigraphic and tectonic geology of the Cambro-Ordovician and Silurian systems as fully delineated in :Xlirt I certain criteria can be foriaulated for such an age determination. 
reb"""d oalt)%arleCouvlomeratel 	 • - The occurrence of fragments of ore, similar to that of ore-
bodies in the Cambro-Ordovician rocks, in the conglomerates of 
this 3ilurian series is conclusive evidence that ouch ore-bodies 
are Cambro-ordovician or :qpi-Cambro-Urdovician in age. 
Deformation of Ore Deposits.- An ore deposit in Cambro- 
Ordovioian or :3pi -Cathbro -Ordovioian rooks whioh shows definite 
evidence of deformation must clearly have existed before the 
Lpi-Silurian erogenic movements and deformation took 7)lac. 
Such ore deposits are therefore of cambro-Ordovician or 1.]pi-
Oambro-OrdoviCian age. 	This criterion, however, must be used 
with caution in so far as the re?lacement of schistose structures 
by ore may be mistaken for deformation of the ore deposit 
subsequent to deposition, although close investigation can 
distinguish between the two types without great difficulty. 
In applying the first criterion to our investigation we 
are naturally restricted in our scone owing to the comparative 
small proportion of the whole conslomerate beds which is 
exposed or has been penetrated so as to make examination possible. 
revertheless observations in the Jukes-Darwin and Lyell districts 
have snown the following ore deposits to occur as rounded pebbles 
and boulders in the con,elomerate in such positions as to show 
distinctly that they are not replacements of original pebbles 
of different composition;- 
(1). ragnetite-Chlorite ore-bodies of 5outh Darwin; 
(2).,11,ed Aaematite ore-bodies of Jukes-Darwin; 
(3). Chalcopyrite-Chlorite-Lagnetite-yrite ore bodies of . 	Lt. Darwin. 
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The age of these deposits is therefore Cambro-Ordovician or 
Spi-Cambro-Ordovician and the conception naturally follows of 
a definite lostallogenic spoomtr that age characterised mainly 
by Iron but also supplying mbre copper. 
This conclusion is confirmed by applying the second criterion, for on the western side of the northern end of lit. 
Jukes in an area characterised by intense 'llpi-Silurian deforma-
tion a deposit of red haematite occurs whioh shows definite 
deformation. 	This, however, is the only case at present 
known in which such deformation is definitely recognisable. 
It serves, however, to definitely fix these red haematite 
deposits as belonging to the Cambro-Ordovician or 2pi-Cambro-
Ordovician metallogenic epoch. 
(4), IN ROCKS OF PR1-W 	lf agA  
Table 1- shows that very few indeed, of our ore deposits 
occur in Pre-Cambrian rocks. 	Naturally such deposits could 
belong to any of the metallogenic epochs that succeeded the 
Pre-Cambrian period and, as will be shown in a subsequent 
chapter, the identity in mineralogical composition with deposits 
definitely referable to any of the metallogenic epochs indicated 
above, enable them to be precisely fixed as to age. 	These 
facts clearly indicate that practically no ore deposition took 
place in Pre-Cambrian time or during the '4,pi-Pre-Cambrian diastrophism, 	In other words, the great scarcity of ore deposits in Pre-Cambrian rocks taken in conjunction with the 
mineralogical composition of thoee'that do oocur proves that ore deposition in Tasmania did not commence until the Cambro-Ordovician. 	This conclusion is significant when it is . considered in relation to the absence of Pre-Cambrian or Api- Pre-Cambrian igneous rocks specially pointed out in Part I. 	. 
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Ueference to 'gable 11. will show that a considerable number of 
ore deposits havo not been included in the age determination 
effected in the preceding chapter. 	In addition, it is to be 
noted that by far the greater number of these occur in rocks of 
Cambro-Ordovician or 2pi-Cambro-Ordovician age. Attention must 
also be drawn to the fact that many are identical in mineralogic 
composition with some of the types for whioh the age has been 
determined in the preceding chapter, or so closely resemble them 
as to clearly indicate a distinct relationship, 	such a relation- 
ship in mineralogic composition proints to a consanguinity of the 
ore-bearing solutions, and therefore a definite age relationship. It must be pointed out, however, that we are dealing at the 
Present stage with a broad grouping as to age, namely that of main metallogenic epochs, the investigation of the different 
phases and stages of these main age groups being left for a subsequent chapter. 
If, therefore, we take cognisance of those facts together with the occasional field observations of actual continuity of the denosit from talurian into Cambro-Ordovician rocks, a method is 
SuGgeSted of fixinG the aGe of additional ore deposits shown in 
the table. 	¶hi iethod will nov be applied. 
A. -ePI-SILURIAW.  
(1).Lagnetite-Pyroxene-Garnot-Idocrase ore-bodies at aa7mskirk, near the eastern Periphery of the granite. Those resemble 
in mineralogic composition the similar deposits at the 
S. e; L. Line, riddlesex. 	They both occur close to the 
contact periphery of 1 1,0i-nilurinn granite massifs. 
(2). Cassiterite-tluertz-Pyrito-Snhalerite-Galena-Siderite 
Tourmaline ore-body at the 	Pelion. 	This 
deposit resembles similar deposits at lieemskirk and Den Lomond sufficiently to warrant the conclusion of identity 
of origin. 
(3).tvolfremite-quartz-Pyrite lodes of Upper Goamander, Len . Lomond (Gipps Creek) and the northern portion of Imlfour 
resemble very closely the Wolframite-uartz-ourmaline 
lodes of Ben Lomond and southern Aalfour respectively. 
At GipPs Creek the difference in mineralogio composition 
shown by these two typos is seen to be developed in the 
ol.e lode as it is traced along its strike. 
(4).Caositerite-Uolframite-f.pnrtz-ourmaline lodes at Den Lomond (Gtoreyls Creek) are the replica of those at 3alfour and,• 
in addition, are obviously a variation of the neighbour-
ing lodes in 7pi-nilurian granite. 
(5). Cassiterite-'iolfraite-urIrtz Topaz lodes of Gladstone have 
a close resemblance to similar lodes at Liddlesex and like 
them are in close proximity to the 73pi-Silurian granite 
*.serinhery. 
(6). Galena-Siderite-Jameeonite-Tetrahedrite lodes at Rarrell, Dundas (aingville), West Bischoff and Fiddlesex (Devon 
Line) are identical in composition with those at Zeehan. 
and ,Zound Hill and can be regarded as belon ging to the 
same metallogenio epoch. 
(7).Galena-2yrite-Jame9onite lodes sometimes carrying 
stannite and the Sphalerite-Galena-Pyrite-Siderite 
lodes of Zeehan; the Tetrahedrite- ryrite-Galena, 
the Tetrahedrite-Pyrite-Chalcopyrite, and the Tetra-
hedrite-Siderite lodes of the Ringville district 
present such mineralogic And spatial affinities to 
the 7:;pi-Silurian galena-eiderite lodes on the one hand 
and amongst themselves on the other, as well as inter-
mediate and gradational phases as to warrant their 
assignment to the same metallogenic och. 	This 
conclusion was formed by G.A.Walle 1 n similar grounds 
and has been generally accepted by subsequent observers. 
It is necessary, however, before the exact genetic 
relationships can be finally accented, that these 
lodes, together with others to be similarly grouped 
below as to age, should be subjected to a detailed 
analysis based on their paragenesis and their time 
and spatial relationships within the main genetic 
groups which we are at this stage attempting to . 
delineate. 
(8).The 8phalerite-Galena-Pyrite-Chaloopyrite-3arite ore- bodies of the Read-Rosetery distriot 7rent marked 
resemblances to the Chester ore-body and to thfl Chalcopyrite-Pyrite-Darite ore-body of rount 
Lyell, 	In fact ore from the footwall of this latter 
ore-body where it is characterised by the special 
development of sphalerite and Galena cannot be 
distinguished from portions of the :Anad7ilosebery'ore-
bodies. A genetic relationship between these deposits is therefore to be neasonably assumed. 
(9).Ophalerite-Galena-quartz-Chalcopyrite-etrehedrite veins 
occurring as offshoots of the main ore-bodies of 2ead-
nosebery are obviously of the same age.(2Y)These veins 
closely resemble the Galena-OlartzPyrite-Qetrahedrite 
lodes of the Ouccese and Owen-eredith !Arles. 
(10).Sphalerite-Galena-Pyrite-Yramolite and the Ophelerite-
Galena-DiopsideLagnetite_ore-bodies at Comstock, as 
pointed out by 14 1; 1Warda)nresent such affinities to 
the 7.pieSilurian ore deposits of that region as to 
warrant their inclusion in the same metalloenic 
epoch. 
(11). Galena-"iourmaline-quartz-Yluorite lodes at 7osobery bear 
safficient mineralogio resemblance to the Galena-
Tourmaline-Quartz-Siderite-Fluorite-Tetrahedrite lodes 
of the Globe Line ileemskirk to warrant their being 
Included in the same metallogenic enoch. 
(12). Chalcopyrite-riourmaline-Vluorsnar lodes at eoeebery resemble portions of the "AA-Silurian lode at the 
Globe seinte lieelaskirk and can have the same general age assigned to thep. 
(13).Sphalerite-Galena-Pyrrhotite-Pyrite-Dolomite-Fluorite 
ore-bodies at Zorth Dundas are assigned to the same 
group as similar Zak-Silurian cassiterite-bearing ore-
boaies by L.R.WaraiVwho regards them as variations 
of the one vein-tree. 	Lineralogic resaeblances used 
by Ward as the basis of the above conclusion certainly 
justiry their inclusion within one metallogenic epoch, 
but ac will be seen subsequently not necessarily within 
the smile phase of such epoch. 
(DWaller G.A. Lineral Deposits (Other than Those of ran) of North Dundas 1904', 5  Loftus Hills Geol.Surv.Tas, Bull.14 106 Ward L.Keith Geol.Gurv.Tas. Bull 8 p.67. Ward L.a. Geol.,;iurv.Tes.Bull 6 71.617 
(14). Chalcopyrito-uartz-Pyrrhotite-Arsenopyrite lodes at 
Scamander closely resemble the -!Ipi-Silurian quartz-
arsenopyrite lodes of the same district and clearly 
belonG to the some aGe Group. 
B. 1171I-aii,11:131/0-011DOVICIAN. 
( 	The Liac;notite-Chlorite ore-bodies (ye Lake Dora, ned 
2yndal and Yount Yarrell aro exactly similar 
to tnoso at 3outh Darvin deterained above as of 
:pi-Ordovici n ace. 
(2).Red aaematito are-bodies at Lake Dora, Tyndal, Red 
aills, Lt.Narrell resemble very closely the 71pi-
Csmbro-Ordovician red haematitee of Jukes-Dsrain 
and a similar aGe is reasonably deducible ?or theiga 
also. 
(3).Chalcopyrite-Chloritp-rzp;Ditite-Pyrito oro-bodieo in the game districto aroth 	untorrart of thono of 
Llt,Darwin and may be included in the Ipi-Combro- 
Ordovioian metalloGenic poch 	C.rathtions exist 
between these and similar ore-bodies carryinG 
haematite and this coobined 71th their close 
proxiT,ity to each other would suGGfnt a definite 
conetic relationship, 	The Dove niver deposits 
therefore ere included in this detormination. 
¶L 1I-SILUMAT DITALLOG7MC 2200E. 
c' 	TY;;I:OOXV2), 
Xn the -,1r(Dceding pa&gs there has imen pr ,rnented definite evidence of the ?Pi-Silurian ase of a large hublow of the typoo of ore deposits of 'Zawaania. Defore nroceeding to further 
study the Genetic r1ationshi7o of thn respective deposits 
within this nor) Group it is desirable to briefly 3UEllnri00 the main typeo nnd localitiso. 
(1) 	ko it1e of the tin, tunosten and bismuth doposits of 
Taminain vit^a the exception or the cassitorite-maGnotite-
Dyrrhotite-hornblonde-biotite-sarnet-quart3 deoosito of 
Otanloy •Aiver vhich, however, will be shown in the 
followins discussion as to senesio to be also of this age. 
(2).The whole of the lead, zinc and silver dejvoite. 
(3).All of the nickel deposits. 
(4) e cEhe m6nat1te ore-bodies of the 040mstoche3ohirh district. 
(5). ‘giflo haewItite ore-bodies in the ::est Coot nanGe 
Oon61omerate at Blythe and nial Thno and the T:est 
Coast nanse generally. 
(6).The lime-silicate gansue mauzetite deposit at Eiddl000n. 
(7). The Lount Lycll'and Yorth Lyon copper ore-bodies. 
(6)0 The osmiridium deposits, 
• MIATIODSHIP TO Thn FLITALLOGBDORAPHIC 
PBOVICIT76. 
The oeogranhic Grounin5 of the Or deposits of Tasmania 
considered at the initial stage of our investisation ie now 
seen to possess a certain genetic sisnificance. 
The tin metallosootsraphic provinces of the Porth-73ast 0 
nrth-Vost and That Coasts become, for ONOMY310, metallogeni 
provinces of tin. 
Similarly the metallogeoGraphic provinces of nichel, 
osniridiuffi, lead-silver and zinc-lead-gilver throushout 
Te.omania shown in Plate TT become the corrnopondin6 motallo- 
enio .9rovinces. 
When, however, the iron rind the conner motalloGeographio 
nrovinces . are owtined froia this ne. ,7 view-roint no such on oral 
concerdanc ,1 io 2vident. 	In the pase of the iron provinces 
there is such concordance for theiEpi-Silurian metallogenia 
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provinces of Blythe and Dial Range and Aeamskirk but the iron 
metallogeographio province of the West Coaat Vange, clearly 
from the conclusions arrived at in the preceding chapters, 
consists ef deposits belonging to widely seaarated metallogenio 
epocht•'and the geographic and genetic provinces do not .correspond. 
The same applies to the West Coant 'Aange copper metallogeographie province ne SOW Of the deposits in this geograrhic unit do not 
being to tho 	 metallOgenio epoch. 
It is thus seen that the geographic is in certain cases 
an exact indicator of the 7)pi-Silurian genetic distribution, but 
the occurrence of a definite genetic superimposition in the ,Jest 
Coast aange iron and copper Province prevents the application of 
this general concordance to Taomania as a whole. 
The exact details of the relationship of the geographic 
to the Genetic provinces will be seen by referring to cable 
which will be developed in the succeeding pages. 
C. REIATIONSHIP TQ Tan  
P7.511I01). 
(1). GEILIRAL RPLATIONSHIP. 
Acognisance of the respective ore-deposits within 
the Epi-Siluriaii' metallogenic provinces which, corresnonding to 
the metallogeographic provinces as indicated above, are shown 
in outline in Plate wr which also howe the outcrops of the 
rooks of the Bpi-Silurian petrogenic period, 4.. very close 
relationship to these 711pi-Silurian igneoue rocks becomes apparent. 
A study of this map and Table r- shows that the various ore 
deposits occur either within the igneous rocks themeelvea or in 
close proximity thereto. In fact, with the exception of those 
Epi-Silurian ore deposits which occur on the West Coast Range no part of these metallogenic provinces occurs at a greater 
distance than two or three miles from an outcrop of lpi-ilurian 
igneous rock. 	A genetic relationship with the nioi-Silurian 
petrogenic period, actually foreshadowed when dealing with the 
relationship between the metallogeoGranhic provinces and the 
igneous outcrops, is thus definitely indicated. 
Vhen the general relationship between ore deposite and 
igneous magmas now universally admitted is considered in connec-
tion with the above conclusion, the deduction is inevitable that 
the %pi-Silurian ore depoaits are genetically related to the 
:pi-Oilurian petroGenic period. 
This conclusion having been arrived at, the more detailed • 
investigation of the genetic relationship between the respective 
ore deposits and the various phases of the petrogenic -period will 
now be proceeded with. 
(2). AMATIONSHIP TO F.91"9, 11ACIC IniAS11. 
In Part I it has been shown that the basic phase initiated 
the t_;pi-Silurian petrogenic period. In 'Table 7T it has been shown 
that certain ore deposits occur as segregationi in various rock 
facies of this basic phase. 	These are:- 
(1). Oemiridium and gold in eerpentine in the Long Plaino, 
Savage River and Wiloon River dietricte. Thio oorpentine 
ho been formed from ultra-bseio phaeee of the baoio 
plutonlos ouch ao peridotitoo. 
(2). Nichol depooito at Heamokirk (Ti. harbour) and the 
Neaolowood diotricto. 	Theo° oonciot of pentlandito- 
9Yrrhotite-magnetito oogregations in gabbro. 
(3)a nickel lodes at the Pivo-Dile diotrict near Zoehan. 
Thee° conoiot of definite lode fomationo ooneloting 
of pentlandito-morphotite-ohaloopyrite and occur at the 
border° of pyrozenite dyke°. 	They aro injected oulphide oegregatione genet molly aoeociated with the 
pyronenitoo but i „looted 	definite fioeureo. 
Obviouoly these ore dopoeito Yero formed con urrently yith the 
intguolon of the baeio phaoa of the wtrogenic period and thoro 
reou/to the definite oonception of a baoic phcoe of the 3pi- 
Si1urian metallogenio epooh. 	It io propooed to give this 
phase the deeignation of Baoio Aim), 	It lo not poosible 
on the avidenoe available to further oubdivido thio metallo-
genic phaoe although it le pboolble that the ultra-baoio facile° 
carrying the oemiridium having cryotalliood firot preceded the 
final consolidation of the gabbro and the reoulting oegregation " 
of the nickoliforouo oulphideo, 
It 
 
ho been suggeeted(ED that oome at 1000t of the 
magnetite dlopoide depoeito of Comstock age magmatic differ-
entiate° but the vriter, after a oareful eXamination, cannot 
confirm thio co thero anist too many dloorepancico in the 
evidence. 	In the firot 1)1ace one yould expect titaniforouo magvetito ao the oharacteriotic differentiate in thece.baolc 
rock() but the Comstock depooits aro signifioantly devoid of 
titanium. 	In addition, the mineral° garnet, veouvianite and 
aotinolito aro not charaoteriotio of magmatic eogregationo in 
baeic gecko but rather of contaot-motamornhio magnetite 
depoeito. 	A third objection is the wideopread occurrenoo of ophalerite intergrown vith the magnetite which again to commOn 
in contact -metamorphic deposits t:Ind not in basic masmatio 
oegrogations, 	The diopoide could belong"to ci baeic rock 
but thie mineral to characterietidally developed in contact- 
metamorphic depoeits. 	It is noterouhthat the magnetite 
depoeito in variouo parto of the Yogi:143v° been interpreted 
no magmatic differentiations occur in the ub-acid or cauqrto-
free orthoclaoe porphyrieo and oyeniteo and not in baoio rook() 
. the differentiate° in yhioh age SG a rulo either chrosiferoue 
(Poridotito, etc.) or titaniferoue (gabbro, etc.), 
In ohort, the paragenosio of the oonotituent minoralo 
and the fact that the oro-bodieo occur not only in the baolo 
rock° but more often in the sedimentarioo, point° rather to a 
oontact-motomorphic origin than to magmatic oegregation. 2heir 
ocourrence at the granite contaot itoelf and their reotriction 
to Cl one within one mile thereof, the majority being within 
one-third of a mile from the dontaot, point to a genotio 
connection vith the granite. 	This Yin be diecuosed beloy 
when dealing vith the acid phaoe.O170 
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(3), A:MAHOZWIE, TO um ACM 	fl Q 
(a), Tho Outlino of tho Problem, 
It io now clear that with 'L'o escoption of tho aomirldium 
and nicIsel dopoolto Andicatod novo ao be1on6ins to the Dacia, 
)]haoe otg tho dopooito ouarlariood at tho boginnins of thio 
chaptor co Gonotically rolatod to tho acid ph000 of tho "411i-
Oi1urian potresonic poriod, 	Ouch 3 rolationohip hao boon 
ropoatodly ouwootod IB tho publication° of tho Geolosical 
Ourvoy of Tamnnia for all of th000 ore dopeoito and the 
oyotamtio invootisation of the oubject deocribod An the 
DrecodinG page° loaveo no YOOM for doubt co t the ji2OWLOM 
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above, however, differs from these two conceptions in regard to 
the existence of thm trough hoilggn in addition to that 4 the 
cupolas. 	The recognition of a7„iistmis4 horizons is, however, indicated by J.B.Umpleby in arriVing at the genesis of the Mackay copper deposits Idaho. 	In no ease, however, has the combined conception been developed and the occurrences in Tasmania offer an excellent opportunity of demonstrating this new principle in metallogenesis. 
Each horizon will now be examined in greater detail. 
(a). The Ouvaa Horizon. 
The ore deposits which occur in association with the cupolas are the following:- 
(i) The magnetite lime-silicate ore-bodies at Heemskirk and Middlesex. 
(ii).The cassiterite-magnetite-pyrrhotite-hornblende-biotite-garnet-quartz ore-bodies at the Mt.Lindsay mine, Stanley River. 
(iii). The cassiterite-quartz lodes in all their varieties at all the localities shown in Table which incidentally include all the tin provinces of Tasmania. 
(iv).The -welframite-quartz, the cassiterite-wolframite-quarts, the cassiterite-wolframite-bismuthinite-quartz, the wolframite-bismuthinite-quartz and the wolframite-native bismuth-quartz lodes also in all localities shown in TableTC: . 
(v). The sphalerite-galena-diopside-magnetite ore-bodies at Heemskirk (Comstook). 
(vi).The galena-tourmaline-quartz-siderite-fluorite-tetra-hedrite lode at the Globe Mine Heemekirk 
(vil), Tne sphalerite-galena-pyrrhotite-pyrite-dolomite-fluorite lodes at North Dundee. 
(viii).The sphalerite-galena-garnet-actinolite-pyrrhotite lodes at North Dundee. 
(ix).The chalcopyrite-guartz-pyrrhotite-arsenopyrite and 
arsenopyrite-quartz-pyrite lodes of Scamander. 
(x).The chalcopyrite-axinite-actinolite-pyrrhotite ore-body at the Colebrook Mine (North Dundee) and the Barn-Bluff and Pelion district. 
(xi).The gold-quartz lodes of Gladstone. 
All of the above mentioned ore deposits occur in the localities already indicated as being the loci of cupolas. 
Contact Stale. 
In proceeding to determine the relative ages and relationships of these deposits the first deposits, which general conslusions of world-wide acceptance force upon our attention, are tbe magnetite-lime-silicate ore-bodies at Heemskirk and Middlesex and the cassiterite-magnetite-pyrrhotite-hprnblende- 
. 411.4n,x. qi_LAre. rre_ int 1, 5 .4 	,a_eAv. 
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biotite-garnet-quartz ore-bodies at the Lt,Lindsay mine, Stanley River. These are typical oontact-metamorphic deposits. Such deposits are now accepted as the first mineralisation to result from granitic intrusions, and the Taemanian occurrenoed are no 
exCeption, 
It is necessary to point out at this juncture that the 
ret.Lindsay ore-body has not been fixed as to age in the preceding 
pages, but occurring as it does in the midst of a tin metallo-
Genic province and in view of the conclusions as to genesis now 
developed in our investigation its inclusion in the Ipi-Silurian 
metallogenio epoch becomes inescapable. 
The Reemskirk deposits lie close to the Granite contact, 
never in the Granite itself but in the sedimentaries adjacent 
to it, being mostly within one mile of the visible contact, 
The spatial arrangement and peraeenesis have lead Twelvetrees, 
Waller, Ward and Waterhouee to record their conclusions that they 
are contact-metamorphic deposits and, as pointed out above, this 
is confirmed by the writer, 
It is to be noted that the Heamskirk contect-metamorphic 
deposits occur towards the lower portion of the cupola whereas 
the Liddlesex deposits and the t.Lindsay a:body are situated 
at a much hieher position relative to/a.k.a./9-0(01a . 	It is therefore eiGnificant that the 17t,Lindsay cike-body carries 
cafritrite and '6oron Ninon's, ad the J.ddlaox doposits 
bieuthinite, while tia.71 he - kirk ore-bodies are devoid of these 
minerals. 	Tals fact indicates that within the cupola itself 
the differential wovement of the tin continued and this metal with its omineralisers" boron, cid., beeame concentrated in 
the hider narts of the cupolas. 
In regard to the mineealogic composition of these 
contact-metacaorphio deposits an important fact is the occurrence 
at lieelaekirk of sphalerite and galena closely aseociated with 
and to some extent intergrorn with the meenetite and lime-
silicate components. 	It is evident that the contact staeebf 
the Cupola Uorizon at Ileenokirk included some enhalevite and 
galena deposition. 	71hether all of the ephalerite - c3alena ore- 
bodies of the Comstock district belong to the contact stage is 
extremely doubtful as some of themeost probably belone to the 
subsequent zinc-lead stage of the Cupola horizon, 
The biumuthinite aeeociated with the pyroxene-garnet-
idocraoe depoeits at 1 -iddlesex is so intererown with the other 
ctilnotituents as to show a simultaneous deposition. 	he contact 
stage in this locality therefore included a small amount of 
bismuth in the masoatic awanations, 
The oassiterite in the iet.Lindsay ore-body has been clearly showh by tJaterhouse© to represent a distinctly later 
mineralisation than the magnetite and the greater portion of the 
lime-maeneeia silicate component. In addition, the caeoiterite-wolframite-bismuthinite lodes of Iiddlesex fill fissures in the 
contact-metamorphic deposit and are subsequent thereto, 	These 
facts taken in conjunction with the absence of tin from the 
Comstock deposits and their beine outside the granite and never 
within it point to the contact stage beine the first deposition 
of wineral deposits occurring in the cupolas and that this stage preceded the tin stage. 	This is in accordance with conclusions in other parts of the world but it is not intended to attemnt to further subdivide this stage as has been attempted for many contact-meeamorphic deposits in America. 
faterhouse Te l,, Geol. Ourv.al. Bull 15 p.71 et seq. 
The haematite-magnetite-quartz lode at Pelson River is 
in close proximity to the Cupola and the origin of this ore- 
b dy is therefore ascribed to the contact stage. 	The absence 
of high temperature gangue minerels must be taken as indicative 
of deposition under somewhet cooler conditions than those 
mentioned above. , 
The Contact Stage therefore consisted of the deposition 
of magnetite and accompanying lime-silicate minerals together 
with a little ephalerite and galena as Neemskirk and a small 
amount of bismuthlnite at niddlesed. 
,Tin Steele. 
The tin, tlingsten and bismuth deposits occur both within 
the granite and in the intruded rocks. It is therefore ?evident 
that after the upward transfer of the more mobile constituents 
and subsequent to the initial emanations from the liquid magma 
which gave rise to the Contact Stage, differentiation commenced, 
accompanied by a "backward concentration" of the more siliceous 
portion of the magma together with the metallic constituents 
and umineralocers". 	The outer portion of the Cupola consolidated 
and subsequent cooling and contraction provided channels along 
which were ejected the nonrcentrated tin,tungsten and bismuth, 
silica, boron fluorine, etc., constituents. 	Thus were 
deposited with a few exceptions the tin, tungsten and bismuth 
deposits shown above as belonging to the Cupola Horizon. 	The 
formation of these deposits therefore constitutes a definite 
Tin State in the Cupola Horizon. 
There is no indication of the existence of a zonal 
dewsition in the lodes of this Tin stage, Certainly in the 
Ginps Creek districtiat Ben Louond a lode can be tynced from the eedimentariee into the Granite which shows a change from 
predominant oassiterite to pradouinant wolframito in that 
direction. 	Contradicting this, however, are the occurrences at Liddlesex where the reverse happens in several instances 
although no general variation of this kind exists there being no zonal relation according to distance froia the granite. 
At the ?t Rex Mine, Ben Lomond, there is an indication that the galena content of the ore-body is higher in the upper levels although nothing definite in this regard can be stated. 
In places the pyrite and other sulphide components have 
increased with depth but this is generally accounted for by the influence of surface agencies encepting the case of the Giblin 
lode at It.Bieohoff where the sulphides apparently increase in 
depth. 
In fact, the whole of the observations point to the 
conclusion that in this Tin Stage the ejection of the gaseous-and liquid emanations was sudden, that the deposition was of the 
same general character throughout any one fissure, any variations 
that exist within a lode being due to fortuitous differences 
in composition of the solutions at different portions of the lode, 
and that the sueply of ore-bearing material ceased as abryptly 
as it began owing to the closing by contraction of the opening 
connecting with the intra-cupola focus. 
The mineralogic variation diselayed by the various tin, 
tungsten and bismuth deposits we are now considering must 
accordingly be attributed to the heterogeneous distribution 
within the magma constituting the cupola. This heterogeneity 
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is due to iriginal sporadic distribution of the elements in the magma accentuated by the results of segregation within the cupola. Heterogeneity on a larger scale becomes apparent on 
comparing the deposits of the various cupolas, e.g., the prevailing cassiterite-quartz-tourmaline lodes of Heemskirk, 
the characteristic cassiterite-quartz-pyrrhotite-pyrite ore-bodies of North Dundee, the cassiterite-quartz-tourmaline-topaz lodes of Yt.Bischoff, the absence of tourmaline and the 
presence of topaz at Middlesex and the absence of tourmaline 
at Blue Tier. 
If, however, this heterogeneous variation is pointed 
to as the explanation of the occurrence of the cassiterite-quartz-pyrite-sphalerite-galena-siderite-tourmaline lodes of the Sweeneys and Globe Minas at Heemskirk and the Big Blow Lode at Pelion, the galena-tourmaline-quartz-siderite-fluorite-tetrahedrite lode at Globe Mine Heemskirk, the sphalerite-galena-pyrrhotite-pyrite-dolomite-fluorite lodes of North Dundee, such difficulties are presented as to make this explanationjUghly improbable. Certainly, as pointed out by L.K.WardQ0Dthe cassiterite-quartz-pyrrhotite-pyrite deposits at liorth Dundee carry a little galena and sphalerite 
but the difference in composition of the two general types is 
so great and their distance apart asshown in Plate :iii so small 
that on the assumption of their all belonging to the Tin Stage such heterogeneity at the focus as i$ demanded by the differ- 
ences in composition of the lodes could scarcely be imagined 
in such a small area. 
The proximity of the two general types and the great difference in composition could be accounted for on the basis of zonal variation combined with an inward migration of zones towards the focus but this would involve the conception of a 
long-time interval between their respective depositions. As 
Stated above, however, there is no evidence justifying the 
conclusion that appreoiable zonal deposition has occurred and the conclusion is forced upon us that the sphalerite-galena 
and similar lodes represent a later stage of ore deposition. 
The fact of their occurrence in completely separate lode, channels is evidence of an independent origin, 
The writer would here point out the Unger of the 
common practice of concluding that, because two different types 
of deposits contain one or more minerals in common, they have been deposited from the same solutions. Before arriving at a conclusion as to the origin 01' identity of the depositing solutions other factors have to be condidered, as already shown above, besides mineralogic composition. 	The mistake so often made in this connection is thus to conclude that the depositing solutions are identical when actually they are merely consanguineous and were ejected from the magmatic hearth at stages separated by a definite time interval, • 
During this time interval the cooling of the. magma and its sedimentary aureole proceeded and concurrent differentiation took place. 	This would continue until the accumulated strains, consequent upon cooling, produced fissures along new lines which were determined by the same tectonic conditions as those previous-ly formed. 	These new fissures extending towards the magmatic hearth at last reached the backwardly concentrated metal com-
ponents which, thus released, travelled along the new channels 
and, depositing their mineral constituents, gave rise to the 
next metallogenic stage. 
Ward L.K., Geol.Surv.Tas. Bull, t' 
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The conception therefore results of a third stage of ore deposition within this Cupola Horizon, which is specially distinguished by the presence of zinc, lead and copper. It 
thus termed the Zino-Lead-Copper Stage and it will now be 
considered. 
Sinc-Lead-Copper Stase. 
The deposits of this stage occur in both the granite of the cupola and its sedimentary aureole. 	They include the lodes at Heemskirk, North Dundee and Pelion just mentioned. 
These lodes have not been observed to crosscut the lodes of the Tin Stage but this being negative evidence cannot be made the basis of a decision as to genesis. 
When, however, we extend our attention to other metallo-genic provinces than the two dealt with above, additional knowledge of this Zinc-Lead-Copper Stage is acquired. 	Thus in the Gladstone district there occur a series of gold-quartz 
lodes which, as pointed out by Twelvetrees, being high-temperature 
deposits are of a totally different typv,from the common gold-quartz lodes of North Saetern Tasmania,q-V One of these lodes occurs crosscutting a tin-wolfram lode and displacing it. 	In these lodes cassiterite occurs sporadically as well as sphalerite, 
galena and areenopyrite. 	They are therefore later than the Tin Stage but their epatial arrangement and their caesiterit• 
content connect them with the Cupola Horizon and they are thus included in the Zinc-Lead-Copper Stage being regarded as a variant thereof due to geographic variation within the magma. 
The chalcopyrite-quartz-pyrrhotite-arsenopyrite and the areenopyrite-quartz-pyrite lodes of Scamander are also high temperature lodes and associated as they are with the tin and tungsten deposits their groupding into the Cupola Horizon is justified. 	They belong in fact to the Zinc-Lead-Copper Stage 
of the Cupola Horizon varying from the other deposits referred 
to this stage in the chalcopyrite content although sphalerite 
and galena are typically present. 	This variation is again 
due to geographic variation within the magma, These lodes 
show a definite tendency to zonal distribution as the deciaer portions show the ohalcopyrite-quartz-pyrrhotite-arsenopyrite type while the upper portion consists of the arsenopyrite- quartz-pyrite type. 	Locally sphalerite and galena are abundant but this is ascribed to fortuitous variation in the composition of the solutions within the lode: This zonal 
variation corresponds to that at Butte Montana as worked out 
by Billingsley and Grimes.0 
,§.4 44- AK A.LedZo-ed AbedlogAthat this Zinc-Lead-Copper Stage exists the explanation of certain other deposits becomes amarent. Thus there are the ephalerite-galena-garnet-actinolite lodes of North Dundee, the chalcopyrite-axinite-actinolite led,es.at 
Nom* pyrrhotite ore-body at the Colebrook Mine (North Dundee) which also contains sphalerite and galena in small quantities and the similar lodes at Pelion and Barn Bluff, and the chalcopyrite-tourmaline-fluorspar lode at the Globe Mine (Heemskirk), all of wnich occur within the cupolas and are high, temperature deposits but, being devoid of tin and characterised rather by zinc, lead or copper, were most probably deposited during the Zinc-Lead-Copper Stage. This is indicated very clearly by the Colebrook occurrence whioh, although containing high temperature minerale axinite, datolite, etc., formed by boron, fluorine, etc. emanations, yet carries no cassiterite although within a few hundred feet there is a 
(g)Twelvetrees 	Geol.Surv.Tas. Bull 9 	10..9 
Billingsley P. & Grimes 3.A. Trans. Am.Inst.lin.nng.Vol.LVIII p.313 et seq. 
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cassiterite-quartz lode. 	Heterogeneity at the focus cannot 
account for such combined proximity of position and divergence 
of composition as thio and the reference of them to the Zinc-
Lead-Copper Stage becomes essential. When to this considera-
tion their mineralogic resemblances, their spatial arrangement 
and their occurrence within the cupola area are added, the 
placing of all of these deposits in the Zino-Lead-Copper etage 
is inevitable. 
The chalcopyrite-quartz-ferriferous dolomite lodes of 
the Balfour region now come up for consideration. 	They are 
located in close proximity to the tin-tungsten province and 
the region is the locus of a cupola which Probably extends 
eastwards :Oeyond the Dalfour Range and rises upwards within it 
as the presence of tin deposits at Balfour itself seem to 
Clearly indict, 	The assumed Outline Of the bass of the 
cupola is shown in Plate. 	The copper lides of Balfour 
thus seem to represent a ,eeographic variant of the zinc-lead- 
copper stage. 	Although chaloopyrite is the normal sconce 
mineral yet variants occur containing apereciable salena, some 
sphalerite and at times magnetite and haematite. 	The presence 
of magnetite in these lodes, the existence of a definite passage 
type carrying cassiterite, chalcopyrite, maanetite and garnet, 
and the spatial relationships thus justify their inclusion in the 
zinc-Lead-Copper Stage of the Cupola miriton. 
ith the denosition of the mineral oonstituehts of the lodes of the Zinc-Lead-Copper Stage the mineralisation associated 
with las Cupolas ceased, 	This sudden cessation was caused by the exhaustion of the metal constituents and the complete 
consolidation of the cupola. 	It is interesting to note that a 
sudden cessation of ore deposition leas deduced by Ward for the 
whole of the Heemskirk-Zeehan area and a conclusion was made by 
him that the Heemskirk-Zeehan massif had a definite bottom. 
The concention presented above shows that Ward's observation 
is correct if applied to the Cupola Horizon but not necessarily, 
as we whall see later, as applied to the Inter-Cupola Trough 
Horizon. 	elard's chonolith would correspond to the Heemskirk 
cupola if he had not extended its base eastwards of the Comstock. In fact the low temperature deposits of the Inter - Cupola Troughs, 
to be now described, show that ore deposition continued after 
the sudden cessation of the high temperature pneumatolytic stages 
of the Cupolas and that the Acid Mae° of the Letallogenic Mooch, 
regarded as a whole, continued progressively from the highest 
temnamture to relatively low temperature conditions. 	The 
sudden ending of ejection of solutions and sealing up of the 
reservoir were confined to the Cupola. 
(d). The Inter-Cupola Troieeh Horizon. 
In the troughs between the cupolas therm occur the 
following ore deposits which have been assigned above to the 
Bpi-Silurian Letallogenic Opoch:- 
(i). Galena-pyrite-jamesonite lodes at jeastkutchen , s, 
Susannite and the pyritic lodes of Iontan rine,Zeehan. 
(ii).Sphalerite-galena-pyrite-siderite of the teestern portion of the Zeehan field. 
(iii). Galena-siderite-jameeonita-tetrahedrite lodeo of Central 
and :eastern eenhan, Parrell, Ut,Claude, Eiddlesex and 
West Bischoff. 
(iv). Galena-dolomite-manganiferous siderite lodes of the Lagnet and Reazlewood and the Kapi Iline,Dundas. 
(v). Sphalerite-galena-pyrite-chaloopyrite-barite-quartz 
ore-bodies of the Read-Rosebery-Chester-kt.Block 
region. 
(vi). Galena-quarts-pyrite lodes at Success and Owen Meredith 
Mines,Dundas, Silver Cliffs and Reazlewood in Waratah district and Tasman and 	Lyell Extended Mines, Lt.Lyell. 
(vii). Sphalerite-galena-quartz-chalcopyrite-tetrahedrite lodes of Read-Rosebery. 
(viii).Tetrahedrite-siderite lodes of the eastern portion of Ringville district Dundas. 
(ix).Tetrahedrite-pyrite-chalcopyrite lodes of Ring Valley Mine Ringville. 
Tetrahedrite-pyrite-plena lodes of the Curtin.Davie 
mines Ringville. 
(xi). Pyrargyrite-barite ore-body at Hercules Line Lt.Read. 
(xii). Arsenopyrite-siderits-pyrite lodes at Ringvills. 
.(xiii). Chaloopyrite-pyrite-barite-quartz ore-bodies at 15t. Lyell and Chester. 
(xiv). Bornite-barite-haematite ore-body at Lyell Blocks. 
(xv). chalcopyrite-tourmaline-fluorite lodes at Rosebery. 
(xvi). Galena-tourmaline-quartz-fluorite lode at Rosebery. 
(xvii). Stannite-quartz-pyrite-ohalcopyrite lode at Oonah Vine, Zeehan. 
(xviii), Chalcopyrite-quartz-pyrite lode at oonah Eine,Zeehan. 
It is clear tnat such a diversity of lode types as this list represents could not have been deposited udder the same conditions of temperature and pressure and therefore that they must have been deposited either at different distances from the magmatic hearth or at different stages in the cooling and differentiation of the magma. They occur in separate lode channels there being no change in either a vertical or horizontal direction within any one lode from one type to another. 	Two markedly different lode types at times occur in close proximity and at the same level and therefore at equal distances from the magmatic hearth. 
As in the case of the Tin Stage and Zinc-Lead-Copper Stage of the Cupola Horizon this indicates a definite time interval and a complete change in the identity of the fissure along which the magmatic solutions were ejected. Consequently the conception has been formed of a series of Stages during which 
solutions were ejected from the magmatic hearth, each Stage being 
characterised by solutions of different composition which have 
been responsible for the several main types. 	It would naturally 
be expected that at any particular distance above the batholithic 
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It mny oeeD otrongo ot firot oight that opparontly 
diotinct &Toon° ouch no the bornite oro-bodleo at Uorth 
Lyon on the ono hand and the pyrite ore-body at Et 0 Lyo1l and 
the sinc-lood-oulphido oro-bodioo of Read-A000bory on the 
the ohould be dopooltod durino, the ono metallogonic otogo. 
Tho oignificont foot° which point to thio genotic mooCiation 
3TO ao follow:- . 
(±) o Tho occurronce of Quertz floouro voino opringing On:Ma the voile of the pyritic oro-body ot Lit 0 Lyoll ° Th000 
Quarts vein° carry pyrite ond ophalorito ond corroopond 
to oimilor voino opringing from the opholorite-golona 
oro-bodloo ot nood-Reoobory, the compooition in the 
Cnoo being quarts-opholorito-galona-chalcopyrito end 
totrahodrito ° 	Th000 voino cite contomporaneouo with the RIGA Oul1OhidiC OFe-boay ca ohow thclt the oolutAmo 
deDeoitins theD betdh von oneaticAly alloom o the 
replmoemont vIthlam the ore-body bc4,11a3 mntnly by 
oulphideo although in Place() quarts reploomento occur ° 
'ho occurronce in the oouthoon portion of the rt e Lyell 
oro-body of bornite-chalcopyrito-Quarts oro otallor to 
that at )iorth Lyoll ohowo that the oolutiono weal() of 
the oaDo genornl character for both ° 
The Zorth :Lyon oro-bodioo contain galena in placoo ° 
UN). Write 000MTO a000ciated with the rock° of the porphyrold 
comploo 30 a reoult_e the 71;p1-Cmbro-Ordovicion 
motalloaonio oPochc2-V- It lo olgnificant that no 010=10-fi11ing° cinguin(3 barito DOCUR which cro roforoblo to the 2pi-Silurlan motollogonic opoch, but 
that in the oro-bodioo of. that ago which contain barite 
At io an accompani ent of replocoment. It io ouggeotod 
thoroforo that the barite conotitmont of th000 oro-
bodico, 	nover aouumoo moro than n email proportion 
of the ore, ho boon derivod from the roco trovorood 
cyan roplacod by the oilicoouo lootl-sinc-copper eclutiono ° 
Soma confirmation of thio Moo in the fact that bcrito cok,Llort in the oouthorn cad of the Rood-Ecoobory since 
losa- oulphido bolt Lo rolstively rsro in mrsotly oimilsr -ore at the northorn and ° 
(v). Pinolly it lo notowirthy that the obovemontionod 
occurroncoo 
 
co the only Tpl-Bilurion ore dopoolto 
which carry barite at oll ° Thio would be inconcolvablo if the barium hod a magmatic oriGln ao it would certainly 
TOMAY in oomo ot'lonot of the othor metollogenic otagoo ° Thio lonvoo the woy open for the concoption of a coamon oilicoouo oolution ° 
Tho connection betwoon the oppnrontly dloolmilar ore 
dopooito of thlo Stoge having boon ootabliohod thoro rc,7t3ino to 
be mplainod the gonoral difforonce in minoralogic compooition ° 
auch =planation io baood on regional variation within the magma, 
the predominnnt copper choracterloing the Lyoll region whilo 
sinc and load charocterioo the Mc3d-R000bory-n 0 3loc71 region 
and lead the Dundoo and WoratOh-Hooslewood aroao ° There lo very little ovidonco of zonal precipitation ° 	A sinc zone lying below the moin zinc-lood sone lo ouggooted in the Horculeo Dino 
when) the ore from the deopoot be ohowo vary high sinc voluoo ° Thio, howovor, lo to oomo eztont dlocountod by the foOt that ouch rich sing OTG occuro repeatedly in the uppor lovolo ° 	In the 
onmo mino a copper-rich ore-body le duo to the influonco of the 
GOVido infra p. 
ro©2 roplaood rathor than tho affect of a toolporaturo sono() 
Zt Imo bean otated that tho Ft,Lyell oro-body novo an in roaoo 
in sone and load with dopth, Thio, howaver, wao a miocobooption 
ao tho ore of that oro-body at ito doopoot point lo canctly tho 
oamo B0 noar tho ourfaco. The ophalorito and galona contonto 
aro choraotoriotic of tho footwall portion of tho oro-body rathor. 
than tho eloopor portion, 
Thoro now 00E100 1201 ?or conolderation ci type of depocAt 
tho ago of whioh hao loot yot boon diocusood horoin. Whio typo 
10 tha Gold-qvartz-pyrito lodoo of Donoonofiold, Lefroy, 
Golconda, 7t,Viotoria, Langana and Lathinna oonotituting an 
irrogularly ohapod Gold mtalloGeographio provinco of 3Sorth-
2aotorn Yaomania, 	?shoo() lodoo 5o clooe/y rooedolo cach othor 
wherovor thoy occur that a comma genooio amot bo monod to 
them, 
Thoir occurronco outoido the Blue Tic& and on Lomond 
Cupola° and tAo ropoatod ocourronoe of Granodioritc throughout 
tho provinco indioato vory clearly an origin from thio grano-
diorlto facia) of tho Zorth-Baotern batholith, Who gonoral 
oompooltion containing too thoy do quartz and pyrite, togothor 
with oubordinato galona ophalorito and chalcopyrito, pointo to 
the p000ibility that they belonG to thio Oiliocouo-Zino-Load' 
Coppor nage of the Inter-Cupola Trough NOriSon o Who froo 
gold content thigh hao made thcoo lodoo of oconomio imPortanoo 
and the relativo Pauoity of the other minornl componento 
ropr000nt a regional variation in tho man no botwoon tho 
llorth-2aotorn and Uest Coast batholitho, 	Xt lo important, 
hacover, to reolioo that both the rorth Lyon ore-bodice end tho Read-R000toory oince-lead oulnhide dopoeito carry soldtLI froo 
Gold, 
Dor th000 reaoono, thorofora, th000 Gold lodoo of horth 
flaotern Waumania aro acoignod to theetallogonio Otago wo co 
now conoidoring and oonotituto a definite motallogonic 
provinco, 
It io intoracting to note that laloolm 22ac1aron hao contended that all of the gold depocitc of Auctralla aro 
GonctAoally acoociatod with granodiorito, 	Who 11orth-7aotorn 
gold motalloganic provinco thoreforo °woo Ito oriGin to the 
occurronco of Granodiorlto ac a ?mica of the 3 ,:brthi2aotorn 
batholith whcroao ouch a faoioo d000 not occur In connoction 
with the "foot Coact batholith, 
Carbon3tooloosd 
Tho rcmaindor of the oro depooito of the Inter-Cupola 
Trough Horizon woo() formcd during thio otago. En th000 lodoo 
quartz io pr000nt in inoignifioant amount or lo oomplotoly 
abcont, the charactoriotio gangly) boimg. oidorite, dolomite, 
anlgorito or manganiforoue oldorito, 	The lodos horoln inoludod 
aro ao follow:- Galona-oldorite-jamoconito-totrahodrito lodoo, 
totrahodrito-oidorite lodes, galenc-dolomitc-2mnganiforouo 
oidorlto lodoo, galona-pyrito-jo.l000nito lodoo, ophalorito-galona-pyrito-oidorite lodoo, totrchodrito-writo-chaloopygito 
lodoo totrahedrito-pyrito-galona lodco, and the aroonopyrito-
oidorito-pyrito lodoo, 
Tho localitloo in which the GOVOTa typo° OCOUT aro 
givon earliot in t10.0 ohaptor, Zt lo noteworthy, howovor, that the pyritic typo oocuro in tho wootorn portion of the Zoehan 
field and in the contro of the ningvillo arca. Who tetrahodrito io mora pronouncod in the Idngvillo Brea although oommon at Zeehan o Arconovvrite lo only dovolopod in the OZZ'OMG =Acorn portion of the ninsvillo arca, TA° oilvor content of the loam 10 uonorr_al rd io oconouically 'important and lo carried ozotly b the totrahodrito and palate,. 
Loftuo Hillo Gool.Burv,Tas, Bull 19 Q6s. 
7 
Twolvot000° and Ward arrived at the concluoion that tho 
pyritic typo rop0000ntod a doopor zono than the oidorito tyro° at Zodhan and otatod thoi2 bolief that a lode of tho 1att°2 7.‘ typo who n tracod downward° would merge into a pyritic lodoU3') Thio concluoion ware bnood on tho ccoumption thnt the hooisontal 
variation goom Uoamokirk enotwardo io =cony oopmted An a 
vortionl diroction. 	Tho influence of tho conception of tho 
oRpo13 tmnofw 3nd tho t7o ogpmto hoEA,3ono noultn3 thoz'o- vom io to throw doubt on tho justiiiontion 20T that moullAien. Thom 2l9 on= dOmbt thoroforo whothor thio tranoltion OEOM the 
oidoritic to the pyritic typo take° pingo in dopth. Tho writor conoidoro that the difforonco in minoralogia compooltion 
and tho goographio diotribution io duo to regional variation 
within tho magma rathor than to zonal precipitation. T sho 
difforonco in tho minoralogic compooition moray troo tho form 
of a vnrintion in the'relativo ante of pyrito, ophaleoite 
and oidorite, and oolutiono of tho oamo gonoral charaotor wore 
rooponoiblo for both typoo, but the variation in oompogition . of such polutiono in detail wee due to the hoterogoneity with 
the masaa. 
I '4"j'. LI any partiOulnr lodo a zonal precipitation Alo oboorv-
able particularly in the oidoritio typoo which no folrowod downward° loco thoir galena oontento and contain olderite only. 
Thio chango to oidorito in &cloth io montionod by Boyochlag Vogt 
Xruoch Go occurring in oiderite-galona lodoo and th000foro 
thio sonal poocipitation at Zodhan io not unprecodentod O D Uhat 
chcogo take° piaci() in further dopth at Zoohan io not 'mown, 
Zonal precipitation Jo al-es in evidence in the Ringvillo diotrict 
whore totroodrite ie highly devolopod in both the pyritic and 
oidoritic icoutpu typoo. 	Th000 two typoo ocopo in two omlarato 
arca° in the Ringvillo diotrict, the formor in the 
.Ourtin-Davio 0005 whilo the oiclorito - typo io dovolopod to tho 
caot, oouth and uoot. 	Thio diotribution io duo to tho variation 
in the magma but tho groat dovelopmont of totrahodrito lo 
conoidorod to be duo to tho ourfnoo in thio diotoict rolr000nt- 
a coolor sono than,aw galonn-Oidorito-pyrito oono and th000f000 ovorlying itAt.E9 2hio correopondo to the principlo 
onunoitcd by t9punfliD that the antimonial oilvoT mineg'slo DOGUT 
An a =me above the Qatin Galenc mac. SimLlm'ILY the nroone-py2ito-oidorito-pyrito lodoo ropreoent a coolor sono of thi° °am° Dario°. 
Wo vo now to conoidor the galona-dolomite-manganiforouo 
oidorito lodoo of Bundao, Eagnet and Honslouood which have not boon includod in the abovo diocuoolon. 	Th000 lodoo, it io 
important to r(,-, bor, aro invariably nocoointod with vaoiouo baoic roolto of the baoic phnoo of the 2pi-011urian potrogenio 
poriod. 	Xt io 0 .? equal importanco to note that the dolomito in thocc lodoo hao boon introducod ouboequently to the dopooltion 
of a normal oiCorito-galona lode, the 'attar having boon lroogmlarly fracturod and the dolomite dopooitod in the locally moro or l000 brecciatod lodo. 	!hie dolo loation ogtondo a conoldorabl6 diotanco boyond the lode into the ourrounding bacio 
rock whioheay be a pyrogenito, oonientine oo wobotorito. By 
till° dolma ation the 20021 bocoraco a donoo whit() dolomito, 
Tho queotion ari000 therefore no to the mode of origin of thio dolomite oopocially no to whothor the colcium and magnoolum content° woro pr000nt in the magmatic oolutiono co 
1  Twolvotr000 \LH. C; Ward L.X. Genl.Gurv O Tno.Lull.8 Beyochlag Vogt Caruooh °Oro Dopooito° 	Vol:Tr Do ‘53. @Duro .J.A. 20= 0 0001 0 Vol.EXX p.489 0 YULL7-LA4-at A.(KA-A.4. Ll, 444. 7 . di'I'Lt4 	4. ,e,,4Lb a,g- 
r-eavuoiz,44-,4.4.-1... 44,4_ 1-0-c.,4 44-6, 4-ru-4A. et 
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were derived from some other source. The writer unhesitatingly 
contends that a considerable proportion of these elements were 
not in the magmatic solution as it left its magmatic hearth but 
that the dolomite is the result of carbonated magmatic solutions 
reacting on the pyroxenites etc. 	Such dolomitisation of 
peridotites and pyrowites has been considered very fully by 
Professor W.N.BensonQU) who shows that dolomitisation is a 
continuation of the process of serpentisation by the same 
magmatic solutions. 	e states:- "the carbonic acid at first 
acted as a catalyser, but subsequently unde;Aooler conditions 
remained in combination with the magnesia." 
The dolomite in these lodes, therefore, has been formed 
as the result of the continuance of the emission of carbonated 
solutions after the siderite-galena lodes had been formed. 
These solutions were cooler than when the main lodes were formed 
and no longer carried the metallic components, representing in 
fact the final stage in the ejection of solutions from the inter-cupola troughs. 	The continuance of the carbonated solutions 
extended over such a period as to bring about not only the 
formation of dolomite in situ but the solution in the excess 
of carbonic acid of portion thus formed and its transfer to 
and subsequent deposition in fractures in the siderite-galena 
lodes and their environs, 	The occurrence of masses of dolomite 
associated with serpentines pyroxenites etc. is common on the 
Vest Coast of Tasmania, and the origin of this dolomite is 
ascribed to the ultimate effect of the carbonated solutions 
which converted the neridotites into serpentine. 	The dolomitisa- tion being subsequent to the siderite-galena-deposition demon-strates that this action occurred late in the history of 
differentiation at the Inter-Cupola Trough Horizon. 
When we turn to the Cupola Horizon, however, it becomes 
avident that dolomitisation occurred at a much earlier stage 
since we find that deposits of the Tin stage have replaced 
dolomitised pyroxenite dykes. Dolomitisation was therefore complete at the Cupola Horizon before the ejection of the solutions responsible for the Tin Stage. 	In this case the 
dolomitisation must be due to ths solutions of the Contact stage, 
the carbonic acid component thereof being either an original constituent of the magmatic emanations or acquired thereby as 
the result of the metaeomatio relacement of Carbonatee during the 
formation of the contact-metamorphic deposits. 
The above gonclusions supply confirmation and some elaboration of Benson's summarised conclusion:- "the hydration was brought about by the agency of waters emanating from the same magma that produced the peridotite, though not generally until a considerable amount of further differentiation has taken place. The change was, however, completed by the end of the one orogenic period of vulcanicity." 
The completion of dolomitisation at the Inter-Cupola-Trough Horizon represents the end point of the Acid Phase of the Letallogenic Epoch and with it the end of the ,:leoi-Silurian Letallogenic Epoch itself, as far as is indicated by ore deposits at present observable. 
	1.40.11..1•••••■••■••■•••••••••■•••••••■• 
(ftBenson W.N. "OrOgin of Serpentine" Am.Jour.Science Vol.XLVI pp, 693-729. g Ibid. p.710 Loc.cit. p.727. 
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O. RULATIOZOHIP TO TIM POYIDNYROID X0770US 
(1). 0.1 ,1K7AL RMATIOKSEID. 
The determination of the exact role played in z4otallo-
genesis in Taamania by tho 1,orphyroid Zgneous Complex has in 
the past boon a very diffidult matter. 	This difficulty arose 
through the confusion resulting from the devo1og3ent by dynrYqic 
uetamorphism in purely effusive rocks of apparently holocrys- 
tailing characteristics. 	In Y]kart I, however, opocial care has boon taken to delineate the petrographic and structural 
characteristics of the members of this interesting igneous 
coDplon and to clearly indicato the oriGin of the various facies 
thereof by referring them to their Position in the petrogenic 
cyclo. 
It has thus boon Shown, inter alia, that the truly 
intrusive and plutonic facies are relatively limited in their 
occurrence and are subordinate in amount to the effusive and 
schistose facies. 	 ?ho distribution of these , Autonic, intrusive and.extrusive ty9es is shown in Plato2EUL wherein 
the acid and sub-acid facies ere distinguished from the basic. 
The ore deposits mentioned above as being of 2pi-
Cambro-Ordovicisn are also Shown in the man and the spatial 
relationship obviously existing between them and the extrusive, 
intrusive and plutOnic members c? the tlorphyroid Igneous Coogbx 
suggests a genetic association which we will now proceed to 
furthei investigate. 
(2). IVILATICKONIP TO W 7] 7mrinifsIvp, PKAS71. 
Only a aaall nuber of ore deposits OQOUT throuGhout the 
• world which are regarded as havin6 had their origin frcym within 
the extrusive facies of igneous rocks. 	It le Generally 
recognised thnt ouch condition° for prosreosive differsntimtion 
so would occur only in considerable masses slowly cooling some 
distance below the surface, are essential to the forLiation of 
'magmatic extractso which give rise to ore deposits. 
It would be very unlikely therefore that CJG should find 
many orb deposits genetically asoociatod with the effusive 
- facies of the Porphyroid Igneous Comy)lon naniorotao and extensive 
though they are. 	This iG borne out by the observed occurrenses 
which snow very feu ore deposits which would sua3est such a 
Genetic association with the exception of tao ty7)es of deposits, 
rshose are the metallic copper deposit near Cmithton on the Yorth 
Vlost pcmet and the 7:od Alaeastite ore-bodies of the Jukes-Darwin 
field. 
The metallic coppor. deposit rear Smithton occurs in a 
basic Dember of the PorlIhyroid Cole; which althouGh now highly 
altered was originally a basalt. 	In this 'k)asalt the copper 
Occur° as blebs and scales of metallic copper. The deposit hao not been worked and very little is known of it but the associa-
tion suggests a mode of origin similar to that of the native 
copper deposits in basic lavas at Lake Wperior etc, which 
constitute a typo of ore deposit of world-vide distribution. 
The led aaematite dencoits o ukes-Darwin occur in 
the schistose facies of the 2orI,hyroid Complex which, as 
demonstrated in Part I, represent m(ltamorphosed volcanic tuffs. 
5.hese ore-bodies era distinctly different from the micaceous 
7 6 
haematite and magnetite deposits of the same region consisting 
of dense massive red haematite with no pyrite whatsoever. Their 
distribution is sporadic and they are apnarently not immediately 
adjacent to the intrusive and nlutonic facies of the Complex. 
As their age is definitely fixed as Tylpi-Cambro-Ordovician by the 
finding of pebbles composed of this material in the West Coast 
Range Comglomerate Series, three poesible explanations as to 
their origin sugeest themselves. One such explanation would 
regard the deposition of iron to have taken place as carbonate 
or oxide concurrently with the original submarine accumulation 
of the volcanic ash. Subsequent metamorphism has converted 
the oxide or carbonate to this dense haematite. 	The source of 
the original iron would be ascribed to the intense vulcanioity 
and ejection of volcanic rooks belonging to a netrogenic period 
which was characterised essentially by the presence of large 
amounts of iron. 	Against this mode of origin may be cited the fact that the haematite shows no marked sohistosity which 
would be expected to be developed simultaneously with that of 
the rock repository. 	The only occurrence of sohistosity within 
the haematite is an area of intense Spi-Silurian crushing and has obviously been developed at that period and not simultaneously 
with the sonistosity of the echiets. 
The second possible explanation is that they are the 
result of the solution and migration, through the agency of the 
vadose circulation, of the haematite and magnetite bearing 
deposits to be subsequently ascribed to the plutonic phase of 
the Porphyroid petrogenio period. 	This solution and migration 
would have taken nlaoe in the period succeeding the batholithic 
end-point and during the progress of the erosion lellich laid bare 
the plutonic rocks and their genetically related ore deposits. 
• The third explanation of the origin of these red haema- 
tite ore-bodies which i3 the one put formrd by tir writer R9 
the most probable is that they represent the replacement of 
schist by solutions rich in iron omitted from the difi7erontiatinG plutonioe during the Iron Stage and deposited at greater distances 
from the magmatic hearth than the magnetite and micaceous haema-
tite. This will be further considered below when dealing with 
the Acid Phase, 
3. RZLATIOlqSHIP TO Taz BASIC ZLUTOLIC PRAM]. 
In a metallogenio epoch characterised.by dominant iron as is this Epi-Cambro-Ordovician Letallogenic ']poch of Tasmania, 
it would naturally be expected that the basic plutonic phase of the coordinate petrogenio period would be particularly rich in important concentrations of iron ore. 	Thie expectation is realised in that the only representatives of the basic plutonic 
rooks of the Porphyroid Igneous Complex known to exist, viz., the amphibolite-schiets and gabbro-amplibolites of the Long Plains and liooky Ricer districts, carry large lenses of magnetite which constitute some of the most important iron deposits of . 
Tasmania, 
The amphibolite-schists and gabbro-amphiboliteS in whioh 
these ore deposits occur were originally, as established in Pert I, 
gabbros and related rooks. 	These were intruded into Pre-Cambrian 
sohists of sedimentary origin. 
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The magnetite ore-bodies occur in the hornblende-schists in 
the form of lenses up to 2000 feet in length and 100 feet in 
width. 	They are conformible to the schists and in places 
a banding appears correeponding to that in the schiets or 
hornblende-gneiss as the rock in nieces may be called. The 
ore is mainly magnetite with some haematite, the gangue being 
small in amount and consisting of hornblendicmaterial and in places the sulphides pyrrhotite, pyrite and chalcopyrite occur together with a small amount of nickel and cobalt. 
In determining the genesis of these deposits it must be remembered that we we are dealing here with basic igneous 
rocks which have been subjected to intense dynamic metamorphism 
which has brought about mineralogic reconstitution and the 
development of the schistose and banded structure. Lagnetite ore-bodies occurring in these rooks and possessing a banded structure could be metasomatic replacements by solutions arriving subsequent to the development of schistosity as perhaps the ilpi-Silurian magmatic solutions. The absence of the typical gangue minerals such as garnet, idocrese, diopside, etc., render this mode of origin doubtful. 	'Men, moreover, the magnetite is accoupanied by nickel and cobalt as in these ore-bodies it seems still more dotibtful that metasomatic 
replacement is responsible for them. 	It would airear therefore 
that magmatic differentiation has been the process which has 
developed the magnetite with thc , pyrrhotite, ohaloompite l 
nickel and cobalt which are so characteristic of mazmatic 
differentiates of this type, 
On the basis of the origin by magmatic segregation of these deposits their age would be that of the original gabbro intrueion, namely, npi-Cambro-Ordovician. The banding and lentioular shape are the result of the same forces and processes as developed the banding and echistosity in the igneous hoot. 
A difficulty in the acceptance of the origin by magmatic 
segregation arises by virtue of the fact that the ore-bodies 
carry no titenium. rAgmatio segregations in gabbros are in 
general characterised by the presence of this latter metal in 
the form of ilmenite. This, however, is not invariably the 
case as is shown in Tasmania by tho magnotite-pyrrhotite-
pentlandite segregations in gabbro at Heemskirk and beyond 
Tasmania by the occurrence of non-titaniferous magnetite ore-
bodies in gabbros in flrazil. 
On the evidence, therefore, the origin is believed by 
the writer to have been by magmatic sezregation within and 
towards the borders of intrusions of rocka annroaching gabbro 
in composition and belonging to the bade phase of the rorphyroid 
igneous complex, and they are therefore of 7:pi-Cambro-Ordovician 
age, 
These magnetite deposits of the Long nlains and Savage 
niver represent the only ore deposits genetically associated 
with the basic plutonic phase of the Porphyroid Igneous ComPlex. 
4. IOLATIOFSHIP o ¶i ACID-PLUTOEIC rEAS71. 
In the early part of this chapter it was pointed out 
that the association of the ore depoeits,definited fixed as 
of 2pi-Cambro-Ordovician age on purely geologic evidence, with 
the plutonic facies of the Porphyroid Complex suggested a 
genetic connection. 	Plate NE. shows that such a genetic 
7 4K 
relationship would be with the. acid and sub-acid facie° - a 
concluoion which io really indicated above whore it is statod 
that the Lona Plains and Onvage :liver magnetite ore-bodiss aro the only Genetic cosociates of the baoic phase of the Complez. 
Iron Stage 0  
rZho acid and oub-acid plutonico occur no outcrops at 
either end of the West Coast Range - at south Darwin and at 
Parroll. 	he tectonic 3oo1 gy and the hisory of the E,Orphyroid potrogenic period ao delineated in Part 2 show that °Jolla& plutonic invasiono aro probable along the whole 
of this mountain range. 
rghe ore doposito containing magnetite and haematite which 
are referred to this epoch aro distributed n/ong the are range 
and vo find a recurrence of a typical deposit of this class 
coinciding with the recurrence of porphyroid granite at Dove 
It 00GDO very clear therefore that these dr)posito are genetically related to the acid sna oub-acid plutonics. This 
conclusion ohovo the azistenco of a parollel in the 71,1-Cambro- 
Ovdovidna lAtalmmic WO to tho flontnot nap (Ye tho 
Phmoo of the npi-Cilurian 'Letallogenid 2pooh. /t i9 trAloortnnt to note, however, that. the usual limo-silicate contact meta- 
morphic minerals garnet, etc 0 aro absent, chlorite being the 	. 
charcwteristic silicate ° 	It Jo eQually notoWirthy that the ore dopooits are not confined to the juxtaposed aureola but occur 
also within the plutonic mesas themselves ° 	It would seem therefore that these iron denosito do not belona to a dofinite 
Contact Otae as ordinarily understood, but that they re7,resent 
the earliest stage of ejection of magmatic aem4act which took 
place at a oomewhat later otage of the intrusion-cooling- 
differentiation hiotory than the typical contact-meta7,1orphic 
otago. It is therefore called the Iron Stage ° 
The or deposits belonginG to this Iron tae are the 
magnatite-chlorite micaceous haeoatito-Quart2-pyrito and the 
red hmematito ore-bodieo of the Uoot Coaot RanGe and Dove fiver together with the chalcopyrite-chlorite-magnetite-wite and 
the chalcopyrito-chlorite-haematito-mrite ore-bodies of the 
OJEMQ roaiono. 	Those latter deposits carrying copper (about 
.5 per cent average) are variants of the magnetite-chlorite ore - bodice and actually are of more frouent occurrence than the . 
purer typo. 	The chalcopyrite vac the last mineral to be deposited but there was posoibly soao overlapping with the iron 
minerals. 	It io apparent therefore that some coppnr accomnnnied the later solutions of the Iron Stage. 	In places, however, the 
oolutiono carried iron only with no oulphidic or cop -oor content 
and gave rice to the rod haematite oro-bodieo. 
An interesting variant of these iron deposits with 
subordinato copper are the bornite - bluish grey haematite 
lodes at Lake Jukes. 	These are assigned to the Iron tae the deposition of the bornito having been determined by the physical conditions to whicb the solutions wore subjected at 
thio particular locality. 	They are regarded by the writer co correoponding to the red haematite deposits having been 
deposited under anprozimately similar conditions fro41 copner-
bearing solution°. 
It Arlo been shown above that the Iron Stage included 
towards ito olooe a noticeable conper content. This loads to 
the problem of the age and genesis of the chalcopyrite-chlorite. 
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• 	0 pyrite ore-bodies which *ccur along tho West Coast l'ange in 
' close Dmtimity tO the above mentionod nagnotito and haamatito 
deposits. 	These ore-bodies aro confined to the ochistose 
facies of the 2?ory)hyroi1 Igneous Compl= while the cupriferous 
magnetite and haematite deposits *ccur in the more massive 
rocks such as Telsite granophyrc or granite. 	Although these two dietindt types occur in close pronimity to each other they 
invariably comstitute quite separate ore-bodies. 
Th6 cAaracteristic component of these ore bodies is 
chlorite which is generally in the form of delessite. Gold 
and silver are Present in the chalcopyrite to a small extent. 
The invariability of the chlorite give a distinctive sT)pearance 
to these ere bodies and they undoubtedly constitute a genetic 
group. 	e have seen, however, that cert/Un copper deposit0 
of tho 'hot Out :Ingo bolw to th') 20i-Mluvica :Gtallogoao 
Lpoch and it is of' course possible that these chloritic chalco-
writ° denoCito bolong to tint epOCh oonecially ao up to the 
present no frajaeato of those ore-bodies have been found in the 
Vest Coast lange Con6lomerate so is the cas0 with the magnetite 
. and haamati.to deposits. 	It is significant, however, that the 
copper deposits on this range occur at it.nyell 
Aihere'the dissemimAted deposits in the schists (fahlbands) 
aro caaracterisod by sericite and not chlorite. In fact there 
is complete evidence in the Lyell field that the sericite of 
tha soricitic schisto adjoining the main ore-bodies has been 
produced by the action of the 'Pi.-Silurian ore-bearing lolutions 
on chloritiO schists. 	',,Oaie is in accordance with Kirks tionoluolon thilt 6h1ogitloaticno1f1 evioitWtkil gv). tho 
reoultant px,oduots of different phases of hydro-tIleriaal actionp 
althout.lh the comnlation of the conversion of --2,pi-Cfmbro-
Ordovician chlorite to sericite has in this case been delayed 
until the arrival of solutions at a much later geologic period. 
It sec,ms very probable therefore that the chloritic ore 
bodice belong to the 7:pi-Cambro-Grdovician Letallogenio 7]Poch 
in view of their juxtaposition to npi-Crambro-Ordovician plutonic 
invasions and also because of the occurrence of sericite and 
not chlorite in the ore-bodies definitely knolin to be of flpi-
Silurian age. 	The evidence is not conclusive but these chloritio ore deposits prevent an appearance in the field so different from any Tpi-Gilurian deposits that one can scarcely 
believe them to belong to the latter epoch. 	It may be objected that because the ore-bodies are metasomatic replaceiLents of 
schistose facies of the Porphyroid Colo z the schist structure 
being retained in the ore, an r,pi-n=a2ftlav Cambro-Crdovician 
age could not be assigned to them as the schistosity is also of 
Bpi-Cambro-Grdovician age. 	It wac specially shown in 2art I, 
however, that the metamorphism of the schistose facies was 
effected before at least the completion of the plutonic or 
batholithic phase of thei-Cambro-Ordovician orogenic epoch. 
The ejection of mazmatic'solutiono being the later stage of the 
batholithic invasion, ouch solutions rmuld find th, - schists with their schistosity already developed awaiting them and 
would afford both easy channels of movement and favourable 
material for replacement. 	Yhey are therefore regarded by the writer as belonging to the pi-Gq-mbro-Ordovician etallo 
genic 3poch. 
bio conclusion in vii of the complete absence of magnetite and haematite in the ore-bodies gives rise to the 
conception of P. 9econd'stage of the epoch chaoacterised by 
copper and no iron. It is therefore termed the Copper Gtae. 
Kirk Charles '2. con 0 ol 0 Vol.VII p035-52. 
Its separation from the Iron Stage in the matter of time was due to the operation of the same principles as were enunciated in connection with the Stages of the Bpi-Silurian Yetallogenic Bpoch. 
There is no evidence whatsoever of any subsequent stage of this epoch and it therefore is clear that the Bpi-Cambro-Ordovician Letallogenic 2pooh was essentially one giving iron and copper with a little gold and silver and that of these tele metals iron was by far the most important. This oonclusion is made more significant when the deposits of the Basic Phase of this epoch are remembered as they were dominantly iron with a little nickel and cobalt. 
The Bpi-Cambro-Ordovician was therefore ,par excellence the Iron ketallogenic :Opoch of Tasmania. 
XIV, 	Mtn 	;G ANALORPI IS T s 
Ve have now considered all of the ore deposits of Tasmania important from either the economic or genetic view-point with the exception of the bluish-grey haematite-quartz ore-bodies, the haematite-barite ore-body of rt.Lyell, the specularite-quartz veins and the barite lodes. 	A direct origin from igneous magmas has been ascribed and demonstrated for them all but the exceptions mentioned above do not seem to have such a direct association and their mode of origin now comes up for consideration. 
(1), HAWATIT30?00126 OW= COAST 1ATIG.73 COMOLINA"73, 
The significant facts in connection with the bluish-Grey 
haematite-quartz ore-bodies, the specularite-quartz veins and 
the baritic haematite deposits are the following:- 
(i). Their occurrence as metasomatic replacements of veins 
in conglomerates and sandstones of the 7est Coast 
Range Conglomerate series. 
(ii). The complete absence of magnetite. 
(iii). The total absence of pneumatolytio and hydatogenic 
minerals; quartz and barite are the only gangue 
minerals. 
(iv). Their occurrence immediately above or in contact with members of the Porphyroid Igneous Complex. 
(v). The occurrence of conglomerate beds rich in magnetite and haematite pebbles and haematite cement within the Conglomerate Series. 
The age of these deposits has been definitely fixed as 
Epi-Silurian on the ground that they occur in the Gilurian West Coast Range Conglomerate Series and that 319i -Silurian magmatio ore deposits (the Nt.Lyell and North Well ore-bodies) occur partly replacing them. I.74re exact determin tion of age is therefore possible and it is thus clear that their formation pre-dated the Siliceous-Lead-Zinc-Copper Stage of the Acid Phase of that epoch. 
If therefore these denoeits were due to magmatic solutions they would necessarily have to be referred to the earlier Contact Stage (if such exists for the Inter-Cupola Trough Horizon) or to the Tin-Tourmaline Stage. The absence of any magnetite, pneumatolytio'or similar minerals, however, makes such an origin very improbable. 
In vieu of the definite age determination there remains one mode of origin which explains the occurrence of these deposits, viz., an origin during the orogenic movement and preceding the batholithic end-point. 	The vadose water has its temperature and activity increased by the pressure accompanying the paroxysm, and dissolves iron and silica from the surrounding rocks and Y;pi-Cambro-Ordovician iron ore-bodies and deposits them wherever decreased temperature and pressure are encountered. 
Such solution transfer and deposition of iron and silica have taken place to a considerable extent within the West Coast Range Conglomerate especially where the crushing and 
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movement during the Bpi-Silurian erogenic period was intense. 
Very interesting illustrations of this on a small scale are 
frequent in the conglomerate beds carrying haematite pebbles. 
In one type a quartz vein cuts through a haematite pebble and 
within the borders of this pebble specularite occurs wilik in the vein in addition to quartz, whereas the remainder of the vein consists wholly of the latter mineral. Obviously in 
such veins there has been practically no movement of the 
solutions, a conclusion whichis confirmed by the occurrence 
of the quartz in columnar growths extending completely across • 
the vein. 	Another type of vein is frequent which carries 
well crystallised pyramidal quartz with speoularite. The rock in the near neighbourhood contains numerous pebbles of 
haematite and much haematite cement. There hag clearly been free movement within veins of this type. 
On a much larger scale deposition of haematite has taken place by matasomatic replacement of sandstones which were permeated by the iron-bearing solutions circulating during 
the differential movement of the rock masses. To this type 
belong the more important haematite ore bodies in the Con-
glomerate Series exemplified by those at Blythe, Dial Range 
and similar but much smaller deposits on Mts.Lyell,Owen and 
Claude. 
The barite-haematite ore-body at Mt.Lyell is a variant 
of this type the circulating waters having picked up a narium 
content from the same source as the later magmatic solutions 
which gave rise to the kt,Lyell pyritic ore-body. 
The writer would ascribe the origin of all of these 
haematite and specularite deposits to this solution transfer 
and deposition during the phase of the Epi-Silurian erogenic 
period preceding the batholithic invasion, 
(2). BARITE VEINS IN PORPHYROID IGNEOUS COMPLEX. 
Veins of barite are not infrequent in the effusive and intrusive igneous rooks of the porphyroid complex and include 
the following types indicated in Table 	:- The barite-pyrite- 
quartz lodes of the Jukes-Darwin (intercolonial Spur), Hamilton 
on Forth (Alma) and Varrell (Kittsons eta). These lodes contain 
predominant barite with *Wm subordinate chalcopyrite, pyrite 
and quartz together with sphalerite and galena and sometimes 
barite in a very pure state. 
It is significant that these veins are confined to the 
Cambro-Ordovician igneous rocks and contain predominant barite 
with occasionally a little pyrite, chalcopyrite or galena. 
They can in no way be regarded as of the baritic-galena type 
of lode at Freeberg being essentially veins of barite with a 
slight impurity of the three minerals mentioned above. The 
barite is generally white but occasionally stained with haematite. 
Very little work has been carried out on these veins but 
in the one case where a vein has been explored at apereciable 
depth (Intercolonial Spur between Jukes and Darwin) it shows a 
feathering out downwards. It is widest nearest the surface and 
peters out below to thin veinlets. 
Taking cognisance of these facts the writer would 
ascribe the origin of these barite veins to the action of meteoric 
waters in the deeper circulation acquiring barium from the - silicates of the igneous rocks in which they occur and depositing 
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it as sulphate in open fissures, This is in accordance with 
the mode of origin deduced for many barite veins in other parts 
of the world . 	It does not seem possible to account for them 
in any other way in view of their recurrence over a wide area 
and the absence of barite from all of the deposits formed from 
magmatic solutions except the two isolated instances of the Mt. 
Lyell ore bodies and the Read-Resebery sine-lead-sulphide 
deposits, the barite in which is explained above as having been 
picked up by the magmatic solutions in passing through the 
Porphyroid Igneous Complex, 	If barium had been present in the 
magmatic solutions of either of the main metallogenio epochs 
it would of necessity have shown its presence in some at least 
of the other types of deposits belonging thereto, particularly 
in the lower temperature groups, 
Az to the time of depositiom of these barite veins no final conclusion is at present possible. 	It is quite possible 
that they were formed during the erosion interval between the Cambro-Ordovician erogenic period and the Silurian sedimentation 
and their restriction to the Cambro-Ordovician rocks would lend 
support to this view, The fact, moreover, that barite occurs in the two Bpi-Silurian ore deposits, seems to indicate that 
that mineral was ready in places in available form to *km be taken up en pageant by the magmatic solutions, These considera-tions point to a Pre-Silurian and Post-Cambro-Ordovician origin 
and this is considered by the writer es probable, However, 
it is possible that they may have been deposited at the same time and under approximately the same conditions as the haematite 
• and barite-haematite deposits in the West Coast Range Conglomer-ate sad this seems to be confirmed by the occurrence at an isolated spot at North Lyell of small barite replacements of conglom-arate, 
In all probability, therefore, solution and redeposition of barium has taken place during both the Bpi-Cambro-ordovician-Silurian erolion interval and the earlier part of the Bpi-Silurian erogenic period, Further data are therefore essential before 
the exact age of the individual occurrences of barite veins can be determined, 
XV, SECONDARY ALTERATION OP THE ORE DEPOSITS,  
In general the amount of secondary alteration of the ore deposits of Taemania by atmospheric agencies and meteoric 
waters is very small, This fact is explained by the heavy 
rainfall well distributed throughout the year and the absence of dry seasons and the rapid erosion in the mineral areas of the West and North-West Coasts and Ben Lomond. Thus in spite of the high relief the conditions necessary for extensive development of oxidation and secondary enrichment do not exist in these areas. 
The secondary alteration generally consists of a very shallow zone of oxidised lode material or gossan which seldom extends to more than 100 feet below the surface. Very little 
secondary enrichment has occurred, a notable exception being 
the copper-silver-gold enriChment containing argentite, bornite, chalcooite and polybasite on the footwall of the Vit.Lyell ore 
body. Another Important case of extensive surface alteration 
is that of the Mt.Bisohoff ore-bodies but th this instance the 
result is not due solely to Tertiary, Pleistocene and Recent effects. As pointed out in Part 1 111t.3ischoff was a monadnock 
when the Pre-Permo-Carboniferous vbneplain was formed. 	The 
erosion interval which gave rise to this peneplain undoubtedly 
was responsible for the development of a considerable portion of the oxidation and enrichment of the tin lodes. The extent and richness of these oxidised deposits of •Lt.Bischoff is therefore due to the superposition of a succession of erosion periods on a persistent monadnook. 
The free gold found in numerous localities in the West 
Coast region in alluvial and detrital deposits has been formed during the oxidation and alteration of the various pyritio ore-bodies which contain gold associated with the sulphides and removed during the ordinary progress of denudation. 
On the East Coast where the rainfall is considerably less than in the West and a relatively long dry summer occurs every year secondary alteration extends to a greater depth but even here it does not seem to extend to more than 100 feet. 
The erosion which has taken place since the early Tertiary 
has liberated enormous quantities of cassiterite from ore 
deposits containing that mineral. 	This cassiterite has become 
concentrated in river gravels forming extensive alluvial deposits. 	Some of these deposits of Tertiary age have been covered by Tertiary basalt and constitute thendeep leaden of North-Bast Tasmania which is also the area which contains the more important and extensive alluvial tin deposits of Tasmania. 
On the whole therefore secondary alteration and enrichment have notieffected the ore deposits of Tasmania to an extent comparable/that on the mainland or in many other parts of the world, the main mineral output of Tasmania with the exception of the Et.Bischoff deposits and the tin placers of the North East Coast being derived from primary ore deposits. 
DIISCRIPTIONS OF PLATS. 
PLATN I. 
This is the official geological map of Tasmania with the 
West Coast Range Conglomerate Series added as a separate rock series. 	Several alterations have been made where observations 
subsequent to the printing of the official map showed that it was inaccurate. 	This map is also intended to act as a general locality map. 	The lines of sections in Plates ry and V are marked on this map. 
PLATN  
This map indicates in a generally approximate way the position of the main Late LASOZ0i0 and Tertiary fault lines 	• of Tasmania. 1:ae faults which have been caused by the diabasic upthrust are coloured pink -thile the lines of Tertiary block faulting are shown in yellow. The amount of throw in each case is shown in feet. 
PLAM III. 
The occurrence of the. granite of the Porphyroid Complex at South Darwin is here shown in plan and in vertical cross section. 	The former shows the truncation of both the bedding planes and the schist planes by the granite. The section shows the roof-pendant with the schist planes clearly truncated vertically by the granite. 
PLATE'IV. 
The upper of the two sections in this plate is a vertical section on a line from HeeMskirk through Comstock, Zeehan, Dundee, 
lit.Read, Farrell, Granite Tor, Barn Bluff, Cradle rt., Liddlesex, Beaconsfield, Lefroy, Warrentinna, Blue Tier to tne East Coast. The geologic unite shown thereon are the acid and sub-acid plutonics of the Epi-Silurian shown in red, the Silurian and Pre-Silurian rocks shown in purple and the Permo-Carboniferous and post-Permo-Carboniferous in sepia. The position of the planes of the block faults is also shown. 
The lower section is alone. the same line and has been evolved from the upper by raising the faulted blocks by as 	. much as they originally dropped - 3000 feet on the West Coast 
and from 3000 to 2000 feet going eastwards along the North Coast. 	The raising of these blocks to their original position 
shows the Tasmanian Batholith in its true outline and relation- 
ships. 	In this section are thus shown the original configura- tion of the batholithic roof on the line of the section, the denuded portion of the cupolas being shown by broken red lines. The surface at the time when the igneous invasion reached its maximum height is shown in a broken black line which shows in general the undulations of the surface which were the effect of 
the orogenic movement. 	The Permo-Carboniferous peneplain is shown by a thick continuous black line, the monadnocks being 
shown slightly higher than present level to indicate diagrammatic ally erosion which has since taken place. 
The West Coast batholith and that of the North-East are shown joining at a considerable depth below the surface and thus 
the conception of the Tasmanian'Batholith is illustrated. 
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PLATE IX. 
This is designed on 'exactly the same principle as Plate VIII and covers the Balfour region, The granite is not shown but the amphibolite dykes are indicated, they being too small to show on the general geologic map. 
PLATE X. • 
The object of this plate is to show the relation of the lodes and metallogenic stages to the Cupolas and Inter-Cupola Troughs, 
There is shown very largely diagrammatically a vertical section across Heemskirk through Comstock, Zeehan, North Dundas to east of ningville. Only the acid Spi-Silurian rocks are shown.' 	There are thus illustrated two Cupolas and two Inter- Cupola Troughs. The original outline of the truncated cupola is shorn by a broken red line, and the original surface at the 
time of the batholithio invasion by a broken black line. 
The contact-metamorphic iron deposits are shown in black. 
The Tin and Zinc-Lead-Copper Stages of the Cupola Horizon 
are shown respectively as purple and brown lodes issuing from the granite, the greater depth, below the batholithic roof, of the latter indicating their origin at both a later stage and a deeper focus. 
Similarty the three Stages of the Inter-Cupola Trough 
Horizon are indicated by characteristic colours and the 
progressive increase in depth of focal origin indicated. In this case the pyritic-galena are shown distinct (yelrow) from the sideritic-galena (blue) lodes although they both belong to the Carbonate-Lead-Zino-Silver Stage. 	The result of this 
procedure is to clearly show the dependence of the mineralogic 
composition of these two lode types on variation within the 
magma. 
The drawing also shows why the lodes in the Ringville 
area belong to the cooler zone carrying tetrahedrite than those at Zeehan, being at7much greater distance from the intra-magmatic focus. 	In every case the lodes or portions thereof which have been removed by denudation are shown as broken lines. 
